Our Ocean Wealth
Development Task
Force
Inputs to the DTF Report

The members and secretariat of the Development Task Force provided a number of discussion
papers/inputs throughout the process. These papers are presented in the following sections.
These papers fed into the final Report of the Development Task Force that was presented to the
Minister and the Marine Coordination Group for consideration in 2015.
The views expressed in these documents do not purport to reflect the views of the Minister and the
members of the Marine Coordination Group. The DTF and its members give no guarantees,
undertakings or warranties concerning the accuracy, completeness or up‐to‐date nature of
information provided on this report and does not accept any liability whatsoever arising from any
errors or omissions.
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1. BACKGROUND ‐ DTF MODUS OPERANDI AND MEMBERSHIP
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth – An Integrated Marine Plan for Ireland is the first whole of
Government approach to managing Ireland’s vast and diverse marine resources. The Plan, published
in 2012, is an initiative of the Inter‐Departmental Marine Coordination Group, chaired by Mr. Simon
Coveney TD., Minister for Agriculture Food and the Marine and convened by the Department of the
Taoiseach.
As part of the implementation framework of the Plan, Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth (HOOW)
commits to the establishment of operational task forces to work under the auspices of the Marine
Coordination Group (MCG) aimed at providing unifying horizontal support for the policies and
programmes across Departments. The recommendations/outputs of the task forces are presented to
the Minister and the MCG for consideration on appropriate implementation.
In late 2013, the Development Task Force (DTF) was established. The Minster for Agriculture, Food
and the Marine appointed Robert Dix, an experienced financial consultant with a strong involvement
in the marine sector, as the Chair of the Development Task Force and Peter Heffernan, CEO of the
Marine Institute to the role of Vice‐Chair.

1.2 MODUS OPERANDI
The first meeting of the Development Task Force took place on 18 December 2013. The terms of
reference were to examine and report on recommendations on specific HOOW actions that span
across four enablers. The DTF established Sub‐Groups, with sub‐group chairs appointed, to progress
each of the four areas outlined in its terms of reference, namely:
Integrated Enterprise Strategy:
Chair: Gearoid Mooney (EI)
Develop an integrated enterprise strategy to generate momentum in specific emerging market
opportunities prepared across development agencies (e.g. offshore renewables, offshore services,
ICT and sensors, biotechnology). (HOOW Action #1)
Business development, Marketing & Promotion
Chair: Dermot Clohessy (IDA)
Give a clear message to investors that Ireland is ‘Open for, and a good place to do, marine business’
domestically and internationally and continue to market and promote business opportunities
associated with the marine through the IDA, EI, IMDO, Bord Bia, BIM, Údarás na Gaeltachta, Fáilte
Ireland. (HOOW Action #17)
Research, Knowledge, Technology & Innovation
Chair Stephen O’Driscoll (SFI)
Support existing and new test‐beds/facilities for demonstration and commercialisation purposes
that promote Ireland as a test‐bed for renewable energy technologies and ICT (SmartOcean)
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focusing on the development of innovative technologies that support real‐time information
gathering (e.g. for security, surveillance, environmental monitoring). (HOOW#25)
International Education and Training
Chair: Yvonne Shields (CIL)
Establish Ireland as an international marine training destination, maximising the capacity and
potential of existing marine training facilities/programmes (e.g. BIM training, IMERC, Ryan Institute,
NMCI, ship‐based SMART initiative, private training operators) and integrate into national initiatives
such as Educate in Ireland. (Action #28)
Ten plenary meetings of the DTF members were held during the year, at which discussion papers
from each sub‐group were addressed.
Further ad‐hoc, expert meetings were convened during the year to address specific sub‐sectors and
topics and material was received from various individual and representative groups.
Additional meetings with the sub‐group chairs took place between plenary meetings, including a
workshop, hosted by CIL in September. At the workshop, the sub‐group chairs reviewed the work
undertaken by members over the summer months, which involved preparing project proposals that
could be taken forward through the recommendations put forward by the DTF. The chair met with
individual members and groups, preparing projects for this catalogue, during the latter stages of the
year, to review and stress‐test the proposals, in order to identify any barriers to be addressed.
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1.3 MEMBERSHIP
The DTF is comprised of 24 members, as shown in the Table below, drawn from the industry, state
and NGO sectors.
Robert Dix – Development Task Force Chair
Peter Heffernan – Development Task Force Vice Chair

Sub‐Group 1: Integrated
Enterprise Strategy
(Emerging Sectors)

Sub‐Group 2: Business
Development,
Marketing & Promotion

Gearoid Mooney – EI
(Chair)

Dermot Clohessy – IDA
(Chair)

Stephen O’Driscoll ‐ SFI
(Chair)

Irish Offshore Operators
Association rep John
Conroy (IOAA)
Peter Coyle – MRIA

Donal Maguire – BIM

Declan Meally ‐ SEAI

Richie Flynn – IFA
Aquaculture
Val Cummins – IMERC

John Toner – Irish
Chamber of Shipping
Siobhan Egan / Sinead
Cummins – Birdwatch
Ireland

Brian Motherway – SEAI

Brendan Keating – IBEC

Shay Power – IDA
Karen Conroy – EI

Sub‐Group 3: Research, Sub‐Group 4: International
Knowledge, Technology
Education & Training
& Innovation: Test Beds
Yvonne Shields – CIL
(Chair)
Michael Delaney/Conor
Mowlds ‐ NMCI
John Connaughton‐ BIM
Harry Hermon – ISA

Meadbh
Seoighe/Mairead Ní
Oistín – UnaG
Mary Stack/Fiona
Buckley – Fáilte Ireland
Pat Shannon – Irish
Offshore Operators
Association
Pat Keating – Irish Ports
Association
Karen Devereux – Bord
Bia
Liam Lacey – IMDO
Sean O’Donoghue –
Federation of Irish
Fishermen
Brian O’Sullivan – Irish
Marine Federation
John Toner ‐ Irish
Chamber of Shipping
(also on SG1):

DTF Support Team:
Eoin Sweeney, Paul Brewster, Mike Devane, Edel O’Connor, Jenny O’Leary (MI), John Evans (MI), Geoffrey
O’Sullivan (MI)
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1.4 OUTPUTS
The DTF members provided a number of discussion papers/inputs throughout the process. These are
presented in the following sections. These papers were subsequently reviewed by the Chair and sub‐
Group chairs and their proposals and recommendations fed into the final Development Task Force
Report that was presented to the Minister and the Marine Coordination Group for consideration.

2. TOWARDS AN INTEGRATED ENTERPRISE STRATEGY
Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth Action #1b:
Develop an integrated enterprise strategy to generate momentum in specific emerging market opportunities prepared
across development agencies (e.g. offshore renewables, offshore services, ICT and sensors, biotechnology).

2.1 CONTEXT
Today, the existing industry in the emerging sectors comprising of Marine ICT, Marine Biotechnology
and Marine Renewable Energy is small and best described, in Irish Industrial sector norms, as
nascent. The employment and export contributions are correspondingly small. Many of the existing
Irish companies engaging in the marine market also address their products and services at other
markets, making it difficult to get a bottom line picture of their contribution to Marine development.

2.2 PUBLICLY FUNDED RESEARCH
There are a number of Irish agencies active in funding research projects under each of the three
industry headings listed above. Those projects represent a sizeable investment in research that
could:
 in the short term be used to generate trained people and leverage Foreign Direct Investment;
and
 in the medium to long term generate new products/ services for existing companies and be a
source of new spin‐out companies.

2.3 POSITIONING





There is a clear roadmap for the potential medium to long term (5 years plus) growth of these
three sectors, through leveraging national investment in supporting research.
Growing these Industry sectors, through the existing cohort of aligned companies, will require
some stimulus actions. Even with stimulus, and given what we know in Ireland about the start‐
up rates for companies capable of raising investment funds, sufficient to produce a high impact
on employment number and exports, the current picture suggests that this will be a long term
play (10 years plus).
It would seem that the best prospects for stimulating significant growth, in the short to medium
term, is through foreign direct investment. Whilst this is very desirable and Ireland knows how
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to do FDI, we consider that the current “invest in Marine in Ireland” story is fragmented and
uncoordinated, ultimately leading to it being exceptionally difficult to sell. This deficit will have
to be tackled in the short term if we are to unlock the potential benefits.

2.4 SYSTEMIC CHALLENGES TO BE TACKLED
It has been posited that one of the significant impediments to the growth of the Marine enterprise
sector is that there is no single government department, industrial development agency or research
funder that can influence the complete sector, end‐ to‐ end. There is no doubt that national
coordination and collective oversight can go a long way towards dealing with this challenge.
However, given the size of the future potential for Ireland, the underdevelopment of the sector and
the current will to jump‐start it, there is an opportunity during an initiation period of three to five
years, to implement more effective solutions.
This suggests the concept of a single entity, suitably empowered to work across all stakeholders, and
to drive the development of the Marine agenda, for a three to five year period. Co‐responsibility
and coordination are good, but having a single entity that is accountable for deliverables and for
drawing the separate parties together is better. This offers the opportunity to develop the current
fragmented system into a more collaborative way of working which, over time, will enhance
implementation of the HOOW strategy.
The creation of a permanent new entity is not proposed. What is being proposed is a Marine
Development Team with the following attributes:
 Appointed for a fixed period of 3 – 5 years.
 Headed by an industry‐credible leader with national profile.
 Embedded in an existing structure, probably a development agency.
 Responsible for the coordinated implementation of the action plans flowing from HOOW and
with metrics tied to its implementation.
 Responsible for branding, marketing and promoting the Irish Marine opportunity.
 Creating, managing and linking the “Irish” international marine industry network.
 Collating and selling the Irish Marine narrative in support of FDI.
 Managing and operating an Irish Marine Opportunity portal.
 With a small team seconded from the implementing departments and agencies.
There have been a number of examples of this in the past with one of the most relevant one being
the National Linkage Programme (1985) which was established to develop a strong competitive sub‐
supply base in Ireland, intended to maximise local purchases of Irish materials, components and
services by foreign‐owned organisations located in Ireland.
Recent examples include the creation of www.knowledgetransferireland.ie which was set up as a
joint venture between the Irish Universities Association and Enterprise Ireland. It works with
business, investors, universities, Institutes of Technology, State research organisations, research
funders and government agencies, to maximise the transfer of State‐ funded technology, ideas and
expertise into industry, to drive innovation. Another example is the creation of the office of Dublin’s
Commissioner for Startups.
5

The proposed Office, with a modest budget, and government oversight, would make a significant
contribution to the short to medium term development of the Marine industry in Ireland.

2.5 SHORT TO MEDIUM TERM ACTIONS
The Marine industry development plan should have a Short to Medium term plan addressing three
elements, namely
A. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI),
B. Existing industry with marine growth potential , and
C. The creation of new start‐up companies.
It is not intended that each of these be regarded as unconnected silos; success in any of the three is
expected to reinforce the prospects in the other two.

A.







Foreign Direct Investment actions:
Map the existing Irish research environment and industry base (including potential sub‐supply
chain) and make this available to IDA. In addition, map the training providers of marine‐relevant
talent and build into a coherent picture of human resource potential to back up any new
investments. Map the sources of funding that could be available to new investors in Ireland’s
Marine economy from all sources.
Produce a common brand for the research base and work with the research funding agencies to
ensure that a collaborative and cross ‐selling approach is adopted by the collective Marine
research base in its engagements with industry.
Assess regulatory impediments for new investments across all the Marine subsectors and deliver
appropriate reforms to mitigate these issues.
Use all of the above to create a joined up marketing picture of Ireland’s advantages for FDI in
Marine. Ensure that all actors in the Irish Marine sector use this highly developed common script
when engaging with industry.

B.

Supporting Existing Industry with Marine Growth Potential:
(i)

Horizon‐scanning for global marine market trends:
[Responsibility: The new Marine Development Team]







Companies are entrepreneur‐led. Entrepreneurs will follow business opportunities. Informed
awareness of new and additional commercial opportunities will inspire companies to follow new
business lines and thus create growth.
In order to get more of Ireland’s existing industry to do more marine business, in the short term
(up to 5 years), intensive horizon‐ scanning for Marine market opportunities is required, and this
needs to be communicated to existing and marine‐potential companies and the entrepreneurial
community.
The costs should be modest, as the Team would, ideally, leverage some international marine
industry publications, and intelligence gathered by the overseas offices of public sector agencies,
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to create a collated newsletter focussing on new marine industry business opportunities
internationally. This would be made publicly available in Ireland and emailed to all existing
marine industry focussed businesses.

(ii)

SBIR/SBRI for the Irish Marine sector:
[Responsibility: DAFM and other Departments, public agencies and Enterprise Ireland.]

There should be an SBIR1/SBRI2 scheme, or series of schemes set up to support the Irish marine
sector. This will spark new innovative marine products/ services in response to identified public
sector innovation needs.
What is SBIR?
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) falls under the category of pre‐commercial procurement
(PCP). PCP, as defined by the European Union, involves the purchase of research, by a Government
entity, undertaken with the objective of stimulating innovation that the contracting authority or
some other party may benefit from at a later stage, when goods or services, not currently available,
are developed from the outcomes of the research.
SBIR offers an opportunity for businesses, particularly early‐stage companies, to develop and
demonstrate technology, supported by a Government entity, which acts as a key reference
customer. According to the Technology Strategy Board which operates SBRI in the UK, “it can be
difficult and confusing for companies with innovative ideas to engage with the public sector”.
Equally, government departments have no easy access to the ground‐breaking organisations that
might provide new solutions to help them meet their objectives. SBRI brings these two groups
together, and experience shows that some of the most interesting and innovative ideas come from
early‐stage ventures”.
Recommendation to implement a Marine sector SBIR in Ireland
The implementation of a marine SBIR scheme will stimulate new marine products and services in
existing and emerging Irish‐based companies, not only in the nascent sectors but across the entire
Marine sector.
The benefits to industry and, in particular to innovative start‐ups, are significant. Not only will this
initiative provide companies with key reference sites and funding, it also provides a “bridging”
mechanism between early stage companies and Government Departments and agencies, providing
them with a formal, recognised process for engaging with innovative start‐ups. Given the changes
envisaged under public sector reform, this “bridging” mechanism is more important now than ever
before.
Recommended approach to an Irish marine sector SBIR
 The initial focus should be on the selection of a cohort of public sector Marine related
Departments, agencies and bodies (including the defence forces) that will generate the
innovation projects to be included in this scheme.

1
2

Small Business Innovation Research
Small Business Research Initiative
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Ensure that those selected will have access to SBIR funding within their own budgetary process.
Looking at the size of the potential, and based on preliminary Irish SBIR experience within
Enterprise Ireland, SEAI and ESB, the budget provision will be of the order of €2 to €3 million per
annum which will generate of the order of 6‐8 projects per annum.
Given its knowledge of both SBIR and experience in backing market‐ led projects, Enterprise
Ireland should have a strong input into the project selection.
At the end of the 3 year period, a review should be undertaken as to the impact of the Marine
sector SBIR.

Example: SBIR in the US and Europe
The US is the most advanced market for SBRI. It launched its programme in 1982 and currently
awards 4,000 contracts a year, worth $2bn. Studies over the years have validated the benefits of
SBIR to participating companies, notably, according to research carried out by Harvard, that SBIR
contract‐winning firms had created 5 times as many jobs as non‐SBIR winners. From EI’s review of
companies that increased employment on the back of SBIR contracts, it is clear that the employment
increases were predicated on the ability of the company to commercialise the product to a wider
market than just the Government body SBIR sponsor. Therefore, when reviewing the suitability of
proposed SBIR projects, we strongly recommend that projects should be appraised as to their
relevance to a broad Government and non‐Government market, in order to increase the likelihood
of commercial success and resulting employment increases. From a Government Department
perspective, the benefits are also significant, not only enabling a “formal” process for accessing
innovation from start‐ups, but also providing a mechanism for delivering a major improvement in
meeting operational objectives and thus resulting in greater efficiencies and cost savings.
The most advanced markets in Europe include the UK and the Netherlands. The UK launched an
SBRI programme in 2001 which struggled initially to gain traction. The announcement in 2012 by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer to increase the SBRI budget, from £40m a year to £300m over 3 years,
has given a significant boost to the initiative. Other European countries, based on evidence of
successful SBIR programmes in the US, have now embarked on SBIR initiatives, notably Northern
Ireland and Wales, both of which held their first competitions in 2012. Ireland, even though it has
had initial PCP engagement with the ESB and the RPA, has fallen significantly behind other European
countries in rolling out SBIR.

(iii)

Marine‐focused marketing of existing company support mechanisms:
[Responsibility: Enterprise Ireland, Údarás, SFI, IRC]

There should be a focused marketing of existing company development funds, schemes and other
assistance, to existing and marine‐growth potential companies in the three sectors, so that it is clear
what specific supports are available to companies, which instruments can be used and under what
circumstances. EI and Údarás can prepare the source materials but there should be national
promotion of the outputs.
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To stimulate the connection of existing and marine‐growth potential companies, in the three Marine
sub‐ sectors, to existing State investments in the publicly funded research system, the following
actions are proposed for the purpose of new product/ service development:
 EI to run a publicised call for Innovation Vouchers specifically targeted at these sectors.
 EI to run a publicised call for Innovation Partnership projects specifically targeted at these
sectors.
 The Irish Research Council to run specifically targeted calls for the marine sector.
 SFI to run a specific Fellowship call directed at these sectors.

(iv)

Marine Sub‐Supply:
[Responsibility: Enterprise Ireland, Údarás, Marine Institute and SFI]

Two specific actions, addressing the potential marine sub‐supply base, are proposed, namely:



To publicise the existence of the sub‐supply base, and
To bring all of the associated publicly‐funded Marine research centres and performers together
to address these sub‐suppliers, with a view to identifying potential future commercial benefits
for them.

C.

Supporting marine start‐up companies:

(i)

Identifying new Start‐ups:
[Responsibility: Enterprise Ireland, Údarás]

As mentioned previously, attempting to grow the three nascent Marine subsectors, through the
creation of start‐ups, is a long term project. For instance, High Potential Starts nationally run at
approximately 100 per annum. At this point, the number of companies in the cohort that address
the three Marine markets is small. Even significant growth in that level of participation would lead to
a very long and slow growth of the sector. Based on international norms, factoring in potential spin‐
outs from the third level system will not dramatically increase that impact.
It is proposed that while the FDI and existing company actions are being pursued under Actions 1
and 2 above, it would also be good to begin, in parallel, the long journey promoting start‐ups.
Experience, derived by EI from other sectors, indicates that the following actions could be taken to
identify new potential start‐ up projects in the three emerging marine sectors:
 Run a national competitive feasibility fund call for projects in the subsectors identified. Údarás
would also need to participate in this, to get full national coverage.
 Should the results of the feasibility call indicate a significant pent‐up demand, it could be
followed by a national competitive start‐ fund call for the subsectors. Again, Údarás would have
to participate in this in order to achieve full national coverage.
 Successful completion of either of the above would be a positive step towards achieving high
potential start‐up funding from Enterprise Ireland or Údarás, as well as from the private sector.
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(ii)

Incubating and accelerating Marine sector start‐ups:
[Responsibility: Enterprise Ireland to run the competition given their experience in setting up
a national network of incubators]

In addition, the development of a dedicated Incubation/ acceleration facility for new start‐up
companies in the wider Marine industry sector should be considered. However, it should be noted
that there are no existing lines of public funding that can be tapped for such a facility and additional
funding would be required.
Attributes for a Marine Incubator:
 A pre‐existing mix of incubation space for start‐ups, including spin‐out companies from Higher
Education Institutes; it would be highly advantageous if this included some pre‐existing Marine
sector start‐ups in situ;
 A location with a foundation culture of entrepreneurship, innovation and partnership;
 Proximity to a commercial maritime hub as an exit strategy for mature, indigenous SMEs and
post‐incubation acceleration;
 Opportunity for knowledge transfer from existing incubation programmes that host currently
host Marine related start‐ups;
 Track record of engagement with Enterprise Ireland/ Údarás on start‐ups;
 Proximity to a cluster of supporting strategic national infrastructure – e.g. laboratory,
workshops, training, and testing facilities;
 Accelerator space to accommodate growing businesses, with facilities including office suites and
appropriate programme support;
 Able to cater for a broad mix of maritime start‐ups under one roof, including high tech products
and services across the supply chain in diverse areas e.g. from marine renewables to shipping
and logistics;
 Located with good shoreline access infrastructure for launch and deployment of boats or other
prototype equipment;
 Proximity to manufacturing locations, including dockyard facilities;
 Space or access to seminar rooms, classrooms and lecture theatres;
 Access to technical workshop space for storage of equipment, assembly and testing of
equipment;
 A minimum space of 1,500sq m (considered to be the threshold for self‐ sufficiency) as per the
recently completed EI review of national incubation;
 Ideally nested in a pre‐existing innovation network, including a diversity of relevant stakeholders
from government, industry, academia and civil society. It would be desirable that this would
already have a national and if possible international reputation in the Marine sector;
 Ideally co‐located or in close proximity with other industry players, including IDA client
companies;
 Good access to catering services and breakout spaces;
 Provision of high quality boardroom environment;
 Good transport links via public transport and convenient parking arrangement for tenants and
visitors alike;
 Excellent links to a talent pipeline including highly qualified students, researchers, practitioners
and maritime professionals.
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2.6 KEY MESSAGES/ RECOMMENDATIONS











There is a need to stimulate the development of enterprises in the emerging sectors of
marine ICT, marine biotechnology and offshore renewable energy, by harnessing and
coordinating research funding by Irish agencies.
There should be a focussed marketing of existing company development funds,
scheme, and other assistance, to companies in the three marine sectors so that it is
clear what specific supports are available for marine‐focussed companies, which
instruments can be used and under what circumstances.
The DTF sub‐group recommends the establishment of a Marine Development Team,
for a period of 3 to 5 years, which would be responsible for the coordinated
implementation of the action plans flowing from HOOW and for branding, marketing
and promoting the Irish Marine industry opportunity.
A series of short to medium terms actions is proposed in relation to:
A. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI),
B. Existing industry with marine growth potential and
C. The creation of new start‐up companies.
One of these actions should be a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
programme aimed at sparking new innovative marine products/ services in response to
identified public sector innovation needs.
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3. A. BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, MARKETING & PROMOTION
Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth Action #17
Give a clear message to investors that Ireland is ‘Open for, and a good place to do, marine business’ domestically and
internationally and continue to market and promote business opportunities associated with the marine through the IDA,
EI, IMDO, Bord Bia, BIM, Údarás na Gaeltachta, Fáilte Ireland.

3.1 SETTING THE SCENE
Ireland is emerging from the economic crisis with both economic growth and falling unemployment
rates being recorded. The surrounding world, nonetheless, is turbulent with disturbances in Eastern
Europe, wars in the Middle East, marginal economic growth elsewhere in the EU and a tectonic
rebalancing of economic power to include Asia. Against this background, Ireland must exploit every
possible resource to ensure that our return to economic health is sustained and enhanced into the
future.
Ireland’s only major unexploited resource is the sea.
Ireland has a national territory of over 1 million square kilometres, 90% of which is in the maritime
domain. Put another way, Ireland has three times the national territory of Germany. The current
global market for maritime goods and services is estimated at €1.2 trillion in areas such as transport,
fisheries, oil and gas as well as emerging opportunities in renewable energy and ingredients for
health treatments. Our proportionate share – expressed in terms of GDP and employment arising
from the marine‐ is well below that which might be expected of an advanced European island
nation.
Ireland’s maritime territory has traditionally been given little attention by Irish society. This ‘sea
blindness’ has many roots reaching back at least to Famine times. The position has slowly but surely
changed for the better in recent years, starting with the pioneering national marine strategy
prepared by the Marine Institute in 1998 through to the Sea Change strategy for marine innovation
(2006) and on to the ambitious Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth (HOOW) published by the
Government in 2012. HOOW set a target of doubling the share of GDP accounted for by the marine
to 2.4% by 2030 with an intermediate checkpoint set for 2020 when it is anticipated that the total
value of our maritime output could amount to €6.4billion, provided that the right policy instruments
and initiatives are adopted.
HOOW provides the framework to take national aspirations to a new level and is supported by
sector specific policy developments, for example, The National Ports Policy of 2013, investment in
the ocean energy research and test facilities at IMERC and SmartBay, and the Ocean Renewable
Energy Development Plan published in February 2014 all count among the highlights.
Ireland is one of the EU’s most important maritime members in terms of the vast scale of its
maritime territory and its potential sources of new jobs and wealth creation. Neglecting the job
creation opportunities, which would arise from the concerted exploitation of our marine resources,
is not something Ireland can afford.
It is evident that a step‐change is required to put in place holistic and integrated operating
structures (including marketing and branding) to implement the required improvements. It will
involve agencies and Departments embracing a new cooperative agenda in addition to their
current strategic focus and deliverables.
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3.2 CONTEXT
Ireland has shown it can grow its enterprise base across various business sectors, for example:
Financial Services, Medical Devices and ICT. At a policy level the Development Task Force (DTF) has
reviewed what it takes to develop and deliver:




economic benefits of €6 billion in sales;
over two per cent (>2%) contribution to GDP; and
the resulting direct and indirect employment in the economy.

Requirements include:
 international trade as a trigger for export growth;
 sustainable employment for coastal communities;
 education and training to meet projected growth targets; and
 high standard of environmental sustainability
For the Marine Sector, such economic targets will only be achieved by a combination of
international and domestic indigenous enterprises coupled with significant capital investment.
Winning such investment requires progressive and innovative change to Ireland’s policy
implementation framework.

3.3 INTERNATIONAL BENCHMARKING
There are rich lessons for Ireland in researching and understanding the international marketplace, to
see how other countries have developed a marine economy profile that Ireland aspires to emulate.
The DTF has assessed a number of countries, with strong marine economies, to provide evidence of
how competitive the landscape is and to provide clear evidence to inform the response required by
Ireland to compete. Evidence has been gathered from the DTF analysis of marine activities in
Norway, Scotland, Singapore, Nova Scotia and New Zealand – many of whom are direct competitors
for Ireland’s offering.
The conclusion from the analysis is that:
•
•
•

Ireland is lagging internationally in marketing and positioning our ‘Marine’
opportunities;
The Irish ‘Marine’ story has some significant strengths that are undersold;
The development of a marine manufacturing and engineering sector represents a strong
strategic opportunity.
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Example: Singapore – Maritime Centre
Singapore has developed into a premier International Maritime Centre (IMC) where ships
hub and essential ancillary services in shipping, commerce and logistics flourish
• The maritime industry in Singapore is vibrant. It is home to over 4,400 shipping
companies and maritime ancillary service providers.
• It contributes about 7% to the Singapore GDP and provides jobs for more than
100,000 workers.
• The industry has been forecasted to grow between 6.5 and 7 % annually over the
next decade or so.
Key lessons for Ireland:
• Singapore has significant activities representing a global maritime hub:
o Hub Port
o Bunkering Centre
o Shipbuilding, repair and conversion centre
o Petrochemical Hub
o Cruise Hub
o Global transportation network
o Access to markets
The analysis of countries that have a strong GDP performance from their marine sector
demonstrates parallels with other enterprise sectors, in terms of what is required to have both a
competitive offering to attract foreign investment and a dynamic domestic marine sector.
An analysis or Ireland’s value proposition indicates both current strengths and areas that require
action3.
Marketing
Technology & Research
Infrastructure
Talent
Whole of Enterprise
Approach with
specialisation
Progressive & Responsive
Regulatory Regime
Tax & Incentives Offering

Figure 1: Analysis of Ireland’s Ocean sector in Components of a Globally Competitive Value Proposition.

3

The colour coding in the diagram highlights the areas that Ireland needs to continue to address to have a
compelling value proposition that can extract the full economic benefits of the sector in its widest definition.
 Red signifies that Ireland is not competitive and urgent action is required.
 Orange areas are where Ireland has existing strengths that can be built upon.
 Green signifies that Ireland has a strong, internationally competitive offering in place that can be
promoted and extended to the Ocean sector
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In summary, the key components of an internationally competitive value proposition are:









A combination of hard and soft elements
A progressive legislative, planning, licensing and consenting framework
Skills availability and development across the ‘Marine’ subsectors
Clarity on national intent for the sector supported by hard evidence
An industry with all its stakeholders ‘on message’
A national research agenda that is valued internationally
Facilities that support business establishment – plug & play solutions
Ease of engagement with the ‘system’ / Access to information ‘National Portal’

While it is clear that Ireland has strengths that compare somewhat favourably in an international
context, a number of components require action to ensure Ireland is operating at its highest level
in a globally competitive environment.

3.4 RISKS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Implementation of the DTF recommendations will support the creation of new enterprise and jobs in
a sustainable manner. However, this will only be achieved if a number of risks are managed
effectively.
The DTF has identified a number of these risks which are listed below. A feature of the management
of the marine resource in Ireland is that its regulation and governance is distributed across a number
of government departments and agencies. As a consequence, effective management of the risks
requires continued strong cross‐governmental coordination and cooperation, including the evolution
of new structures and solutions.
This also applies to a number of inter‐related actions specified in HOOW, in particular those relating
to governance. By not progressing these actions in a timely manner, economic growth of Ireland’s
marine sector is at risk.
Examples of risks identified by DTF members are highlighted below. Where appropriate actions
already identified in HOOW have also been referenced. Examples highlighted by the DTF include
 Ireland’s regulatory regime in the areas of licensing and consenting regime (foreshore,
offshore and aquaculture), and
 The need for an effective and responsive maritime administration supporting the shipping
and marine leisure sectors.
Consultation with industry and sector agencies during the DTF work also highlighted a number of
other issues, for example:
 Competition for business emerging from the university and semi state sector in Ireland;
 Adequate mechanisms for access to public sector contracts;
 Need for further joined‐ up co‐ordination between government departments/agencies; and
 A lack of personnel resources in key departments and agencies.
All stakeholders, industry and government, need to work together in an open and transparent way
and with a singular objective of addressing the actions required to support the message that Ireland
is a good place to do ‘marine’ business.
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This requires a culture of collaborative problem solving; clear road maps that are communicated
clearly to industry and stakeholders; and timescales aimed at ensuring business development and
marketing opportunities are not hampered or curtailed.
Implementation of the key enabling actions outlined in HOOW need to be completed urgently.
Sustainable, progressive and responsive business‐friendly regulation are required to support
associated business development and marketing concerted action already underway and also into
the future.
Risk 1 – An uncompetitive licensing and consenting regime
Why is this a risk?
Ireland faces international competition in a number of sectors including renewable energy,
aquaculture and mineral exploration. In a European context, and increasingly in the wider
international context, these countries share similar high standards on robust and environmentally
sound implementation of marine regulatory affairs. International and indigenous investors are
attracted to investment environments characterised by a cohesive and responsive regulatory
regime.
Comprehensive work by government has begun on this issue. Enactment of the “Maritime Area and
Foreshore (Amendment) Bill 2013” prepared by DECLG would represent a major turning point in the
development of Ireland’s maritime economy. This Bill does not include Fisheries and Aquaculture
licensing which is the responsibility of DAFM. Again there is evidence of a major commitment by the
State to achieve compliance with the Natura and Birds Directives. Nevertheless there remains much
frustration evident in the industry with the pace of this process. The Minister for Agriculture, Food &
the Marine has indicated a further six bays with licence applications will be progressed in the first
half of 2015, or approximately 250 licence determinations.
Additionally, the availability of ecological data to support informed decision‐making for strategic
planning and licensing in the marine environment is lacking. In order to fully inform regulatory
processes, knowledge gaps need to be addressed. The risks associated with this include non‐
compliance with environmental directives as well as slowing of licensing and approval processes, and
overall undermining of sustainability ambitions of HOOW.
Mitigation
Ireland requires a ‘fit for purpose’ marine regulatory environment. To compete for investment, the
ambition must be for a system that compares more favourably than other jurisdictions resulting in a
business‐friendly, streamlined and time efficient system that meets the expectations of policy,
commercial markets and the realities of the physical and economic environment. Specifically
mitigation includes:
 Implementing, without haste, commitments already made under HOOW. For example there is
an urgent need to bring the Maritime Area and Foreshore (Amendment) Bill 2013 before the
Oireachtas, address the deficiencies in the current planning and licensing systems and
implement the recommendations of the Enablers Task Force Report on Marine Spatial Planning.
 Address information gaps in a strategic manner across a range of sectors through a cross
departmental and sectoral approach. This will ensure compliance and best practice in ‘informed
decision‐making’.
The DTF recognise that work is already underway in this area under HOOW Action #2: “Address the
deficiencies in the current planning and licensing system by continuing to make business process
improvements; e.g. administrative efficiencies and licensing decisions to address the current caseload”.
(Responsibility: DECLG, DAFM & DCENR)
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Risk 2 – Failure to optimise the Irish flag in shipping
Why is this a risk?
The inclusion of the actions listed in HOOW highlights the need for effective regulatory environment
relating to Ireland’s maritime administration. This includes the legislation surrounding the flagging of
vessels under the Irish flag4, which is a key component in the attraction of FDI in the maritime sector.
The DTF are of the opinion that the regulatory environment (e.g. costs, availability of personnel) is
restricting ambitions to become recognised as a maritime nation whilst also hindering new
opportunities being explored internationally. The implementation of the necessary reforms outlined
in HOOW will add immeasurably to Ireland’s international marketing effort. The required reforms
are identified in the HOOW actions above5.
Mitigation
The issues underlying the decline need to be addressed to create a flag that operates to the highest
standards, but at the same time is supportive of our business development agenda. These
objectives are not mutually exclusive. A potential solution is to outsource the work of the maritime
administration to a commercial registry.
Such a reform would make a very clear statement that Ireland is “open for maritime business” and
that we are serious in our objectives to develop our maritime economy.
The Irish Flag needs to be developed to a standard that enables Ireland to credibly claim ambitions
to become a maritime nation among International peers.
The DTF recognise that work is already underway in this area under the following HOOW actions:
HOOW Action #4: Update national legislation code for an effective Irish Maritime Administration in accordance
with national and international requirements. (Responsibility: DTTAS)
HOOW Action # 5: Implement effective flag and port state inspection regimes and improved enforcement of
existing regulation, including new regulation standards emanating from the EU and IMO. (Responsibility:
DTTAS)
HOOW Action #6: Maintain and improve Ireland’s status on the international shipping benchmarks and use
Ireland’s positive status to promote shipping related enterprises. (Responsibility: DTTAS)
HOOW Action #7: Develop the Irish Maritime Administration to provide effective and efficient services to
people, ships and ports. Enhance the maritime regulatory and marine emergency response services.
(Responsibility: DTTAS)

4

The State is required under international law, including the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, to fix the
conditions for the grant of its nationality to ships and to set requirements that musy be complied with in order
to be registered as an Irish ship.
5
Recent action to update the national maritime legislative code has included a complete review of the existing
ship registration regime, which dates from 1955, and the enactment of a new Merchant Shipping (Registration
of Ships) Act 2014. The new Act provides the basis for the establishment and regulation of a modern and
comprehensive ship owners. This will include the introduction of a new centralised, electronic and accessible
Irish Register of Ships consisting of different Parts for the registration of different types of ships and for
different purposes.
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Risk 3 ‐ Leisure Craft registration6
Unlike most other European Jurisdictions, the registration system for leisure craft in Ireland is slow
and costly and many owners (particularly of older boats) can’t meet the paperwork requirements.
Why is this a risk?
Irish yachts are “flagging out” to foreign registries, which is quite legal, easy, fast and cheap. Irish
sailors would prefer to sail with an Irish tricolour on their boats; however this is a challenge due to
issues related to the current register in Ireland (e.g. cost and issues meeting paperwork
requirements.)
The credibility of Ireland as a maritime nation is likely to be difficult to justify if Irish sailors are
presented with no reasonable option except “flagging out” to foreign registries.
Mitigation
Two models can be considered and in both cases can be voluntary. The first is a model similar to the
similar to the Small Ships Register operated by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency in the UK. Craft
must be privately owned, less than 24m long, and registration is done on‐line. A second model is one
operated similarly to car registration, which could be outsourced to a non‐governmental entity.
Under either model, the MSO would have oversight of registration process, including spot checking
of the accuracy of records. It would not be necessary to include assessment of Seaworthiness or
competence (although it would facilitate these if they were required at a later date).
The introduction of any such system would require stakeholder consultation with organisations,
such as the Irish Sailing Association, and other stakeholders.

3.5 REALISING THE AMBITION OF HOOW: DEMONSTRATOR PROJECTS
A key component of the work of the DTF Sub Group on “Business Development, Marketing &
Promotion” was to examine possible demonstrator projects that would:







excite decision makers;
capture in a very practical and tangible way the contribution that major projects, pilots and
demonstrators can make towards economic output and HOOW implementation ‐ aligned
with HOOW’s six Sectors;
ground the strategic intend and provide implementation platforms for the DTF
recommendations;
drive the required stakeholder interconnectivity;
expose the current strengths and weakness of the value proposition and what is required to
be internationally competitive;

A pipeline of potential projects has been prepared by the DTF members that form the basis for
kick‐starting Ireland’s Ocean economy to meet and surpass the HOOW targets. Delivery of these,
or similar projects, is essential to achieving such ambition. Details of these projects are available in
Discussion Paper 6.

6

The provisions of the Merchant Shipping (Registration of Ships) Act 2014 will facilitate the introduction of
new arrangements for the registration of leisure craft in Ireland.
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3.6 KEY MESSAGES & RECOMMENDATIONS:
Implementation of key enabling actions outlined in HOOW need to be completed urgently. The DTF
are of the opinion that sustainable, progressive and responsive business‐friendly regulation is
required. This will support associated business development and marketing concerted action already
underway and also into the future.
Put in place holistic and integrated operating structures (including marketing and branding), by
embracing a new cooperative agenda across the range of development agencies and associated
departments.
HOOW economic targets will only be achieved by a combination of international and domestic
indigenous enterprises coupled with significant capital investment. Winning such investment
requires progressive and innovative change to Ireland’s policy implementation framework, ensuring
Ireland’ marine offerings are operating at the highest level in a globally competitive environment.
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3. B SUPPORTING INFRASTRUCTURE: PORTS & BROADBAND
The DTF was tasked with addressing the business, marketing and promotion agenda that will result
in sending a message to investors that Ireland is open for and a good place to do marine business. As
part of the DTF analysis of the key components of a globally competitive value proposition, the DTF
have identified ports and coastal broadband as critical for driving both national economic growth
and jobs and specifically supporting new marine and coastal businesses. Other enabling
infrastructure e.g. research & innovation, test & demonstration are addressed separately.

3.7 IRISH PORTS: DRIVERS OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC GROWTH
As an island economy, efficient and effective ports are critical to the continued success and growth
of the Irish economy ‐ export‐led growth requires efficient ports. While small in scale, compared
with our European neighbours, Ireland’s ports play a critical role in facilitating international trade
through the import and export of merchandise product.
Ireland's ports are vital gateways linking the nation's transport corridors to the rest of the world.
Sea‐based transport accounted for up to 99% of the total volume and up to 95% of the total value of
goods traded. In 2013, almost 47 million tonnes of freight passed through Irish ports with an
estimated value of €85 billion. Over 138,000 people or over 82% of the total are employed in
manufacturing exporting firms that rely on Irish ports and airports for the movement of their goods.
To maintain the contribution that the ports sector makes to the Irish economy, the challenges it
faces must be met. These challenges, identified by the DTF, include future capacity, hinterland
congestion, and the ability to raise the funding required for future growth. Any remaining
bottlenecks in ports and their hinterland due to the lack of high quality infrastructure or low
performing port services result in extra costs for shippers, transport operators and consumers, with
consequential adverse effects on national competitiveness, exports and job creation.

Economic Impact of Irish Port Sector
In 2013, Irish ports handled 47 million tonnes of cargo, employed 440 people, and generated a profit
of €44 million from a combined turnover of €131.2 million and capital base of €600 million.
The Irish ports industry also contributes in many other less visible and quantifiable ways, creating so‐
called “catalytic” spill over effects, throughout the economy.

International Comparisons
There is little detailed information available on how Irish ports compare with ports in other countries
other than the analysis carried out by the World Economic Forum and the World Bank.
According to the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report 2014‐2015, the Quality of
Irish Port Infrastructure received a score of 5.3 and was ranked 29th. The World Bank Logistics
Performance Index was established to help countries identify the challenges and opportunities they
face in their performance on trade logistics and what they can do to improve their performance.
Ireland is ranked 11th in respect of logistics performance, and, with an overall score of 3.87, is ahead
of the EU average of 3.51.
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Although Ireland’s rankings are laudable, Irish ports must invest to improve our standing as a trading
nation. This will drive national competitiveness, supporting exports and job creation.

Opportunities
Irish ports have great potential to generate additional economic output and activity:



Port‐Centric Logistics & Regional Distribution Centres (RDC)

The continued improvement in the Irish economy is expected to give rise to a major growth in port
freight traffic which, in turn, will give rise to opportunities for ports to provide a range of value‐
added services in the areas of supply chain management and logistics and distribution. There are
significant benefits, including inventory turnover, time and cost, to be achieved by customers from
regional distribution centres at ports or nearby, but only where core port activities are not
comprised because land is in plentiful supply within the port or its environs . The availability of such
RDCs could also attract new customers to a port, and encourage industrial development in the port's
region.



Offshore Services Support

Irish ports, particularly those on the south and west coasts, are particularly well located to support
offshore drilling and to facilitate large‐scale developments and operations of ocean energy devices.
The Irish Ports Offshore Renewable Energy Services (IPORES) Report7 provides an extensive and
updated summary of information on port infrastructure, facilities and management plans in relation
to meeting the requirements for marine renewable energy developers. A number of ports in the
Republic are identified as having the necessary facilities, infrastructure and hinterland that could
support the development of the offshore renewable energy industry. They are classified in terms of
potential. Three ports were identified (Dublin, Cork and Shannon Foynes) as being Category A, four
ports (Galway, Killybegs, Rosslare, Waterford) as Category B and three ports (Greenore, Drogheda,
Arklow) as Category C.



Lifting of Restrictions on Dairy Production

The agri‐food sector currently contributes €24 billion annually to the national economy and, when
supporting industries are included, it accounts for almost 10% of employment in the country. Bord
Bia estimates that, in 2013, Ireland exported just under €10 billion in Food and Beverages.
A reformed Common Agriculture Policy was agreed during the Irish Presidency of the Council of the
European Union in 2013 and one of the measures agreed was the lifting of restrictions on production
volumes of dairy goods. As a consequence, there will be a significant increase in fertiliser and animal
feed imports and a major growth in milk, butter, cheese, other milk products and casein exports.
These increases will bring major benefit to the Irish ports sector, once the capacity is in place to
handle expected growth. Although Ireland’s National Ports Policy does not envisage capacity
shortages at Irish ports before 2018, at which point port volumes will have recovered to the levels
experienced prior to the recession, the DTF believe that the development of additional port capacity
requires more immediate attention, given the lengthy planning and construction phases involved in
the delivery of port infrastructure.
7

A Review of Irish Ports Offshore Capability in Relation to Requirements for the Marine Renewable Energy
Industry, IMDO June 2012
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Natural Deep Water

Much of the seas around the south and south west coasts of Ireland have natural deep water and
can cater for some of the largest cargo vessels currently in operation. The primary locations of deep
water are Bantry, the Shannon Estuary and Cork.
As international trade grows, vessels get longer, particularly liquid and dry bulk vessels. The increase
in average vessel size is also being driven by international competition that obliges operators to avail
of the economies of scale that larger vessels offer. Such vessels require deeper water to berth and
wider channels to enable them to enter the port and turn.
Ports with deep water, close to a major landbank with good hinterland connections, such as Cork
and Shannon‐Foynes, present the opportunity to handle and store bulk products and to operate as
trans‐shipment hubs with significant competitive advantage over similar centres elsewhere. In
addition, deep water facilities can be attractive as ocean energy hubs, supporting the development
of the offshore oil and gas industry, as well as hubs for major marine renewable energy projects.



Cruise Tourism

Ireland is an attractive destination for the cruise tourism. In 2013, over 280 cruise vessels and an
estimated 420,000 passengers and crew visited Ireland, spending in excess of €25 million in the Irish
economy. In addition to direct spend cruise tourism also generates economic benefits through:





shoreside staffing by the cruise lines, marketing and tour operations;
expenditures by the cruise lines for goods and services necessary for cruise operations;
spending by the cruise lines for port services; and
expenditures by cruise lines for maintenance purposes.

Importantly, about 30% of cruise visitors return to Ireland at a later stage for a more extensive stay.
As in other sectors, cruise operators must take advantage of the economies of scale that larger
vessels offer. It is estimated that within the next 5 years, 65% of cruise ships will be 300m‐360m in
length (LOA – length overall). This trend represents a challenge to port companies to provide the
required infrastructure, both in terms of depth of water and shore‐side facilities.
Further details of the opportunities for expanding cruise tourism in Ireland, and associated
recommendations from the DTF, are provided in Discussion Paper 5.



Tourism in Marine and Coastal Areas

Harbours, marinas and coastal assets have a tourism and economic benefit for the towns and
regions where they are located.
Specifically, tourist expenditure creates both employment and income from the purchase of local
goods and services. Service‐type jobs are created in chandlers, boat repair, shops, gift production,
and restaurants, bars and hotels. There is also a multiplier effect where the income or wages
generated from tourism is spent by residents on local services.
Marine sporting events have in the past also provided significant contribution to regional and local
development.
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An Economic Assessment of the Volvo Ocean Race Finale in Galway in 20128, revealed that the event
was worth €60.5 million to the Irish and local economy. An estimated 500,000 visitors attended the
events during the festival period, with 16% of those coming from outside of Ireland.
Irish coastal tourism is best exemplified by The Wild Atlantic Way, a world‐famous coastal route that
spans Nine of Ireland's counties. As an island, Ireland has many coastal assets that have become
major tourism attractions. They include the Cliffs of Moher, Loop Head Lighthouse, Skellig Islands
and the Martello Towers network on the east coast.
Presenting our coastal assets and in the manner demonstrated by The Wild Atlantic Way project, to
tourists who approach from the land and the sea, represents a significant development opportunity
for ports.
Further details on The Wild Atlantic Way and additional tourism and leisure opportunities and
associated recommendations are provided in Discussion Paper 6.

Constraints:
There are a number of constraints affecting the performance of the Irish ports sector:



The Need for Additional Capacity

The increase in vessel size and the predicted growth in traffic volumes as the economy recovers and
expands may put pressure on port capacity and many of the larger ports have plans for additional
capacity and improved infrastructure to address insufficient water depth, difficulties in port access,
inadequate berth length and not enough storage and warehousing space alongside the quay.



Funding

Current estimates of the cost of the required investment by Irish ports are of the order of €800
million, of which almost €450 million is accounted for by the three Tier 1 ports.
Apart from Dublin Port, it is unlikely that any Irish port is in a position to fund its investment
requirements from its own resources and from any borrowings that it can raise. While Ten‐T grant
aid for certain ports and EIB subsidised loans are possible, the DTF believe they may not be
sufficient.
Government policy, as reiterated in the National Ports Policy document, is that exchequer funding is
not available for port infrastructure. This is a matter of concern for the sector and ports may have to
look to some form of joint venture with the private sector to raise the investment capital required.
This may also require ports to consider a range of funding options and different types of ownership
or franchising models for port lands.



Hinterland Connections

Efficient hinterland connections are critically important to any port’s ability to facilitate large
volumes of traffic. The European Commission’s Communication on a European Ports Policy,
published in 2007, and more recent policy documents, highlights the importance of reliable and
sustainable hinterland connections, particularly for Ten‐T ports, as part of an integrated transport
chain.

8

A report from the J.E. Cairnes School of Business & Economics at NUI Galway
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However, of particular concern at this time is the adequacy of hinterland connections to the Ten‐T
ports of Cork and Foynes. The N28 and N69 are the main traffic arteries to Ringaskiddy and the Port
of Foynes respectively, and there is an urgent need to ensure that they are fit for purpose as soon as
practicable. The development of alternative rail‐based solutions in Ireland is questionable given the
size of the island. The European Commission has stated that freight journeys of less than 300 km
will, to a considerable extent, remain on roads9.



Foreshore Licensing

Since January 2010 the Department of the Environment, Community and Local Government has had
responsibility for foreshore consents at all commercial ports other than the designated fishery
harbour centres. The commercial ports sector and other stakeholders have consistently raised
issues of concern in relation to foreshore administration, the cost, uncertainty about the process and
time delays. Given their location, ports rely greatly on an effective and efficient system of foreshore
administration to allow for clarity in procedure and certainty in timing. There is an urgent need to
address these matters. Consideration should be given to vesting responsibility for Foreshore
Licensing for strategic infrastructure projects with An Bord Pleanála, so that all the necessary
planning consents can be obtained through one process.

9

European Commission White Paper Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area – Towards a Competitive
and Resource‐Efficient Transport System(2011)
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Ports: Key Messages & Recommendations
As an island economy, efficient and effective ports are critical to the continued success and growth of the
Irish economy ‐ export‐led growth requires efficient ports. While small in scale, compared with our
European neighbours, our ports play a critical role in facilitating international trade. The proposed
approaches to address the opportunities and challenges for the Irish ports sector are:
Improve Hinterland Connections:
 Expedite the completion of all hinterland connections to Irish ports to ensure speedy connectivity
and access
 Carry out a study into the potential of rail freight and prepare a formal policy statement on its
findings
Development and Funding:
 Carry out a benchmarking study of the performance of the Irish ports sector10
 In the absence of Exchequer funding, examine urgently innovative ways of funding Irish ports
including contributions from stakeholders who benefit from the improved facilities and sources of
strategic investment funding
 Streamline and fast‐track the foreshore licensing and consent mechanisms needed for upgrading port
development so to ensure timeframes are met with regard to business development targets by giving
An Bord Pleanála responsibility
 Located at a unique interface between land and sea, in many cases in or near to major conurbations,
ports must seek planning permission as strategic infrastructure for new port infrastructure. Explore
opportunities for stream‐lining the planning application process
 Bring to a completion the Marine Spatial Plan and promote its findings
 Promote the benefits of Ireland's natural deep water facilities
 Work with and support the efforts of the IDA, IMDO and other development agencies in the creation
and development of the manufacturing sector recognising the importance and value of the ports
sector as part of the transport chain
 Explore commercial and state body partnerships with the ports sector that will add value to the Irish
economy
 Ports and local authorities should collaborate on issues of mutual benefit and work together to
maximise the potential afforded by their natural, as well as manmade, environment
 In the context of port‐centric logistics, examine the opportunities for the development of regional
development centres at Irish ports
Support growth in Marine & Coastal Tourism:
 Work with Fáilte Ireland to promote cruise tourism and to encourage cruise tourists to Ireland to
return for longer stays
 Prepare a strategy for more growth and jobs in tourism in marine and coastal areas taking into
account the findings and recommendations of a similar study carried out by the European
Commission11
Support services for Offshore Energy:
 Prepare a development strategy on how best the Irish ports sector can service and benefit from the
offshore energy sector (renewable and non‐renewable)
 Establish a high level group to oversee a coordinated approach between government agencies,
offshore renewable energy developers, port authorities, shipping companies and service providers to
effectively deliver and manage an integrated national offshore energy strategy.
10

Work in this area has commenced
See Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions A European Strategy for more Growth and Jobs in
Coastal and Maritime Tourism COM(2014) 86 final
11
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3.8 COASTAL BROADBAND
Executive Summary and Recommendations
In late 2014, the Commissioners of Irish Lights initiated a study to explore the case for a broadband
communications network to complement and/or extend the National Broadband Plan to service
various user communities and industries associated with the marine and coastal sectors. A number
of organisations and individuals were interviewed and the findings were presented to the
Departmental Task Force established under the auspices of the Integrated Marine Plan “Harnessing
Our Ocean Wealth”.
The extensive portfolio of existing coastal infrastructure (both on shore and offshore) can play a key
role in the delivery of the National Broadband Plan and a Coastal Broadband Network by leveraging
this infrastructure to serve current, emerging and future requirements for use cases and the user
communities identified. Utilisation of existing infrastructure (incorporating the Commissioners of
Irish Lights all island network of lighthouses and buoys, Irish Coast Guard, Irish Naval Service, Marine
Institute, Bord Iascaigh Mhara, Ports & Harbours, Universities and other sites for maritime based
activities) complement the business case for State intervention and the National Broadband Plan
objective to ensure the maximum re‐use of State assets. Existing national infrastructure can play a
key role in this step change as:
 Extending fibre to existing infrastructure is a significant investment in network infrastructure.
 The investment brings fibre closer to a range of end users and communities.
 Service providers who connect their existing service(s) to a fibre backhaul can offer high speed,
high quality and reliable services to end users at a reasonable cost.
Based on the findings of this report, the case for the provision of broadband capabilities for the
coastal zone and marine related sectors should be further examined. It is recommended that the
DCENR should consider the establishment of a Coastal Broadband Working Group / Initiative to
undertake the following:
 Expand consultation with the sector and further develop use case scenarios including quantifying
benefits and impacts.
 Engage in active dialogue to examine the unique demographics of coastal regions, the nature of
the topography, the existing supportive infrastructure which can be made available to network
roll‐outs, the demand generated in local communities and the specific challenges in certain
network technologies in marine environments including wireless.
 Examine the results of the DCENR mapping exercise and cross reference the results with the
indicative areas identified to integrate with existing and proposed NBP broadband and deliver
coastal broadband.
 Liaise with DCENR to discuss progress on their extensive cost modelling process.
 Identify areas suitable for early implementation and areas requiring greater infrastructure to be
delivered over time.
 Work with the existing broad range of national and international agencies including the EU and
EIB to access funding for demonstrator projects.
 Based on the above a staged implementation plan should be developed so the needs of coastal
communities and sectors are addressed in the DCENR intervention strategy.
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Background – National Rural Broadband Plan
The National Broadband Plan aims to radically change the broadband landscape in Ireland by
ensuring that high speed broadband is available to all citizens and businesses. The Plan is being
achieved through implementation of:
 a policy and regulatory framework that assists in accelerating and incentivising commercial
investment, and
 a State‐led intervention for areas where it is not commercial for the market to invest.
The National Broadband Plan is a clear expression of the importance of quality broadband
infrastructure to the achievement of Ireland’s economic and social objectives.

State led intervention
The acceleration of commercial investment relates largely to urban areas and towns. Alongside this
increased market activity, the Department of Communications Energy and Natural Resources
(DCENR) has set out a number of other developments which underpin the rationale for an ambitious
and long term State investment under the National Broadband Plan (NBP). These include:‐
 the adoption of revised State Aid Guidelines which envisage the delivery of very high speeds and
now specify a requirement for fibre as close as possible to the end user;
 an increased number of connected devices, users and online services driving exponential
increases in demand for data services;
 emerging trends across Europe and internationally in which Governments are deploying
intervention policies that are long term, and rely heavily on fibre for both backhaul and, in some
instances, the ‘last mile’ access element; and
 Government policy which focuses on increasing the online delivery of commercial and public
services. Delivery of service in critical areas such as education and healthcare are also
increasingly reliant on digital platforms and high speed connectivity.
Accordingly, DCENR states that State intervention under the National Broadband Plan will focus on a
major telecommunications network build out to rural Ireland with fibre as the foundation for future
proofed broadband services. Work is continuing to develop a comprehensive implementation
strategy for the State led intervention to deliver a network capable of providing services of at least
30 mbps to every home and business in the country, regardless of location.
DCENR published the list of all responses received to the Call for Inputs to the National Broadband
Plan in late October 2014. Many of the responses largely support the focus on fibre but the
classification of next generation access (NGA) technology versus basic broadband is a concern
outlined by many of the consultees. In November 2014, the Department published a High Speed
Broadband Map which shows the areas where commercial investment will deliver high speed
broadband between now and the end of 2016. The map shows that 1.6m premises (70%) will have
access to such services within the next two years. A further 700,000 (30%) premises are not covered
by any current commercial investment plans. These premises are in small villages and rural areas and
are located along 100,000km of road network and in 96% of the land area of Ireland. This
demonstrates the challenge for the proposed State intervention. A further public consultation
process on the mapping exercise concluded on 12th February 2015. 29 responses were received as
well as a considerable amount of consumer feedback on the maps.
Over the coming months, DCENR will be focusing on:
 Deciding on the most appropriate governance and ownership model for the new infrastructure;
 Judging whether it would be better built by one contractor or a number of contractors;
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Exploring the funding options;
Analysing the impact on the broader telecommunications market; and
Preparing a submission to the European Commission on the state aid aspects of the plan.

Status of Broadband in Coastal Areas
A step change in broadband infrastructure would drive significant development in its own right in
coastal/marine activities. Economic and business development in the marine sector including Food
Harvest (fisheries and aquaculture), Offshore Renewable Energy Development Plan, Offshore Oil and
Gas Exploration, Ports, Shipping, Tourism, Leisure, Marine Research and Development, Maritime
Safety and Security and Marine Environment including Marine Spatial Planning will require high
speed broadband infrastructure and services if they are to develop to their full potential.
It is imperative that the NBP includes specific consideration of the coastal, littoral and offshore area.
Providing a reliable high speed data and communications network in the coastal/littoral area will
make a significant impact on the economy in these areas as well as supporting the sustainability of
the resources/ecosystem and providing for research and development. The development of a
coastal broadband network circumscribing the island of Ireland would extend the availability of
broadband provision to the coastline and peripheral areas.
Due to the initial low level of demand and associated lack of technology enablement provided by
commercial operators to date, state intervention is required to deliver broadband services directly
to the coastal area and to provide for both onshore and offshore developments.
At a minimum, the challenge for the coastal and offshore marine sector is the provision of quality
broadband, which represents a significant step change, as currently even basic broadband services
are currently either unavailable or unreliable. Optical fibre is essential for data backhaul
complemented by wireless technologies (extending coverage inland and seaward) are necessary to
ensure delivery of quality, high availability and reliable data services to develop the marine
economy, contributing sectors and delivery of the Integrated Marine Plan ( IMP) and the Offshore
Renewable Energy Development Plan (OREDP).
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A Coastal Broadband Plan for Ireland ‐ Value Proposition
Economic activity based in rural coastal areas in Ireland generates €19bn of gross domestic product
(based on population data with an 80% gross value added factor). The coastal economy itself was
worth over €1.2bn in 2010 based on the report “Ireland’s Ocean Economy” by the Socio‐Economic
Marine Research Unit, NUI Galway. The 2012 DCENR report “Delivering a Connected Society ‐ A
National Broadband Plan for Ireland” indicates that next generation Internet contributes up to 6%
growth of GDP in advanced economies. This represents a potential benefit of €1.1bn gain in GDP
from rural coastal areas annually. Net present value calculations of the coastal economy
contribution at current rates show that over 20 years, this would be worth €1.73bn alone in today’s
terms.
Population density in rural coastal areas is 48 persons/km2, whereas the national average rural
population density is 26 persons/km2. In fact, when adjusted to reflect non‐coastal population
density alone it is 17 persons/km2. Therefore, population density in rural coastal areas is almost
three times that of the non‐coastal rural areas.
While many of our cities are coastal, there are also many coastal and rural areas with poor
communications infrastructure. There are many use case scenarios, for example the very significant
tourism project – the Wild Atlantic Way, where broadband availability would greatly add to the user
experience. Further examples are provided later in the document where a contiguous broadband
experience on the coast is required and worthy of consideration.
The strategic opportunities from a marine perspective relate primarily to improved communications
and data for the industry sectors operating in the coastal area but there are also safety and security
aspects. It is not possible to separate the coastal areas from the immediate rural hinterland and
there would undoubtedly be a spread of benefits across the community.
It is important to highlight the fact that marine activity is highly globally mobile. In other words
much of the economic activity of our coast is not represented in residential and commercial
premises formation. Each of the sectors – from tourism to shipping ‐ is globally mobile and this is a
defining characteristic of this sector which is critical to the design of any coastal broadband solution.
The Atlantic Area Strategy (2011), supported by a more detailed Action Plan (2013), identifies four
overarching priorities each of which contain a number of specific actions which Member States are
invited to implement, using EU and national funds that are managed by Member States.
i. Priority 1: Promote Entrepreneurship and innovation
ii. Priority 2: Protect, secure and develop the potential of the Atlantic marine and coastal
environment – this includes actions to exploit the potential of off‐shore energy, one of the
potential areas that may be supported by a proposed financial instrument focussed on the
renewable energy sector. It will also be supported by research investment in the marine
energies and biotechnology sectors under the Regional OPs.
iii. Priority 3: Improve Accessibility and Connectivity.
iv. Priority 4: Create a socially inclusive and sustainable model of regional development
The availability of high speed broadband will also facilitate the establishment of knowledge economy
enterprises (ICT, pharmaceutical, healthcare, education, research, etc.) and the creative and cultural
centres in coastal Atlantic areas. The rural coastal communities tend to be the well spring of the
cultural sectors in most countries in Europe and these areas are very important both from a linguistic
and cultural perspective. Investment in next generation broadband will ensure the progressive roll‐
out of high speed broadband services to all parts of Ireland, including peripheral coastal areas. This
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will make a major contribution to the connectivity and economic, social and cultural potential of
coastal communities.

High Level Overview of Coastal Broadband Architecture and Infrastructure
A circumferential network design around Ireland would be a strategic component of our National
Broadband Plan to deliver the coverage. The fibre elements of the coastal network would provide a
strategic alternative to the existing proposals which follow city transit routes. Should a broadband
coastal network encircle the country, it would provide strong redundancy against the well‐populated
communications trunk thoroughfares. Consultation with service providers has identified that this
could provide a unique resilient network for national communications infrastructure.
The national broadband infrastructure invariably follows the main national inland arteries. There are
geographic vulnerabilities to this network mainly around Dublin but also around the other larger
cities. Typically an outer ring is traversed for these communications routes and many networks do
not extend to the west of the country.

The map below is an example of one of the existing fibre networks which play a major role in
delivering connectivity across Ireland.

There is no provision for full redundant routing all around Ireland including Northern Ireland. This is
due to national administrative boundaries, as a full all‐island network would clearly be the optimal
physical network design. The map below illustrates how an all‐island coastal broadband route would
complement this topography:
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Much of the demand for broadband for the coastal economy is for mobile broadband. Tourism,
Seafood and Aquaculture, Maritime transport, Resource exploration, Energy and Defence each are
very much mobile and outdoor activities and many of the creative and cultural communities are
based in the rural coastal areas.
While fixed line broadband is also an important requirement for certain aspects of this coastal
economy, mobile access will be a core sectoral and user requirement and will impact on network
design. While the user mobile need is as stated, current and future mobile technologies will require
high bandwidth fixed services to the base stations from which mobile communications services are
delivered.

The needs of each sector in terms of speed and coverage are summarised in the table below.
Coastal locations require high bandwidth and high coverage. A coastal broadband route can
interconnect with many nodes where residential broadband demand already exists or is likely to be
delivered under the National Broadband Plan (NBP).

Speed

Coastal
Tourism

Seafood &
Aquaculture

Maritime
Transport

Medium

Low

Low

Resource
Cultural,
Exploration Educational

Energy

Defence

High

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Low

High

High on
some routes
Coverage

High

High

Medium

A coastal broadband network should focus on infill of underserved areas. Current communications
networks serve metropolitan areas well, and most of the east coast. The following is an illustration,
in outline terms, of where the proposed infrastructure would be made available.
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The likely cost will be determined by the target speed and network design. Fibre based broadband,
while a number of orders of magnitude more capable than wireless, is more expensive than wireless
however the cost of fibre rollout can be considerably reduced by leveraging existing infrastructure.
Cost per km of fibre routes when along current infrastructure (electrical or communications poles
along coastal roadways) is up to one quarter the cost of other deployment methods. For future‐
proofing, fibre is deemed essential at this stage as there are many activities that fibre based
broadband can support that wireless simply cannot.
The mix of services from each broadband station would be local WiFi frequencies and services, with
longer distance services provided by cellular (3G and 4G). A 75 node network would be required to
circumscribe the country. Given the challenging territory, in terms of establishing fibre links to every
part of the network, a practical first step would be to connect fibre into ten locations, with high
speed wireless extending further along the coastal network but with a commitment to roll out the
fibre in a defined time period. Ten routes, to supplement existing infrastructure, have been
suggested: Donegal, Belmullet, Kilkee, Dingle, Clifden, Bantry, The Burren, Falcaragh, Rosslare,
Drogheda and Arklow.
Nodes will comprise high speed point to point wireless microwave for coastal network continuity,
WiFi for immediately local communities and 4G LTE for the area.
The estimated “green field” cost of this network is in the region of €78.75m. In order to deliver
coastal broadband services via a circumferential coastal network design, 75 “point to point” nodes
providing high bandwidth and 4G wireless communications infrastructure would be required at a
cost of €850K per node. Ten of the 75 nodes would be fibre connected to the fibre back haul
network at an additional cost of €1.5m per node (based on an average of 100km of fibre optic cable
at €15K per km to connect to the existing fibre infrastructure). Should this network be mandated as
part of the National Broadband Plan, it is estimated that the net cost would be in the order of €30m
as there would be commercial efficiencies, many of these areas may be already served to some
capacity and existing infrastructure may be leveraged.
Infrastructure

Units

Cost per Unit

Cost

Wireless “Point to Point” Nodes

75

€ 850,000

€ 63.75 million

Fibre Connected Nodes

10

€ 1,500,000

€ 15.00 million
€ 78.75 million
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Indicative Use Case Scenarios
The development of a coastal broadband network is a fundamental requirement to facilitate the
growth, management, marketing and promotion of marine activities. Access to a high
availability/high speed broadband infrastructure will be a critical success factor for the long term
development and sustainability of the marine sector, sub sectors and maritime community. The
Integrated Marine Plan for Ireland – Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth recommendations associated
with revenue generation and new business (International Shipping Services Centre, Marine
Renewable Energy Sector, Offshore Salmon Aquaculture Wild Atlantic Way, Cruise Tourism, Offshore
Oil and Gas, AUV, Ship‐Boat building, repair and marine engineering and International
Education/Training) and the activities associated with ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ infrastructure (Marine
Research Infrastructure and Test Beds, the Irish Maritime and Energy Resource Cluster (IMERC),
Ports Development, Digital Ocean, SmartOcean) will all benefit greatly from the availability of a
coastal communications infrastructure. Other industries that would benefit from the development
of a coastal broadband network include the educational, research, cultural and creative industries.
Preliminary consultations have taken place with a range of representative stakeholders in the
marine sector to establish the potential use cases for coastal broadband and these use cases are
outlined below. Further more detailed follow‐up would be required if a full‐scale plan is to be
developed. Some international examples of the application of broadband are also included.

Maritime Transport, Shipping and Port Management
Maritime shipping, ports and services are critical to Ireland. It is estimated that the sector employs
7,200 people directly in maritime transport related activity. Sea‐based transport accounted for 99%
of the total volume (45 million tonnes) and 95% of the total value (€128 billion) of the goods traded
in Ireland in 2010 (imports/exports). In 2014, Ireland ranks 11th of 150 countries in the Global
Logistics Performance Index. The logistics performance (LPI) is the weighted average of the country
scores on the six key dimensions: 1) Efficiency of the clearance process (i.e., speed, simplicity and
predictability of formalities) by border control agencies, including customs; 2) Quality of trade and
transport related infrastructure (e.g., ports, railroads, roads, information technology); 3) Ease of
arranging competitively priced shipments; 4) Competence and quality of logistics services (e.g.,
transport operators, customs brokers); 5) Ability to track and trace consignments and 6) Timeliness
of shipments in reaching destination within the scheduled or expected delivery time.
A merchant ship is a work place much like any onshore office. Today, few offices can run efficiently
without reliable, high‐bandwidth communications. High‐end yachts provide their guests with all the
comfort and luxury they are accustomed to on land but communications costs in particular are
extremely expensive.
ICT has become a fundamental necessity in the operation of modern day ports. UNCID (Uniform
Rules of Conduct for Interchange of Trade Data as adopted by the International Chamber of
Commerce and the UN Economic Commission for Europe) has estimated that the costs of the data
flows associated with international trade to be between 4 to 7% of the value of the goods, and that
the complete distribution costs are up to 16% of the value of the goods. This implies that the
information data flow is from 25 to 47% of the transportation price. The United Nations supports
such calculations, stating that 7of the value of international trade, is swallowed annually by the cost
of administrating paper‐based systems. A high‐speed, cost effective, broadband ICT infrastructure
can offer ports enormous savings therefore including improved time efficiency, improved
administrative procedures, improved security systems, improved co‐ordination across information
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systems, improved customer services, better inventory control, consistent legal framework, process
and document improvement and fraud reduction.
ICT infrastructure in our ports would increase Ireland’s competitiveness and allow Ireland to attract
and grow Foreign Direct Investment. High speed broadband is a critical infrastructure component
and companies will suffer competitively if the ports do not provide the broadband speeds required.
With container shipping volumes now increasing significantly (9% in Q3 2014), it is important that
our ports and waterways are equipped with an appropriate broadband infrastructure.
Professional port management is a hands‐on and expensive operation. Moorings are mapped online
but could also be monitored remotely if broadband services were available. Remote management of
harbour facilities is possible, such that ICT enabled management of all of Irish harbours and ports
could happen. There is also potential for facilitating remote port management and control in smaller
ports.

Cruise Liners
Ireland is an important destination for cruise tourism. In 2013, over 280 cruise vessels and an
estimated 420,000 passengers and crew visited Ireland, spending in excess of 25 million in the Irish
economy. Cruise liners require low‐latency broadband to supplement their offshore satellite
connectivity; however, satellite communications is hugely expensive and has limitations on the
upload in particular. Ports that can provide broadband facilities inshore and near shore have a
competitive advantage in attracting the highly valuable cruise liner market. Passengers on next
generation cruise ships are now being served by a robot and enjoying virtual views from the balcony.
Royal Caribbean launched their Quantum of the Seas liner in November 2014, the Anthem of the
Seas will follow in 2015, promising their customers "the most technologically driven holidays in the
world". Quantum class ships promise to operate with industry leading bandwidth, however, using a
new generation of low, mid‐Earth‐orbit satellites. With speeds that match fast broadband
connections onshore, guests can be online 24/7, no matter what personal device they bring on
board.

Maritime Safety
While not part of the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS), improved coastal
communications and facilitation of real time data sharing across the Irish Coast Guard, Royal
National Lifeboat Institution, Community Rescue Boats and Mountain Rescue etc. would make a
significant difference to maritime safety. The area served by any coastal broadband scheme would
be in the worst communications black spots for these services. Met ocean data services, which can
be facilitated by the coastal broadband network, will also contribute in a very positive way to safety
at sea. “Smart Buoys”, connected to a national network, would allow for much better informed
navigation information including seabed, sea state and meteorological conditions.
 Smartphone capability for virtual aids to navigation (AtoN)
 Safe Seas Ireland, Ireland's implementation of the EU Directive 2002/59 Vessel Traffic
Monitoring Information System, delivered in co‐operation with the European Maritime Safety
Agency (EMSA) would benefit from improved connectivity.
 The Safe Trax (marine safety smartphone application) requires data connectivity (20,000
registered users).
 Casual users don’t spend enough time on training and safety at sea so high speed
communications are a very good backup for such users.
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Helicopter searches would be better defined with improved communications – resulting in
quicker rescues, improved outcomes and a reduction in flying and other related operational
costs
Improved communications would allow sailors examine conditions and make more well‐
informed decisions e.g. where to berth, facilities, availability etc. could be made in advance.

The creation of the conditions needed for economic growth, investment and job creation depend on
the State ensuring a safe, secure and protected environment consistent with best international
standards of governance and the protection of the maritime environment. Ireland must have in
place effective and efficient security and surveillance arrangements and quality maritime regulatory
regimes that meet best practice within which our ocean wealth can prosper.

Maritime Security
The benefits for Maritime Security would apply at sea, in ports and anchorages and in the near
coastal area. Communication with national and international security organisations would be
improved through better connectivity leading to better monitoring and surveillance outcomes.
In order to provide assurances to investors and in many cases to meet our international obligations,
Ireland must continually improve national capabilities in the area of security, safety, surveillance and
eco‐protection of the maritime domain. This will be achieved through effective enforcement of
maritime safety standards, improved information sharing and increased cooperation and innovation
among all actors, at both national and EU level, together with the effective deployment of air and
sea surveillance, monitoring and enforcement capacity. Ireland must continue to provide an
effective maritime administration to ensure that Irish flagged ships and Irish ports can trade freely
with the world.
The 2012 Limassol Declaration, adopted by the EU, has a goal of having a Common Information
Sharing Environment (CISE) operational across all agencies by 2020. CISE will integrate existing
surveillance systems and networks and give all concerned authorities access to the information they
need for their missions at sea. CISE will make different systems interoperable so that data and other
information can be exchanged easily through the use of modern technologies.
In 2009, the Marine Coordination Group established a working group on maritime surveillance,
comprising representatives from Dept. of Transport, Irish Coast Guard, the Dept. of Defence, the
Irish Naval Service, the Commissioners of Irish Lights, the Revenue Commissioners and An Garda
Síochána. This group is tasked with the development of a shared common maritime picture to
facilitate enhanced maritime data sharing not only at national level (MARSUR) but also at European
level (EUROSUR). The development of a shared common maritime picture will support organisations
and agencies charged with ensuring the protection, safety and security of Ireland’s maritime domain
and the defence of Ireland’s maritime interests, sovereignty and exclusive sovereign rights. The
relevant agencies will support the development and implementation of advanced technology
solutions that support real‐time information gathering, analysis and dissemination through secure
networks. Improved sensor and surveillance technologies; including satellite and unmanned
surveillance systems, along with situational and analytical technology, skills and capacity, will
enhance delivery of maritime safety, security and surveillance services across all systems.
Coastal radar is a potential user of broadband and new developments in radar technologies operate
in a networked, high bandwidth environment. Coastal broadband would integrate with existing
services such as Radar, VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal ‐ a two‐way satellite ground station or a
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stabilised maritime VSAT antenna with a dish antenna that is smaller than 3 meters) and visual
surveillance and potential future services such as high frequency (HF) Radar.
Much of the Irish Naval Service (INS) network is provided via a limited 1Mbps satellite
communications service. There is a strong appreciation for high speed broadband and a willingness
by the INS to contribute to development of a coastal broadband network. Communications
development is crucial for safety, national security and effective operation of the Irish Naval Service.
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4. RESEARCH, KNOWLEDGE, TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION
Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth Action #25:
Support existing and new test‐beds/facilities for demonstration and commercialisation purposes that promote Ireland as a
test‐bed for renewable energy technologies and ICT (SmartOcean) focusing on the development of innovative technologies
that support real‐time information gathering (e.g. for security, surveillance, environmental monitoring).

4.1 BACKGROUND
The development of a world‐class research, knowledge and innovation ecosystem for the marine
sector in Ireland requires a multifaceted and multitrack approach that will build on Ireland’s existing
expertise but also develop capacity in new emerging areas.
Following over a decade of incremental improvements to marine research awareness and capacity,
most notably through Sea Change, a National Marine Research & Innovation Strategy 2007‐2013,
Ireland has established a strong scientific reputation in certain areas of marine research. The recent
Irish success in the Horizon 2020 Blue Growth calls, in which Ireland secured 5% of the total EU
budget, provides a timely opportunity for Ireland to take stock of its achievements and set out its
vision for a world‐class marine research, knowledge and innovation ecosystem.
Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth identifies two specific areas that provide opportunities for economic
growth and are aligned with the Report of the Research Prioritisation Steering Group, adopted by
Government in March 2012. These are the provision of research infrastructures that promote Ireland
as a test bed for renewable energy technologies, and Marine ICT research infrastructures that
promote innovative technologies for real‐time information ocean observation.
In focusing on these areas, Ireland can capitalise on two resources. The first is the natural asset
represented by its oceans, while the second is its existing expertise and capacity in Information and
Communications Technologies

4.2 IRELAND’S OCEAN ASSET
Ireland’s Advantage: Ireland’s strategic position in the North Atlantic renders it a prime location for
hosting the research infrastructure necessary to understand, monitor and manage this ocean, in
partnership with its European and Transatlantic partners. It has unique geographic advantages that
enable it to act as a ‘gateway’ to Europe and the North Atlantic, as it is located at one of just three
points where the world’s oceans release heat to the atmosphere.
As a result of this unique location, Ireland’s position in the North East Atlantic provides a wave
climate that provides a potential accessible wave energy resource estimated by Sustainable Energy
Authority of Ireland to be 21TWh.
Ireland’s Challenge: Warm, nutrient‐ rich waters provide Ireland with opportunities in the fisheries
and aquaculture sectors. Cold water corals in Irish waters are home to unique species of animal life,
while the Atlantic Ocean’s weather patterns provide us with unrivalled opportunities for wind and
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ocean energy production. Utilising this unique wave climate poses challenging engineering
questions. To manage, protect, and harness the opportunity that Ireland’s ocean resource
represents, we must understand it. There are many unanswered questions about the role of the
ocean in our lives. How do changes in the ocean influence climate and the productivity of our crops?
How do food webs operate? Do new, as yet undiscovered, plant & animal life forms exist that might
provide new sources of nutrients and medicines?
Ireland’s Opportunity: In answering these questions, Ireland has the opportunity to create new
opportunities, become a leader in marine‐ related engineering and information technology skills,
drive innovation in the indigenous and foreign direct investment sectors, and position Ireland as a
leader in the management and development of the North Atlantic.
Improved access to ocean observation data will provide regulators and industry with improved
knowledge and information about ocean conditions, removing uncertainty and helping to protect
the marine environment. This information, applied to the technical and engineering challenges
posed by placing equipment in the ocean, will provide an opportunity for companies to develop new
products and services, and spur innovation and new collaboration. It will ultimately lead to a data
environment that can support enterprise, research and innovation and the development of public
services that can also enable decision making and support the sustainable development of Ireland’s
marine resource.

4.3 IRELAND’S STRONG ICT BASE
Ireland’s Advantage: Through extensive investment by the Irish government, Ireland has now
recognised world‐class expertise in areas of software engineering (i.e. the LERO SFI Research Centre)
and data analytics (i.e. the INSIGHT SFI Research Centre) – two underpinning areas for Marine‐ICT.
Another example, where Ireland has significant expertise, is in the area of future networks and
communications (i.e. the CONNECT SFI Research Centre), which underpin the ‘Internet of Things’ and
are directly relevant to distributed marine sensor networks. The facility to develop new collaborative
and interdisciplinary research initiatives with such centres already exists through the SFI Spokes
Programme.
Ireland’s Challenge: Looking across the broader Irish research landscape there are many
opportunities for collaboration. Table 5 demonstrates how the three areas of Marine‐ICT,
Biotechnology and Renewable Energy could be aligned, with a view to exploiting synergistic
opportunities with existing research infrastructure. This illustrates that Ireland has significant
expertise in ICT and data analytics that can be leveraged in the development of the digital
infrastructure required to sustainably harness the value of this resource. In addition, in recent years
Ireland has invested in and made advances in its ocean observation capacity. Despite these
advances, the observation, data infrastructure and research landscapes relating to Ocean
observation remain fragmented.
Ireland’s Opportunity: Utilising its existing expertise in ICT, Ireland can place itself at the forefront of
marine understanding. By developing an end‐to‐end system for Ocean Observation to aid in the
understanding of the ocean, Ireland can bring together in a unique way expertise in the marine
sciences, the geosciences, ICT and engineering.
The development of national ocean observation research infrastructure has the potential to evolve
rapidly into an international hub serving the larger global research community. This would place
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Ireland firmly on the map as a global leader in science and innovation in related marine research
fields and has the potential to be a catalyst for a transformative impact on Ireland’s marine
economy.

Marine‐ICT

SOFTWARE, DATA MANAGEMENT, DATA ANALYTICS
CeADAR ‐ Centre for Applied Data Analytics Research
ICHEC ‐ Irish Centre for High End Computing
INSIGHT ‐ Centre for Data Analytics
MaREI ‐ Marine Renewable Energy Ireland
LERO ‐ Irish Software Engineering Research Centre

X
X
X
X
X

Marine Bio‐
technology

X

Offshore
Renewable
Energy

X
X
X
X

COMMUNICATIONS
CONNECT ‐ The Centre for Future Networks & X
Communication
IPIC ‐ Irish Photonic Integration Centre
X
SENSORS & DEVICES
AMBER ‐ Advanced Materials and Bioengineering
Research
CCAN ‐ Collaborative Centre for Applied Nanotechnology
IPIC ‐ Irish Photonic Integration Centre
MCCI ‐ Microelectronic Circuits Centre Ireland
TYNDALL ‐ Tyndall National Institute
NCSR – National Centre for Sensor Research
ADVANCED MATERIALS/COMPOSITES
AMBER ‐ Advanced Materials and Bioengineering
Research
ICOMP ‐ The Irish Centre for Composites Research
OFFSHORE RENEWABLE ENERGY
iCRAG ‐ The Irish Centre for Applied Research in
Geosciences
IERC ‐ International Energy Research Centre
MaREI ‐ Marine Renewable Energy Ireland
SEES ‐ Sustainable Electrical Energy Systems

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

4.4 POLICY CONTEXT
The need for routine and sustained ocean observation, together with the requirement for ocean
research, is being supported and developed by a number of recent initiatives and policies at a
national and European level. EU policies and published documents that support the development of
ocean observation and predictive capacity include:



Marine Knowledge 2020 (2010)
Marine Knowledge 2020 Impact Assessment (2013)
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Marine Knowledge 2020: From Seabed Mapping to Ocean Observation, EUSA Atlantic Action
Plan (2014 – 2020)
Innovation in the Blue Economy: realising the potential of our seas and oceans for jobs and
growth (2014)
Marine Research Infrastructures Working Group Report – (2013)
European Marine Board in Navigating the Future‐IV Paper (2013)

Ocean observation has been recognised as an area of cooperation by the European Union, the
United States of America and Canada in the Galway Statement on Trans‐Atlantic Ocean Co‐
Operation (2013). In May 2014, the European Commission presented an action plan for innovation in
the blue economy. Central to this strategy is marine data and knowledge with the Commission
noting that ‘Innovation in the blue economy is held back by a lack of information about the sea, the
seabed and the life it supports. Increased knowledge of our seas will promote growth in the blue
economy, through both a better knowledge of the resources it contains and a better understanding
of how these can be used, in tandem with achieving our environmental objectives’.
The Ocean Energy Strategy (2005) sets out a four phase to the development of Ocean Energy in
Ireland. This calls for research investment in the form of offshore energy arrays, specialised test
facilities and integration with other research area related to energy transmission, geophysics, ICT
and oceanography.

4.5 EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE & RESEARCH PERFORMANCE
The development of Marine Renewable Energy (MRE) is supported by a number of existing test beds
including the development of a national ocean energy test tank facility in Beaufort, UCC, and actions
by SEAI, MI and other agencies to develop and operate test sites for wave energy – SmartBay in
Galway Bay and the Atlantic Marine Energy Test Site (AMETS) in Belmullet. The ESB is also working
towards the delivery of Ireland’s first wave energy demonstrator project with proposed delivery of
the WestWave project in 2018. The SFI funded MAREI research centre is of particular importance in
the development of research capacity in ocean energy.
Ocean observation and the development of marine ICT is supported through a number of existing
data infrastructures that also support technology test and development e.g. national weather buoy
network, national tide gauge network, CIL buoy network, sub‐sea cable networks, research vessels,
INFOMAR seabed mapping programme, SmartBay etc.
Ireland has been able to leverage its investment in ocean research to exceed the targets established
for European Funding Programmes. Almost €70 million was achieved in competitive EU funding in
the last framework programme, 8% of the total science earning performed by Ireland, and 5% of the
total budget in the EU H2020 Blue Growth calls. The experience of the INFOMAR programme has
shown that flagship programmes which gather significant amounts of data lead to opportunities for
Irish researchers to participate in competitive EU research programmes.

4.6 AN INTEGRATED DIGITAL OCEAN
An Integrated Digital Ocean initiative is proposed as a vehicle to drive innovation in the Ocean
Energy and Ocean Observation fields. Such an initiative should have the goal of supporting all levels
ocean knowledge management from acquisition, integration, analytics, and innovation to decision
support.
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The constituent parts will consist of new and existing infrastructure from a variety of providers ‐
research performers, public bodies and private enterprises. These infrastructures include cabled and
remote observatories, data buoys, autonomous & remotely operated underwater vehicles and
research vessels. Additional infrastructure specifically targeted towards providing test beds for
solutions to engineering challenges such as those encountered by the ocean energy and aquaculture
industries will also be included. The Integrated Digital Ocean will provide an architecture and
common data standard for these to operate.

Through the provision of research platforms, researchers will be in a position to carry out basic
research in ocean dynamics, ocean/atmosphere interactions, ocean chemistry, climate change and
the ocean’s influence on land based crop productivity. Applied research, in fields such as sensor
development, data management and analytics, and the challenges associated with managing and
working in the marine environment will also be made possible.
The elements of the Integrated Digital Ocean extend from physical infrastructures in, on and under
the sea, through to the information technologies that allow critical questions on the management of
the marine environment to be answered.
The development of such an observation capacity must focus on aligning to three economic
imperatives, namely: (i) reducing operational costs , for example those experience by ocean energy
providers; (ii) increasing competition and innovation; and (iii) reducing uncertainty, for instance by
improving knowledge of the sea state into which ocean energy and other off shore installations will
be placed.
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4.7 KEY MESSAGES & RECOMMENDATIONS
As part of the implementation of the National Marine Research & Innovation strategy, currently in
preparation by the Marine Institute:
 Promote collaborative and interdisciplinary research.
 Identify lateral opportunities that build on existing research infrastructure/expertise to advance
the marine research sector
 Leverage existing funding agency programmes to build capacity in the marine research sector.
An example of how these points can be achieved is to utilise the capacity provided by centres such
as the MAREI ocean energy research centres to promote “Cross‐spoke” collaborations with other SFI
research centres, to build towards national capacity in Ocean Observation.
The National Marine Research and Innovation Strategy should also include, and national research
agencies should promote:
 Recruitment of a number of international scientific leaders to support this national initiative and
build our indigenous research capacity
 Development of international access/collaborative programmes for existing test‐beds
In supporting these points, a small number of high profile test‐beds that will grow our international
reputation should be targeted. These include:
 An offshore platform that can support ocean energy device development and other engineering
research topics such as structures for aquaculture
 A repository for the storage and cataloguing of potentially novel marine compounds
 A ocean observation capacity in deep water such as that deployed by the SmartBay facility in
shallow water
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5. INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth Action #28:
Establish Ireland as an international marine training destination, maximising the capacity and potential of existing marine
training facilities/programmes and integrated into national initiatives such as Education in Ireland.

Note: In addition to work of the DTF, the Expert Group on Future Skills Needs (EGFSN) have
undertaken an assessment of the future skills needs, labour market supply and demand trends across
Ireland’s existing and emerging marine sectors, based on the growth scenarios and targets outlined
in Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth. The report is due to be published shortly.

5.1 BACKGROUND
Investing in Global Relationships, Ireland’s International Education
Strategy 2010‐2015, was published in September 2010. Significant
progress has been made in implementing this strategy, to complement
and support the work undertaken at institutional level:












A strong national brand is now in place: Education in Ireland,
managed by Enterprise Ireland.
There is much closer alignment between education and immigration
policies.
A new Government of Ireland Scholarship has been established,
managed by the Higher Education Authority.
Ireland's
International
Education Strategy 2010 ‐
An International Education Marketing Fund has been developed
2015
which allows institutions to collaborate in Enterprise Ireland‐led
national marketing initiatives.
Promotional efforts are taking place in the priority markets of the USA, Brazil, China, India, SE
Asia and the Middle East. Ministers have visited each of the priority markets in the last two
years.
Ireland is participating at national level in major international scholarship schemes such as
Science without Borders (Brazil) and the King Abdullah Scholarship Programme (Saudi Arabia).
Statutory provision is now in place for an international education mark and code of practice, by
Qualifications and Quality Assurance Ireland (QQI).
International student numbers have risen in priority sectors: 14% growth in the English language
sector and 9% growth in higher education since 2010.
Ireland’s international education offering has also diversified, including with increasingly
significant levels of cross‐border provision.

The Department of Education and Skills (DES) have stated that it remains in Ireland’s interests to
continue to attract a growing cohort of talented international students from priority markets to
study in Ireland. With that in mind, the Action Plan for Jobs 2013 indicated that a short, focussed
review of the international education strategy would be carried out by DES. The outcome of this
review will be a new Government action plan for the promotion of international education, which
will be published in 2015.
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The new action plan:



Is built around 4 key themes of: quality, reputation, relationships, and capacity; and
Will focus on 6 priority markets: USA, Brazil, China, India, SE Asia and the Gulf.

Impact to Date:





5‐20% of Higher Education Institution (HEI) students are classed as international (with an
average of 13%). The Irish Universities Association (IUA) IUA is striving for a total intake of
20‐25% in the future.
Estimated revenue of ~€900m for the Irish economy, with international students in HE
sector contributing €700m of this12.
Economic impact of €3bn to Ireland (direct and indirect) and 355 direct & 4,176 indirect
Jobs.

Trends reported include increases in:



PhD student numbers (~35% of total intake) and
Transnational Education (TNE) (~23% classified as ‘offshore’).

5.2 TRACK RECORD IN INTERNATIONAL MARINE EDUCATION & TRAINING – BUILT ON
QUALITY, REPUTATION, RELATIONSHIPS
Ireland provides a broad range of marine/marine‐related courses across vocational, undergraduate
(UG), post graduate (PG), and continuous professional development areas covering marine‐related
STEM13 areas and sector‐specific education and training e.g. seafood, merchant (seafarer) and ocean
energy. These are provided by the higher education sector, State (e.g. BIM) and private operators.
Ireland offers a number of unique accredited education and training programmes e.g. practical ship‐
based programmes delivered for the HEIs through the SMART Programme (see Box 1, below).
Providers are continuing to evolve courses to meet the existing and future needs of both the
domestic and global marine/maritime markets/clients (details of this growing market are outlined
below).

HEI – Tertiary Education (Undergraduates & Post Graduates excluding PhDs):
Irish HEIs continue to provide focussed and applied marine‐related courses to both domestic and
international students (~1,400 students enrolled14,15). This is comprised of:
 8 wholly marine based courses, provided by NUIG, UCC, CIT and GMIT, comprising 5
undergraduate and 3 postgraduate courses, with an estimated 200 students per annum;

12

€240m generated through tuition income, €345m in student spending, and €120m from visitors to students. Source:
Education in Ireland
13
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
14
Note: The number of students represents the total number of students taking the course from year one to final year (not
only new entrants).
15
Data provided by SMART, SEMRU and HEA
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7 courses categorised as modular marine based provided by NUIG, UCC, UCD, AIT,
comprising 4 undergraduate and 3 postgraduate, with an estimated 200 students per
annum; and
22 courses categorized as partial marine based provided by NUIG, UCC, UCD , DIT, and TCD,
UL, Institutes of Technology Galway‐Mayo, Tralee, Carlow, Tallaght, Tipperary, Sligo and
Limerick, comprising 16 undergraduate and 6 postgraduate courses, with in excess of 1000
students estimated.

A recent survey16 of marine‐related courses offered by Ireland’s HEIs indicated that:
 25% of students enrolled are classed as international (18% PG courses and 6% UG).
 An average of 15% are from EU countries (11% PG courses and 4 % UG) and
 10% non‐EU17 (8% PG courses and 2% UG).
International students are attracted from a wide range of countries including the UK, Italy, Greece,
Poland and Ukraine. Those studying marine courses in Ireland from outside Europe comprised
mostly of students from the USA, China, India, Iran and a number of sub‐Saharan African countries.

Marine PhD/Graduate Training in Ireland
It is estimated that there are over 300 marine‐related PhD students active in Irish HEIs. The
proportion of PhD students classified as ‘international’ is undocumented. Looking at current
offerings and capacity this number is continuing to grow due to large state investments in HEI‐
related research centres/programmes e.g. the SFI MaREI Centre (see Box 2 below).
PhD Ireland, an IUA portal, allows users to browse over 2,000 PhD projects which are open to
international students and researchers across the STEM subjects. It also provides information on
studying in Ireland, funding mechanisms and testimonials. There are currently 95 marine science/
ocean energy related PhD’s on offer to international students across Ireland’s 7 Universities:
University College Cork (49), Dublin City University (8), National University of Ireland, Maynooth (13),
National University of Ireland, Galway (17), Trinity College Dublin (3), University College Dublin (4),
and University of Limerick (1).
Ireland's marine researchers have recently won ~€5.5m in the latest EU Horizon 2020 competitive
funding in the areas of Blue Growth and Sustainable Food and Security. This represents 4.7% of total
EU budget awards and 5% of Blue Growth, a much higher success rate than the 'normal' ratio for
Ireland in competitive European funding calls. This success is built on vibrant participation by Irish
marine research institutes and knowledge‐based SMEs in EU co‐funded programmes over the period
2007 – 2013.
Other areas where there is a strong track record in attracting EU students is GMIT and the related
SMART Programme (see Box 1):
 GMIT Joint International MSc Course in Marine Biodiversity with Ghent University, University
of Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris), Bremen University, University of Algarve, University of
Oviedo (Spain) and Klaipeda University (average intake 55 students)
 GMIT International structured joint doctorate programme in Marine Ecosystem Health and
Conservation under Erasmus Mundus action with University of Ghent, Algarve, Bologna,
Pierre et Marine Curie, Pavia, Aviero, Gdansk, Klaipeda and Plymouth and two non‐degree
16
17

Based on sample size of 455 students across 10 institutions
In many cases course coordinators did not know directly the nationalities of Non‐EU students
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awarding full partners VLIZ in Belgium and NIOZ in Holland (average intake of 8 PhD
students)
Atlantic Summer School – An initiative of the SMART Programme in collaboration with the
Alfred Wegner Institute (Germany) Summer School.
Box 1: SMART Initiative

The Strategic Marine Alliance for Research and Training (SMART) is a dynamic, innovative thematic‐
based cluster of Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) and the Marine Institute, led by Galway‐Mayo
Institute of Technology (GMIT). The SMART consortium was initiated in 2011 to develop and deliver
practical offshore training on‐board the national research vessels for students of marine science,
technology, engineering and energy with the aim of increasing national capacity in research and
enterprise.
Since 2011, the SMART consortium has successfully established itself as a leading provider of
research‐vessel based training courses with a proven track record in developing and delivering
innovative, multidisciplinary offshore courses for up to 300 undergraduate, postgraduate and CPD
students annually.
All courses offered by SMART are multidisciplinary and address key marine‐related disciplines
including oceanography, geology, benthic ecology, hydrography, marine mammal ecology, fisheries
biology and ecosystem services. This approach is essential in producing graduates with an
understanding of the complexities of the marine system and is designed to foster an ecosystem
approach in order to sustainably manage our oceans and build on research capacity. Examples of
courses delivered to date, along with course partners, include:
o Atlantic Summer School on Cold Water Coral Ecosystems (AWI, NUIG, UCC)
o Marine Renewable Energy (UCC, CIT, MI)
o Geosciences and Seabed Mapping (UCC, UU, MI)
o Offshore Energy and Communications (AIT, NUIG, MI)
o Advanced Marine Technology (DCU, NUIG, SmartBay, MI)
o Multidisciplinary Offshore Operations (AIT, GMIT, NUIG, UCC, UU, MI)
o Applied Marine Biological Sampling (GMIT, IWDG, MI)

NUI Galway has amongst the largest number of graduates in China of any Irish university, many
working as senior academics in China’s top universities. The growing network of NUI Galway
graduates in China plays an important role in reinforcing the research links with some of China’s
leading universities, including:
 Tsinghua University
 Beijing Institute of Technology
 Beijing Normal University
 Chinese Academy of Sciences
 Guangdong University of Technology
 Harbin Institute of Technology
 Jilin University
 Ocean University of China
 Sichuan University
NUIG have a long tradition in marine science. In addition to the undergraduate programmes, a new
Master’s degree in Marine and Coastal Resources has also been developed. Two additional marine‐
related MSc Programmes are also under development that will increase the offering to international
students.
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Other HEIs taking a leadership role in the development of the Marine Science and Technology
include Dublin City University. In recent years DCU has led the Beaufort Marine Research Awards in
Sensing and Communication Technology funded by the Marine Institute with the aim of building
capacity in the marine technologies area. From that has developed the SmartBay project and the
International SmartOcean Graduate Enterprise Initiative and the establishment of the Marine and
Environmental Sensing Technology Hub – an initiative focused on the development of end‐to‐end
technologies for the marine environment.
DCU also hosts the Marine and Environmental Sensing Technology Hub (MESTECH)
(www.mestech.ie), established at the National Centre for Sensor Research (NCSR), in 2010. Research
in MESTECH grew from a strong history of environmental sensing research at the NCSR which
underpinned several strategic initiatives such as the Marine Institute funded SmartCoast project in
2005, Current research is supported through the SFI CSET ‘CLARITY’, QUESTOR funded projects, as
well as EPA, Marine Institute and other non‐exchequer funded research. Funding in DCU in the area
of Environment and Marine, for the period 2006‐2010, was in the region of € 8.5 m. The official
launch of the research hub took place in 2011. The team brings together world‐class researchers in
DCU covering areas such as biosensors, analytical science, engineering, computing, visual sensing
and image processing and focuses their combined expertise on issues of importance to the
monitoring of our environment. MESTECH Training elements include:
 3 month internships for undergraduate science and engineering students, providing students
with direct experience of laboratory research where they integrate with members of a multi‐
disciplinary team.
 Annual international visiting students to MESTECH from Spain, France, Mexico, Brazil, the US
and Canada focus on research in marine biofouling and marine sensing technologies.
 PhDs in marine technology development specifically across engineering, life sciences and
computer science domains. Currently there are numerous PhD positions filled through FP 7
Oceans of Tomorrow projects at DCU.

Applied and Practical Marine Education and Training (UG and Graduate)
Specialised and applied Master’s Programmes have been developed and launched by Ireland’s HEIs
and increasingly courses are being developed in association with major R&D flagship Programmes.
Box 2 All‐island Master’s Degree in Marine Renewable Energy:
All‐Island Master’s Degree in Marine Renewable Energy
MaREI (http://marei.ie/)
The SFI MaREI Centre is a cluster of key university and industrial partners dedicated to solving the main
scientific, technical and socio‐economic challenges related to Marine Renewable Energy (MRE). The
Centre delivers tailored technological solutions to companies through the delivery of its industry‐led
research programme, providing innovative solutions that reduce the time to market, and reduce costs to
a competitive level.
Linked to the SFI‐funded MaREI Centre is the All‐Island Master’s Degree in Marine Renewable Energy ‐ a
12‐month, full‐time taught Master’s in Engineering Science, which is hosted by UCC, and involves heavy
participation by MaREI lecturers and staff members. The Master’s is an all‐island programme, and is
delivered in conjunction with UCD, NUIM, NUIG, UL, CIT, DIT and Queens University Belfast. It was
launched in 2013, with an intake of 12 students in the inaugural year.
A key component of the Master’s programme is an industry‐focused project, whereby students develop
a topic in collaboration with an industry partner, and spend 3 months on placement with the partner,
carrying the project to completion.
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Other unique and bespoke programmes have and continue to be being developed e.g. AIT
conversion/Springboard course for offshore renewable energy, DCU marine technology and SMART
(ship based) Programme.

National Maritime College of Ireland – operating in a global maritime market
Ireland’s has gained a significant
global reputation and track record
in the provision of tailored
maritime/offshore training
through the National Maritime
College of Ireland (NMCI),
attracting international businesses
and students and targeting growing
and new markets. This is delivered
through an innovative commercial
model.
NMCI Markets 2014/15: UAE, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Mexico, Angola,
Ivory Coast, Vietnam, Qatar, Malaysia, Canada, Korea & Ukraine.
Source: NMCI

The National Maritime College of Ireland (NMCI) is a purpose built facility located in Cork Harbour, a
constituent College of CIT and a key partner in the IMERC cluster. The NMCI was originally developed
to meet the education and ongoing training needs of professional seafarers for the Merchant Marine
and the Irish Naval Service. The last five years however have seen significant growth in its core
business delivery, with the College now providing a diverse range of maritime & offshore education,
training, consultancy, research & innovation services both domestically and at overseas locations.
Still one of the finest facilities of its type globally set on one location, the College’s facilities are state
of the art. This comprises a Maritime Engineering Unit including a full sized working ship’s engine
room, fully instrumented control room, welding, electrical and mechanical engineering workshops. It
also has 23 bridge simulators, including 360, 270 & 150 degree full mission bridge simulators, engine
room and VTS simulators as well as GMDSS simulators, liquid cargo handling and damage control.
The facility provides training in all areas of Sea Safety, Emergency Response, Fire Fighting and
Maritime Communication. The College also has a Sea Survival Pool with HUET Unit in which extreme
environmental conditions can be simulated as well as fully compliant equipment, instruments and
platforms for training purposes.
A comprehensive range of short courses are also provided by the NMCI for both national and
international clients divided into the following categories:‐
 Safety at Sea, Rescue, Emergency Response, Navigation, and Radio refresher courses (STCW‐
95).
 Specialist short courses for the Oil and Gas and Offshore Industries (OPITO), including
simulator‐based courses.
 Bespoke or custom designed courses for individual commercial clients including Port
Authorities, Shipping Companies and Operators, Ship Agents, Maritime Banks & trading
houses, Bunker Operations, STS, petrochemical, gas & commodity traders, emergency
services, customs and non‐armed defence force training.
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Scheduled Short Courses (STCW and Non‐STCW)) usually have a maximum of 12 persons and are run
over 1‐5 days. Simulation Courses usually given on demand, take between 4 and 6 people and can
extend from 2 days to 2 weeks depending on the type of system being used for training purposes.
Bespoke Short Courses (STCW and Non ‐STCW) are offered on demand and take a maximum of 12
students. Offshore and Trading courses usually run over a 2‐5 day period with a maximum of 16‐20
people registered per training session.
Courses have been delivered for international clients in the past from the UK, France, Italy, The
Netherlands, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Cyprus, Saudi Arabia, Seychelles, Brazil, Angola, Qatar, the
USA and the United Arab Emirates.
The average number of students and delegates attending courses given by NMCI Services (the
NMCI’s commercial arm) has grown from very low numbers in 2008 to approximately 1700 for 2014,
with growth predicted at circa 30% year on year for both STCW & OPITO courses. The introduction of
mandatory refresher training for STCW (every 5 years from 2017) and the current requirement for
safe transit refresher training under the OPITO standard means there is further capacity to expand
training numbers in these areas into the future.
The NMCI will concentrate on the following key areas over the next five years:

Seafarer Education and Training18
The NMCI provides a number of full‐time courses which prepare seagoing Officers for the Merchant
Marine, these include degree courses in Nautical Studies (Deck), Marine Engineering and Marine
Electro‐technology. Further education and professional development is also available for those
moving up through the ranks to Master & Chief Engineer.
Support for those wishing to enter the industry but to remain in the shore side industry is also
available through the College’s part‐time course in Bachelor’s Degree in Supply Chain and Transport
Management.
Approximately 400 students (‘cadets’ in respect of the seagoing degrees) are enrolled on these
courses annually of which 10% are typically non‐EU nationals, primarily from the Middle East at
present. Scope to increase the number of non‐EU nationals is currently limited, unless they are
sponsored by an overseas shipping company or state organisation that will arrange the necessary
sea‐time requirement to complete the training requirements.
Growth is this aspect of the NMCI’s business, both in terms of Irish (EU) nationals and those from
overseas are dependent primarily on four factors:
i.
Alleviation of the Employment Control Framework (and by extension the current Union
restrictions on its members) and the ability of CIT to employ additional lecturers to
support growth of the degree courses.
ii.
An increase in the quantity and quality of applications for places on the courses through
more effective marketing of a seafaring career at a national level (with the help of the
IMDO & ICOS in particular).
iii.
An increase in the numbers of cadet training berths and sponsored cadetships being
made available to NMCI students. This can only be accomplished through continued
investment by the college in building its relationships with ship owners and operators
and leveraging off its growing global reputation and track record.
18

DTTAS are the certifying authority for seafarer and fisher education and training in Ireland in accordance
with the IMO, EU and national legislation.
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iv.

Blue‐chip companies making the decision to send their employees to the NMCI to
undergo studies at cadet level (this is something which is regularly done at competitors
in the UK in particular).

Continuous Professional Development (CPD) of maritime professionals to meet regulation
(STCW).
The introduction by the IMO of the STCW Manila Amendments 2010 will see landmark changes in
the education and training of seafarers into the future and are designed to ensure that the necessary
global standards are in place to train and certify mariners to operate technologically advanced ships
in an ever changing, modern and sometimes hostile environment, particularly in relation to the ever
increasing security threat.
There are new requirements for training in the following key areas:
 Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS).
 Leadership, management & teamwork.
 Security
 Maritime environment
 Electrical Technical Officers (ETO)
 Able Seafarers
 Dynamic Positioning
 Modern Training Methodology (e.g. web based learning)
 Regular refresher training.
The most recent ISF figures suggest a seagoing population of circa 1.4 million mariners providing the
NMCI with a multi‐billion Euro market to benefit from, particularly in the provision of mandatory
basic survival and firefighting refresher courses.

Offshore Oil and Gas Sector (OPITO)
The continued growth in offshore oil & gas operations (both exploration and extraction) remains a
significant driver for the NMCI’s business. The College’s capability is this area is focused on the basic
safe transit courses (MIST / BOSIET / HUET EBS) and is evenly distributed between supporting Irish
nationals and those from overseas; similarly it derives training revenue from both government re‐
skilling initiatives and commercial operators.
Much like the new amendments for STCW, refresher training should ensure strong business growth
for the NMCI with refresher training under the OPITO standard being required every four years.
The most recent figures from OPITO suggest over 250,000 personnel undergoing OPITO safe transit
& competency training annually, rising to 400,000 by 2020.

Bespoke Training for Industry Customers
The biggest single growth area for the NMCI is in its focus on bespoke training for industry
customers. Outside the standard STCW & OPITO approved courses which are delivered to clients
both in a scheduled format and on demand, bespoke course provision represents the lion’s share of
training delivery by the college.
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Bespoke delivery is spread across all training disciplines at the college but predominates in the
following:
 Simulation (Bridge)
 Wet Training (STCW & OPITO)
 Fire Training (STCW)
 Small Boat Operations (STCW, College & Client Certification)
Box 3: Chevron Shipping
Chevron Shipping
Through its specialist JVC, GAC Training & Service Solutions (GTSS), a joint venture between global
shipping, logistics and marine services provider GAC and the National Maritime College of Ireland, the
College won a major four‐year training contract with world leading oil major Chevron Shipping.
Under this training agreement, GTSS will develop and deliver company specific skills training for Chevron
Shipping’s entire officer corps, encompassing safe operations for deck and engine room workshop skills
for its engineers. Over 700 Chevron officers from around the world will pass through the GTSS training
programme at the National Maritime College of Ireland (NMCI) facility in Cork over the period of the
agreement, representing the single largest maritime training contract in the history of the Irish state.
As part of this agreement, Chevron Shipping will also be making a significant equipment investment at
the NMCI, including a f’o’csle Head arrangement, winch, drum, and crane. Chevron has also increased
their cadet intake from the college, thereby ensuring a strong Irish presence throughout their fleet and
shore operations into the future.

Contracts vary in size but tend to be significant due to the clients (commercial & public sector)
investment of their own resources, alongside that of the NMCI team, in the development of courses
specific to their own operation.

Servicing needs for Offshore Seismic and Renewable Ocean Energy Sectors
Despite the vagaries of the offshore exploration & surveying sector and in particular its education &
training needs which, through experience, can vary greatly depending on the price of oil, the NMCI
has nevertheless developed a strong presence in the offshore seismic and hydrographic training
market. This has been focused thus far on high end simulation for blue chip seismic operators such
as CGG Veritas, Western Geco, Polarcus and Dolphin Geo.
A natural extension of this, particularly with CIT’s strong track record in producing STEM graduates
and the NMCI’s physical capability and market penetration is a move towards developing seagoing
personnel for the offshore seismic and hydrographic surveying industry. Programmes developed for
world leaders such as FUGRO, delivered by CIT’s Faculty of Engineering and Science at the NMCI with
seagoing elements provided by the Marine Institute Vessels RV Celtic Voyager & RV Celtic Explorer
present a considerable market opportunity for Ireland.
Connected to the development of programmes for seagoing personnel will be those for technicians
supporting the offshore wind and wave energy industry. The NMCI already carries approval from
Renewable UK for safe transit courses and will be engaging with the GWO to seek approval for that
body’s safe transit course in 2015.
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Private Training Services Providers
A number of private training services providers also offer courses for the maritime, marine leisure
and offshore sector in Ireland most which have accreditation with the Department of Transport,
Tourism and Sport (DTTAS).
The training courses offered by these companies cover a wide range of services to meet the
requirements of maritime industries ranging from marine leisure, shipping including ferry operators
as well as the offshore oil and gas and renewable energy sectors. Most of these companies focus on
short 1‐5 day training courses that address Elementary First Aid, Personal Safety Training (PST),
Personal Safety and Social Responsibility (PSSP), Proficiency in Fast Rescue Boat, Offshore Survival,
and Fire Fighting and Prevention. These courses receive accreditation from DTTAS under the STCW‐
95 requirements.
Some schools specialise in sailing and powerboat training, boat handling, day skipper courses and
more advanced navigation from the Irish Sailing Association (ISA) and the Royal Yachting Association
(RYA). Other operators can provide evening classes in navigation, diesel engine maintenance, and
radar and radio operations. Flexible mobile training with courses adapted to client’s requirements
can also be provided which can include training aboard ships and ferries. One such company,
Effective Offshore Ltd., was established in 2009 through funding and support of Údarás na
Gaeltachta (UnaG).
Box 4: Effective Offshore Ltd
Effective Offshore Ltd
Effective Offshore Ltd was established in 2009 to provide specialised training to meet the mandatory
requirements for all new entrants into the offshore oil and gas industry. Its facilities located in Falcarragh
in Co. Donegal and include several high‐tech training suites, a specially adapted pool and a range of
specialised training equipment to simulated emergency response in relation to accidents on oil and gas
rigs, offshore vessels and ditching of helicopters. The company has 15‐20 staff including training
professionals. The structure of training courses comprise of lectures, discussions, practical exercises and
written assessments.
Effective Offshore Ltd offer a wide variety of short and focused training courses that meets the needs of
employers and standards for the offshore sector. Courses address the fundamental safety elements of
working in the offshore oil and gas industry and include the following:‐ Minimum Industry Safety Training
(MIST; Safety Induction and Energy Training (BOSIET); Rigger Training Stage 1; Banksman and Sling
Operator and Helicopter Underwater Escape Training (HUET).
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5.3 MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
There are three distinct market opportunities that could be targeted as part of an
internationalisation strategy for the marine sector:

1. Higher Education Students for Undergraduate and Post Graduate and Training:
As noted above there are currently 1,400 students (excluding PhDs) in third level marine education
in Ireland and approx. 25% of these are international. The estimated economic value of these
students is approx. €10 million.
The DES strategy emphasises the need for a focus on quality rather than quantity stating that ‘we
will be judged by who we have educated and how well rather than how many’. The importance of
building up strong long‐term sustainable institutional relationships that can lead to research and
perhaps industrial collaboration should be the key goal.
Given the strong marine infrastructure provision that’s exists, the capacity within the HEI sector and
the strong links with public sector marine organisations in Ireland there is significant cope to develop
and offer bespoke modular and practical training elements as part of undergraduate and Master’s
programmes for international students.

2. International Students for Research Collaboration:
There are an estimated 300 marine PhD students and of these an estimated 60 are international PhD
students. The estimated economic value of these students is €1.1m. It is worth noting that there are
95 marine related PhDs are currently advertised for international students on www.phdireland.ie.
There is scope to mobilise, brand and market Ireland’s international marine research offering, link it
to international strategic marine priorities (environment, climate change, energy etc.) and excite
young people to be part of a vibrant and connected marine research community in Ireland. We
should market our success in attracting EU funding and package this as a skill which we can deliver to
international students along with other benefits such as strong links to multi‐nationals that will
support career growth for ambitious researchers.
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3. Maritime/Offshore Market
Opportunities related to the maritime/offshore market are based on the following drivers:




Focus on the Blue Economy;
Global shortage of seafarers and assocaited training facilities; and
Increase and changing regulation.

Details are summarised in the following illustration:

A focus on the ‘blue economy’
both at global and European
scale

Global shortage of seafarers,
Maritime Training Academies
and Centres

•865 active oil and gas rigs
resulting in excess of 250k
offshore workers
•New and emerging areas, e.g.
offshore renewables and
related technology for
monitoring, security and
surveillance.

•Seafarer education and
training
•Advisory and consultancy
services
•Opportunities in
Transnational Education
•Developing Countries/
Nationalisation Programmes

Increased and frequently
changing regulation (STCW
2010 & OPITP) resulting in
ongoing need for refresher
courses.
•Maritime market €1bn:
1.4million seafarers every
five years on refresher
courses
•Offshore market €3bn:
250,000 offshore workers
every four years on
mandatory refresher courses

Global Maritime and Offshore Market
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5.4 INCREASING IRELAND’S INTERNATIONAL MARINE EDUCATION: CURRENT AND PLANNED
CAPACITY
Barriers to expanded international intake are not restricted to marine courses. Reported barriers
include19:
 Strong global competition from countries such as the UK, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand who are all investing significant amounts in promoting their countries to
international students.
 Challenging budgetary context and related embargo resulting in continuous issues related to
capacity, resource allocation and staffing levels which can restrict institutions in expanding
their international effort.
Many of the current undergraduate and postgraduate marine science and related courses given at
Universities and Technology Institutions are reported as close to maximum capacity as a result of
limited staff and constraints on resources. However, in most cases survey responses indicated that
course capacity particularly for international students could be expanded in future to take on
additional students subject to negotiation with the colleges and the availability of additional
resources.
For the most part, there is sufficient infrastructure, equipment, laboratories and field stations
included shared facilities to meet current demand for education in the marine sciences, nautical
training and capacity building in relation to coastal and offshore technologies in Ireland.

5.5 KEY MESSAGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
Proposition:
Ireland’s ‘Marine’ offerings, by HEIs to international students and researchers are already evident as
up to 25% of international students are undertaking marine related undergraduate and
postgraduate courses. In addition, Irish Marine Research Institutes and Centres are offering and
attracting international research students from across the globe. Ireland’s has also gained a
significant global reputation and track record in the provision of tailored maritime training through
the National Maritime College of Ireland (NMCI), attracting international businesses and students
and targeting growing and new markets. Building on its track record and a range of initiatives, either
already operating in these international markets or having the potential to in the future, Ireland
could co‐ordinate its efforts and package, brand and target a range of growing markets in the
provision of international marine/maritime education and training. While this will in its own right
generate addition revenue (approx. €20m by 2020 with co‐ordinated, resourced and sustained
action), in line with national strategy the most compelling rationale for internationalisation is
investment in future global relationships which will deliver business value to Marine Ireland. If key
markets and relationships can be successfully cultivated by delivering on the actions set out below
this will build a platform for even bigger developments in the medium to longer term.

19

Reported by survey respondents and also reported by EI.
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Offering – Ireland’s marine USP
Ireland has significant strengths in marine/maritime sector(s) that can offer international students a
unique, rewarding, and high‐quality experience. These ‘marine USPs’ (Unique Selling Points) range
from:
 Established track record and reputation (e.g. SMART, NMCI, NUIG, DCU, UCC, GMIT, UL etc.);
 Strong international networks through existing FP7 research and training programmes in the
marine domain
 State‐of‐the‐art facilities and marine assets/infrastructure (e.g. laboratories, research vessels,
test beds and sites, underwater cabled observatory),
 Strong and established research and applied collaboration with public sector organisations (e.g.
Marine Institute, Navy, Coastguard, BIM, CIL, EPA etc.)
 Unique products developed e.g. ship‐based training courses (graduate and Continuous
Professional Development) delivered through the SMART consortium led by GMIT; and
 A strong competitive and high‐successful cohort of marine specialists, academics and
researchers.
In addition Ireland has:
 Unparalleled access to the North East Atlantic and ocean currents critical to climate change
 A range of unique habitats and ecosystems (cold water corals, deep‐sea habitat, Lough Hyne
marine reserve) in close proximity
 Completed the largest civilian seabed mapping programme undertaken (INSS, INFOMAR) with
associated integrated mapping products and datasets
 A cohort of Research Centres/Groups that focus on aspects of marine e.g. MaREI, Ryan Institute,
MESTECH
 A welcoming image and attractive aesthetically, historically and culturally.
Strategic Intent
Ireland will develop and execute an education and training offering for the international marketplace
that reflects its strategic ambition to invest in global relationships which facilitate marine sector
growth, development and innovation.
Target: By 2020 – Ireland generates €20million from international marine/maritime training and
development activity and has built a strong international reputation for quality and has established a
track record in proactive relationship management institution ‐ institution and at individual student
level. By 2025 – Ireland has established an International Marine Training and Education Centre.
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Recommended Action
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.

15.

Develop an overarching international marine education and training brand which can be used by all
relevant parties (who sign up to an agreed set of criteria) to co‐brand their initiatives in a co‐ordinated
manner. Note a brand is not a logo and this work would need up‐front investment (min €100k in market
research and follow‐on development of creative identity).
Underpin the quality and reputation of the brand by including accredited courses internationally through
higher education providers (ECTS: European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) and professional
organisations (e.g. IMarEST).
Market Research and Programme Targeting: Fund an International Ambassador for three years to work
with key institutions to clarify and package the offering for undergraduate and post graduates by working
with EI pathfinders in each target market and with Embassy contacts in Ireland and abroad. The focus
should be on developing strong institution to institution level contacts in each target market. Establish
clear KPIs at the outset and after three years mainstream this activity into participating HEI’s year on year
evaluation of direction/focus.
Adding Value: Link international E&T offering to national infrastructure, existing facilities and
infrastructure from public institutes and existing bespoke offerings such as SMART and avail of access to
national test and demonstration facilities, i.e. SmartBay.
Understanding our Competitiveness: Analyse the 95 PhD. offers that are currently available in the marine
sector and dedicate a resource to targeted marketing of these. Track and monitor success. Support this
with a marine focused jobs web facility like that presented at the Volvo Ocean Race in 2012 – no point in
educating PhDs without seeing the opportunities for them.
Marketing and Promotion: Promote the postgraduate programmes that are currently available in the
marine sector in Ireland.
Engage with alumni from HEIs to look at job placements as part of the international education
programmes. A 3‐6 month placement is highly attractive.
Leverage Ireland’s Growing Research Strength: Showcase international Research Opportunities by
leveraging SFI Initiatives e.g. International Strategic Cooperation Award Programme (ISCA).
Scope out the opportunity to link the action above (at iii) to EU and Transatlantic Cooperation in training
and capacity building and options under the Atlantic Strategy.
Showcase Ireland’s marine courses and research through Education in Ireland initiative such as the
education slot in the Chronicle newspaper with a full feature on‐line on marine courses in Ireland.
Investment for the Long term: Agree a process across HEIs to monitor and track progress and experience
of international marine students. Build up an alumni database for future reference. But also use this data
base so that these can be future employees, so there is a road map and career path.
Create an international marine student in Ireland forum / web portal.
Bring the brand to Erasmus and Leonardo in Europe and equivalents in target countries – where the
strong reputation associated with the brand attracts Marie Curie applicants, Erasmus students, Brazil
funded students through Science without Borders.
Niche Programmes in Applied Learning – Career Ready Students: Develop a range of bespoke
programmes for the international market which target ‘career ready for the marine’ by providing specific
placements for graduates linked to Ireland’s significant marine infrastructure and public and private sector
structured opportunities, building on and strengthening successful initiatives such as the SMART
programme.
Provide some shared modules in entrepreneurship and commercialisation as part of the brand, and in
preparation toward career ready students.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
The DTF have identified a catalogue of demonstrator projects that could be delivered or brought to
“investment ready” stage within the next two to three years to demonstrate the viability of the
recommendations of the DTF and signal Ireland’s intent to transform its ocean economy.
The project areas submitted by DTF members and the relevant thematic areas are as follows:


International Shipping Services Centre



Marine renewable Energy projects



Aquaculture projects



Tourism projects in Marine & Coastal Areas



Cruise Tourism



Offshore Oil & Gas exploration projects



Shipbuilding & Engineering



Decommissioning of Offshore Oil & Gas platforms



International Training Centre



IMERC



Ocean Yacht Racing Hub



Marine Biotechnology



Maritime Security & Surveillance

The projects submitted are at varying levels of maturity, as per the descriptions in Figure 1 below.
Some projects are investor ready and close to commencing while others will require a level of
feasibility study and coordinated implementation, to bring to commercial readiness.
These projects are based on the proposals prepared by members of the DTF throughout the year,
and presented in this projects catalogue as background and reference to the work undertaken.
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Figure 2 Maturity levels of projects
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6.2 PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS
6.2.1 ISSC – INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING SERVICES CENTRE
Ireland has shown it can grow its enterprise base across various sectors, including, Financial Services,
Medical Devices and ICT. At a policy level we know what it takes to develop and deliver economic
benefits in terms of growth in GDP and employment. For the maritime sector, such economic
ambitions will only be achieved with the right blend of domestic and international enterprises and
investment. Winning such investment also requires progressive and innovative change to Ireland’s
policy implementation framework and regulatory environment. Such change will create the right
environment for major projects, such as the International Shipping Services Centre (ISSC), to drive
growth in the Irish economy.
The ISSC will create a hub for maritime commerce in the heart of Dublin’s financial services area,
allowing Dublin to compete with other international maritime centres such as London, Hamburg and
Singapore. In this prestigious location, premium office space will be constructed that will offer a
modern, technology‐rich environment to attract leading shipping companies and service providers
engaged in maritime commerce. More than 3,500 high calibre jobs will be created in activities as
diverse as fleet management, asset leasing and marine insurance, in addition to 1,200 jobs in related
and ancillary services. During its build phase, the project will sustain more than 1,000 jobs in the
construction industry.
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Support for the ISSC
The ISSC is supported by state development agencies, such as the Irish Maritime Development
Office, the Industrial Development Authority and Enterprise Ireland, and is welcomed by the Irish
Government as a flagship project that will position Dublin as a hub for international maritime
commerce. Importantly, the ISSC has the support of significant players in the international shipping
industry who regard it as an important alternative European base for maritime commerce and who
appreciate the benefits of proximity to the International Financial Services Centre (IFSC).
Success Breeds Success
The ISSC will build on the success of the IFSC, which has an international reputation in the area of
financial services, employs more than 35,000 people, generates in excess of €2 billion in taxes each
year for the Irish exchequer, and hosts many of the world's leading banks and insurance companies.
Drawing on Ireland’s success in aircraft leasing, the ISSC will become a centre for ship leasing and
financing, attracting interest from international shipping groups and tapping into the opportunity
that exists for Ireland to claim a larger share of the market and become a leader in maritime
commerce. Ireland also has the opportunity to exploit the many competitive advantages that have
been created in the maritime sector, including its highly competitive Tonnage Tax regime, to attract
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) from the shipping industry and from professional services firms,
replicating the success that has been achieved within the IFSC.

Value Proposition
Ireland is one of the best countries in the world in which to do business, a position that has been
independently validated in many international studies. Ireland’s success in attracting FDI is a
function, inter alia, of its international competitiveness, the quality and resourcefulness of the
workforce, its membership of the EU and Eurozone, and the Irish Government’s commitment to
make Ireland the best small country in the world in which to do business.
In Figure 2 below, Ireland’s performance as a location for FDI is measured along a range of important
dimensions. As compared to other countries that are prominent in maritime commerce, Ireland can
claim competitive advantage in terms of the cost of doing business, administrative efficiency and
very importantly, being a great country in which to live. Taking these attributes together, Ireland
presents an attractive, efficient and competitive business environment and a compelling value
proposition.
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Figure 3 FDI in Ireland (Source: PwC Report: Irish Tonnage Tax – Opportunities for the International Shipping Industry
– 2014)

Ireland’s blend of competitive advantages will drive growth in maritime commerce and underpin the
future success of the ISSC. Put simply, discerning companies, which are leaders in their respective
fields, such as Google, Apple, Pfizer, Intel, d’Amico (one of the world’s leading maritime transport
groups), choose Ireland for very good reasons. The benefits that Ireland offers, which have been
identified by companies in Pharma, Banking, ICT, Shipping, and so many other industry sectors, are
also available to those companies interested in locating in Ireland’s ISSC.
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Figure 4: Leading Companies Located in Ireland

The ISSC’s Value Proposition
Maritime commerce covers a broad range of activities, including, but not limited to ship financing
and leasing, fleet management, chartering, brokerage, and a wide variety of professional and
advisory services. The ISSC will be successful in attracting companies from these sectors because:
a) It will create a world class hub in which these mutually supportive activities take place
b) It will build on the success of the IFSC and Dublin’s reputation as a world leader in aircraft
leasing. Although there are significant difference in asset classes, industry structure and
market dynamics, as between the shipping and aircraft industries, expertise in aircraft
leasing is transferable, to a significant extent to the maritime sector.
c) It will engage directly with training agencies and educational institutions to ensure that
Ireland’s ambitions to become a leader in the area of maritime commerce are supported
through the educational system, producing a steady stream of high quality graduates from
maritime disciplines. Importantly, students graduating from the internationally renowned
National Maritime College of Ireland (NMCI) will offer an in‐depth knowledge of maritime
operations that will enhance the skills base of even the most demanding shipping
organisations.
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d) It will offer a range of supports and incentives that will allow the ISSC to compete pari‐passu
with rival maritime commerce centres throughout the world.
e) It will be located in a country that has provided a stable tax environment for FDI companies
for decades. Successive Irish Governments have recognised the importance of tax stability
and have implemented policies to improve competitiveness. Ireland’s tonnage tax regime,
which complies with all EU State Aid Guidelines, offers such stability and compares
favourably with the tonnage tax arrangements in operation in some of the world’s most
developed maritime economies, as outlined in Table 2 below. In addition, employment
within the maritime industry is supported by a special and unique tax allowance for
seafarers who work at sea for 161 days, and a PRSI refund for employers of seafarers. The
longevity of these tax arrangements is testament to the desire of successive Irish
Governments’ to maintain stability in the tax environment for companies investing in Ireland
and to develop Ireland’s maritime economy.

Figure 5 Benefits of Ireland's Tonnage Tax Regime
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International Benchmarking in the Maritime Sector
Ireland’s under‐performance in the maritime sector creates the opportunity for growth. Currently,
only 1% of our GDP is derived from maritime activities, compared to a global average of 2%. The
ISSC has set a realistic target to create 3,500 jobs directly in the sector, and 1,200 jobs in related
areas by 2020. When viewed in the context of other maritime hubs and Ireland’s competitive
advantages, this job creation target is both realistic and achievable. At present, more than 165,000
people are employed in maritime activities in London alone, whereas in Singapore, more than
170,000 people work in the maritime industry.

International Benchmarks
Opportunities for Ireland in the Maritime sector

London Maritime Services

European Maritime Sector

165,400 Jobs

€56 Billion GDP

•

•
•

1,750 Maritime
companies are
trading out of
London.
€21.5 billion value to
UK GDP
London marketed as a
‘One stop shop’ for
Maritime services

•

Each €1 million
contribution to GDP
from Shipping creates
another €1.6 million
elsewhere in the EU
economy

EU Maritime Employment

590,000 Jobs
•
•
•
•

2012 Tax revenues of
€6 billion
80% of jobs are at
sea.
40 % of seafarers are
EU or EEA nationals
Each worker is
estimated to generate
€88,000 of GDP,
above €53,000 EU
average

Source: ECSA Report 2014 & Maritime London

Business development & Marketing Recommendations
Skills, Education and Training
The development of the maritime industry in Ireland is skills‐dependent. This issue is addressed in a
soon to be published report from the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, which
identifies the job creation opportunities that will arise in the Maritime sector and the means by
which the skills, training and education needs can be met.
Incentives and Supports
The development of the maritime sector in Ireland and the success of the ISSC will rely heavily on
the incentives and supports that are made available. The following proposals have been put forward
by legal and financial professionals, as well as companies operating in the maritime sector:
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1.
Range of Incentives for a Whole of Enterprise Approach
The success of the ISSC will require a whole of enterprise approach that will create opportunities for
SMEs and multinationals alike. The full range of incentives and supports that have driven growth in
other sectors of the Irish economy should be deployed in the maritime sector, including, but not
limited to, grants for training and research, capital grants, employment grants, and rent and rates
reliefs.
2.
The Irish Tonnage Tax Regime
The Irish tonnage tax regime is fit for purpose, according to a recent PwC report and complies fully
with EU State Aid Guidelines. The stability and certainty that is associated with the Irish regime is a
key selling point and should not be compromised in the pursuit of modest and probably immaterial
changes to the current system.
3.
Professional Expertise
Maritime commerce relies heavily on the expertise of professionals such as tax experts, accountants,
maritime lawyers, agents and brokers. The growth potential of the sector must be communicated to
these professional services providers to generate interest in careers in the sector, in order to avoid a
skills shortage that could compromise the growth of the sector. There is an opportunity to draw
attention to the career opportunities that exist in the maritime sector and to promote the
“marinisation” of certain professional qualifications and 3rd level qualifications through engagement
with professional bodies and 3rd level colleges and universities.

Impact on HOOW, GDP & other KPIs
The ISSC as an Engine for Growth – Catalytic Effect
The ISSC can lift Ireland’s international standing and reputation as a maritime nation and can be a
very tangible and visible sign that Ireland is open for maritime business.
a) By attracting international shipping companies into Ireland’s tonnage tax regime, senior
personnel who manage the commercial and strategic affairs of their respective organisations
will locate in Ireland. This will create a wealth of intellectual property in the maritime
industry in Ireland that can drive the industry forward.
b) By enabling maritime activities to take place around a central hub, adjacent to the IFSC, the
ISSC will achieve a cluster effect with increased opportunity for the creation and exploitation
of maritime business ideas.
c) Similarly, by attracting investment in the shipping sector, whether through banks, hedge
funds, or other financial institutions, the ISSC brings investors closer to the broader maritime
sector and provides the opportunity to increase awareness of the investment potential that
exists in Ireland’s ocean economy.
d) The ISSC will be privately funded and will serve as a powerful message to the international
investment community that Ireland is open for maritime business, that the Irish Government
is supportive of private investment in the sector and that the development agencies of the
state are fully engaged in delivering the growth targets set out in the Harnessing Our Ocean
Wealth strategy.
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6.2.2 MARINE RENEWABLE ENERGY
The potential of Marine Renewable Energy development for Ireland is analogous to the large‐scale
development of the offshore oil and gas industry in the North Sea in the 1960’s and 70’s In the
scenario where Europe intensifies the development of low‐carbon, renewable electricity generation,
and strengthens electricity trading mechanisms, Ireland has a unique opportunity to develop a large‐
scale marine engineering and services sector.
There is potential for Ireland to be a world leader in offshore renewable technology and
development. The suite of projects to be delivered is intended to underpin a strategy to develop an
all‐island cluster of industrial capabilities that can fully participate in the eventual roll‐out of
generation‐scale projects.
International analogies include the Norwegian experience in the offshore oil and gas sector and the
Danish wind‐energy experience.

Value Proposition
Why is Marine Renewable Energy such a good opportunity for Ireland?
1. Ireland has one of the Largest Sea Areas in Europe, coupled with one of the best renewable
energy resources (wave, and wind and tidal). The Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
for Ireland’s OREDP shows that 1,500MW of wave and tidal energy and 4,500MW of
offshore wind can be deployed by 2030, without any adverse effects on the environment.
2. The Irish Government is fully committed to realising the opportunity that marine
renewables offer, and the Roadmap to 2050 presents a very high potential scenario. In 2014
the Department of Communications Energy and Natural Resources published the Offshore
Renewable Energy Development Plan (OREDP). The plan is being implemented through a
multi‐agency and Department Steering Group, which is tasked with delivering actions to
develop and support the MRE industry including the following:
 Increased exchequer support of €26.3m from 2013 – 2016 for ocean energy
research & demonstration
 Secure additional €30m capital grant availability in the 2016–2018 period for
prototype demonstration and array projects
 Establish a Feed‐ in tariff of €260 per MWh up to 30MW
 Develop a renewable electricity export market
3. Ireland is Open and is the Best Small Country in the World to do Business. The sector is not
just about wave energy; Ireland is seen as a world leader in Smart Grid, renewable
integration and energy efficiency. We have a supply chain that is well placed to grow with
the industry as it develops. (IEA reports)
4. Ireland has developed a World Leading Research Centre in Marine Renewables. The
Marine Renewable Energy (MaREI) Research Centre is a cluster of key university and
industrial partners dedicated to solving the scientific, technical and socio‐economic
challenges involved in harnessing Marine Renewable Energy (MRE). MaREI will focus on
technological breakthroughs, delivered through cutting‐edge science and engineering
research, and aims to secure Ireland’s position as a global leader in Marine Renewable
Energy research.
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5. Ireland has established test and demonstration facilities for a range of technology readiness
levels (TRL). Ireland has a number of opportunities for test and demonstration of offshore
renewables which include:


Newly developed tank testing facilities, in the Beaufort Laboratory, Cork



Quarter scale testing facilities in Galway Bay, linked to SmartBay

 Full scale testing and demonstration potential in Mayo
Funding opportunities for use of these test sites and other supports are also available to industry
from SEAI.
Current challenges facing the Marine Renewable Energy sector include:
1. The industry is currently not equipped to meet the technical and environmental challenges.
The wave energy sector is struggling with investment as technologies fail once they reach higher
TRL and associated expenditure levels. However, tidal energy devices have been through the
proving stage and are now coming to the point of contracting the first demonstration arrays. The
main reason for the difference in development rate between the two technologies seems to lie
in the fact that a diverse range of wave energy devices have evolved with a tendency for
bespoke solutions, leading to significantly increased costs, as compared to the tidal sector where
more standardised or generic components have been available.
2. The investment required is long‐term and significant‐ A recent report published in the UK20
estimated that the tidal industry will need upwards of £100 million to get the first arrays of
c.10MW to financial close. Additionally, they project that around £200 million of investment is
needed to drive the wave industry along a path to commercial readiness. Further investment,
over and above these sums, will be required for further tidal arrays and for the first wave arrays.
3. The environments are seriously challenging‐ The energy that developers wish to harness i.e.
extreme wave regimes and tidal flows, also produce conditions that are difficult for people and
equipment to work in. In addition, the remote nature of many of the high‐ energy sites often
means that the sites are poorly resourced from an infrastructure perspective, and/or
constrained by environmental considerations.
4. There hasn’t been enough collaboration – locally and internationally‐ The marine energy
supply chain is in early stages of development. The notion that oil and gas suppliers can kick‐
start the market is not easily realised, because products from oil and gas are often too
specialised and expensive. Developing a supply chain that understands the market and is then
prepared to invest and support the non‐core enabling technologies is essential for the success of
the overall industry.

20

Financing Solutions for Wave and Tidal Energy. Published by Catapult Offshore Renewable Energy 27th
November 2014.
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Business Development & Marketing Recommendations










Establish a new planning and consenting structure: The new foreshore Bill is due to be enacted
in 2015. In line with this, we need to establish a streamlined consent process, with clear
environmental monitoring requirements; to ensure that project activity (and turnover growth) is
facilitated and not hindered.
Provide opportunities for funding and investment in the industry at all TRL levels: Develop a
co‐ordinated and fit‐for ‐purpose funding mechanism to support technology development,
through the ORESG, and ensure advanced budgetary planning for the provision of grant support
to array deployments from 2016 onwards.
Encourage collaboration at all levels and ensure streamlining of industry‐ wide solutions.
Establish a dedicated function in EI and IDA, to network and develop the supply chain and exploit
overseas markets and FDI opportunities. In addition we should revisit and actively pursue the
opportunity for renewably generated electricity to be exported to UK/European Markets.
Embrace all relevant technologies. The emergence of floating offshore wind as a further
potentially viable means of harnessing marine energy resources is now under active
development, internationally. It will be the primary means by which the bulk of the Irish offshore
wind resource is harnessed and synergises directly with the development and deployment of
wave technology, in areas such as resource assessment and planning, grid, potential hybrid
technology solutions, and supply chain. Offshore floating wind platforms also provide
opportunity to explore opportunities for multi‐array platforms combining wind energy,
aquaculture and ocean observation. The OREDP and its mechanisms should be expanded to
include this sector.
Ensure some short‐term wins to give the sector a confidence boost.
These should include developing:
o The long‐term OREDP Management structure and action plan for the sector that has
been initiated through the ORESG.
o Galway Bay as the national incubator site and provide funding to progress the
infrastructure in the next 5 years.
o The Sea‐station concept to combine renewable device development and environmental
and marine observation. It will also have potential to provide support to other marine
related sectors (e.g. Fish/Aquaculture sectors).
o The AMETS plan to redefine the pace required for its development. Under the review,
consider additional options, including floating wind and component testing.
o An infrastructure review to determine the long term strategy for port/jetty and grid
infrastructure.
o A Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program to fund generic solutions for
problems encountered by wave developers.
o A funding programme for the period 2016 ‐ 2018 to secure investment in the industry

Impact on Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth, GDP & other KPIs
Given sustained progress on the wider issues outlined above, the development of MRE resources has
been estimated as having the potential to create a cumulative economic benefit up to €12 billion by
2030 and up to €120 billion by 2050, from factors such as electricity generated, emissions
reductions, security of supply, regional development & knowledge created. An island of Ireland wave
energy industry meeting an initial 500MW target could produce at least 1,431 additional FTE jobs
and an NPV of €0.25bn, increasing to 17,000‐52,000 FTE jobs and an NPV of between €4‐10bn by
2035. This is dependent upon achieving sufficient technology learning rates ‐ encouraged and
maintained initially through a form of capital and/or operational subsidy.
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Summary of near‐term potential projects
The following projects represent areas that Ireland could target and deliver by 2020, given the
existing test areas and research capabilities that have been established. The estimates of job
creation associated with each project are also provided.





3/4 pilot devices deployed in Galway – 25‐35 FTEs
Westwave array deployed in Clare – 25 FTEs
1‐2 Wave full‐scale device deployed at Belmullet – 25‐50 FTEs
1 floating offshore wind device/array deployed – 50 FTEs

Interconnectivity with other business areas






General Ports Development – the progressive roll‐out of MRE generation projects will
require significant expansion of ports capability, particularly on the western seaboard.
Ship‐building and marine engineering – supply chain aspects of MRE are linked to both the
SME and Enterprise development strategy
Marine ICT – the operation of offshore production projects, in the MRE as well as the O+G
and Aquaculture sectors, provides a significant market for the marine ICT capabilities that
are the subject of the SmartBay and SmartOcean initiatives.
Prototype development linked with the SBIR programme, planned by EI/SEAI
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6.2.3 AQUACULTURE
The Seafood business is one of the world’s fastest growing international commodity industries, with
global demand for seafood increasing rapidly. The decline in wild stocks, combined with increasing
regulation to protect the remaining stocks, has meant that supply cannot meet demand. In Ireland
the seafood sector is worth over €700m to the national economy and supports 11,000 jobs, mostly
in rural coastal areas.
A major opportunity for Irish seafood producers is presented by the growth in the world population
which is set to reach 9 billion by 2025, and the huge expansion in food production, including
seafood, which will be required to meet the demand created by this population surge. The FAO
estimates that an additional 42 million tonnes of seafood will be required to meet global market
demand each year to 2030. Given that the majority of the world’s capture fisheries are already at,
or above, their MSY (maximum sustainable yield), it is inevitable that the majority of this demand
will have to be met by increases in output from the farmed fish sector.
Alongside population growth, is the shifting trend in economic power towards the East. By 2020 it is
projected that 54% of the world’s middle class population will live in the Asia Pacific region. This rate
of income growth will have far reaching implications for consumption and trade in seafood, as there
is a strong preference for seafood in that region, and growing incomes will drive demand for a wider
range of seafood products. This is evidenced by the growth in consumption of seafood in China
where, in 1985, per capita consumption was just 7kgs and is now close to the EU average of
27kgs/per capita. This upward trend is predicted to continue, in line with growing income levels.
Within the EU there is a major dependence on imports with in excess of 65% of total EU seafood
supply coming from outside the Union. In the longer term, the shifting of global seafood supply to
the east will inevitably create constrain supplies to Europe, presenting further opportunities for Irish
producers in key traditional European markets.
Ireland is uniquely placed to capitalise on this opportunity, with an excellent natural resource base.
The aquaculture sector consists of 850 licensed operations, on 2,000 sites, directly employing c 1800
people, with an output of €104m in 2009. The EU sees huge growth potential in the sector 21 and
believes this can contribute to closing the gap between falling wild fish catches and the ever‐growing
demand for seafood. Efforts to boost the sector are included in the reformed Common Fisheries
Policy (CFP), the European Maritime Fisheries Fund (EMFF) and the EU’s Blue Growth agenda for
economic growth and employment, which singled out the aquaculture sector as one of its five
priorities22.

21

“Marine Knowledge 2020: roadmap. Innovation in the Blue Economy realising the potential of our seas and
oceans for jobs and growth.” EC Brussels, {COM (2014) 254 final }
22
“Innovation in the Blue Economy: realising the potential of our seas and oceans for jobs and growth” COM
(2014) 254 final/2
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Project Summary
Ireland has a strong reputation for its organic farmed salmon, partly because of the rigorous
standards imposed on Irish salmon farms. The demand for Irish salmon is growing, and the value of
the export market has increased 18% since 2008.
An offshore or ‘deep sea’ fish farm, and possible others at a smaller scale, could produce up to
15,000 tonnes of organic salmon every year, worth €102 million annually, and with a wages flow of
about €14.5 million, directly into the local economy. This level of production will help employ local
people in long‐term jobs. These operations have the potential to create thousands of direct and
induced coastal jobs and inject much‐ needed economic vitality and ensuing socio‐economic stability
into island communities and coastal towns.
Current global farmed salmon output is already well in excess of 2 million metric tonnes per annum
and it is expected to continue to grow rapidly, fuelled by a seemingly insatiable consumer demand.
The OECD estimates that the EU currently suffers from an annual €16 billion trade deficit in seafood
products, a scenario which is set to deteriorate further unless the EU can get output growth going in
its sluggish regulation‐ heavy aquaculture sector.
The question is, will Ireland, with its proven track record in farmed salmon production, act to take its
share of this undoubted opportunity or not? There is eager investor interest, if and when suitable
operating licences can be secured. Achieving the necessary state operating consents is a major
hurdle which must be overcome if these projects are to be brought to fruition. A streamlining of the
current system would undoubtedly be of assistance in achieving this desired outcome.

Value Proposition
Aquaculture in Ireland already employs 1,716 people. Many of these jobs are in coastal communities
where the sea has long been a source of income and subsistence, but they are also areas suffering
from especially high unemployment.
Offshore Salmon farms such as that proposed for Galway Bay would provide jobs for 350 people
directly. Approximately 65 of those jobs will be on the farm itself, with others in rearing juvenile fish,
processing the fish after harvest, and transportation. A further 150 jobs will be needed in associated
industries, and these will be slightly more remote from the project location, which means that its
employment benefits will spread beyond the immediate area.
Excluding the cost of a large live fish transport vessel, which would be chartered, the capital
investment for a 15k tonne per annum salmon farm would some €7.5 million. Working capital would
be circa €72 million per annum yielding a farm gate sales turnover of €103 million.
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International Significance/Competitive Advantage
China has been the global growth engine of both seafood consumption and production for the last
few decades and has overtaken developed markets such as the European Union and the United
States on a per capita consumption basis. The EU however is still considered the world’s most
valuable seafood market because of consumer preferences for high value species and further
processing.
Wild catch fisheries are believed to have reached their peak in volume terms in the1990s and have
since contracted slightly. Some fisheries have had to contract their fishing effort in order to maintain
long term sustainability. Global wild catch production now standing at 90 million tonnes, is not
expected to increase and will remain at this figure, if not lower for the foreseeable future.
Consequently all future global growth within the seafood sector must come from aquaculture,
(Rabobank, 2011).
Aquaculture has been the world’s fastest growing protein sector for the last 30 years and while
initially expanding from low volumes, the industry produced more than 56 million tonnes of fish and
shellfish in 2009, representing a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of close to 8%. A
characteristic of the industry maturing is that volume growth will no longer be expanding from a
small base and therefore the percentage growth rate will be on a smaller scale, (Rabobank, 2011).
This global growth combined with a constantly increasing demand for seafood, are significant
contributing factors to the continued growth of the farmed Atlantic salmon industry. The ‘greening’
of consumer attitudes towards food and nutrition over the last decade, particularly on the issue of
sustainable fisheries and seafood, allows a product like organic salmon to be perceived as a ‘safe’
and healthy seafood to consume, which will not have negative environmental impacts on our natural
resources.

Business Development & Marketing Recommendations
BIM’s Seafood Development Strategy 2014 to 2020, which includes Ireland’s multiannual national
strategic plans for the development of aquaculture activities to 2020, will form the basis of new
initiatives, funded under 2014‐2020 EMFF funding. The Commission’s “Strategic Guidelines for the
Sustainable Development of EU Aquaculture”23 focuses on actions to remove administrative barriers,
and showcases the perceived high environmental, animal health and consumer protection standards
as the EU aquaculture’s main competitive factors.
The DTF supports the growth of aquaculture in Ireland, provided it continues to be underpinned by
sustainable development principles and managed using an ecosystem‐based approach. Insofar as
possible and practicable, and given certain constitutional constraints, its growth should take account
of marine spatial planning.
In order to achieve proposed growth targets for Aquaculture production in Ireland to 2020 there
needs to be substantial public investment in applied research and innovation.

23

“Strategic Guidelines for the sustainable development of EU aquaculture” COM (2013) 229 final.
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BIM already provides incubation facilities to the seafood sector and a Shellfish Innovation Centre will
offer opportunities for realisation of research priorities identified in the Report of the Research
Prioritisation Steering Group, including:





Added value processed seafood
Sustainable management of high value inshore stocks
Improving the quality of marine science, related to water quality and wild fish stocks
Environmentally sustainable fishing and aquaculture production methods to secure a
sustainable resource base

BIM is already collaborating with UCC and the NMCI Halpin Centre on research projects, in
consultation with industry and other stakeholders, to ensure that the HOOW recommendations are
fully realised.
The European organic market is valued at over €18.9 billion and the key markets are Germany,
France, Italy, The UK and Spain (Mintel, 20
It is predicted, in spite of challenging economic circumstances, the growth within the organic food
market will be between 2 – 20% per year. If organic salmon was to grow at the upper end of this
growth estimate, the underlying demand as noted above would be significantly higher, (Mintel,
2011)
In the mature EU and US markets, consumers increasingly seek out and pay a premium for foods
with clear and credible health, wellness and sustainability attributes. Economic development in
countries such as Brazil, Russia and China, is creating sophisticated new consumer audiences whose
demands in terms of new and diverse food solutions is growing, (Mintel, 2011). As a result there are
opportunities on a global scale for naturally produced Irish food, such as organic salmon, which can
remain competitive and is committed to industry best practice and best‐in‐class environmental
protection.
It is important that Ireland maintain its current pre‐eminent and hard ‐won position in the ‘certified
organic seafood’ space. If we are to hold our first ‐mover advantage then production volumes need
to increase quickly as, otherwise, competitors, with a lower cost base, will begin to occupy the niche.
The bottleneck is the availability of licenced sites and it is recommended that priority be given to
applications for organic production operations.

Impact on Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth, GDP & other KPIs
The HOOW targets for seafood and aquaculture are aligned to the targets set out in FH 2020. That
plan sets a target of increased marine farmed finfish of 20,000 tonnes per annum, at least half of
which would come from new offshore farms such as the one mentioned in this ‘Big Ticket Item’. In
turn, the extra value and employment generated from this increased output forms a very significant
component of the overall seafood projections.
As set out in Food Harvest 2020, deep sea salmon projects offer a major opportunity for expanding
the supply of high quality raw material by c10,000 per annum which, in turn, will lead to investment
in downstream value ‐adding activity with excellent job creation prospects. It is also anticipated that
an increase of some 10,000 tonnes per annum can be generated from the existing portfolio of
salmon farms, taking advantage of developments in the industry that will lead to greater efficiencies,
as these licences are renewed and reviewed.
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With the unlocking of the log‐ jam in awarding licences for aquaculture production, the sector will
also be in a position to increase the volume and value of output of other species such as oysters,
mussels, seaweed, perch, abalone and scallops. Increases in output from these high‐ value species
will create new jobs, both directly on the farms and, indirectly, in processing and other downstream
activities.
Schemes to facilitate and accelerate investment in the expansion of the raw material supply base are
currently being finalised for submission to DG Mare, for inclusion in the EMFF Seafood OP 2014‐
2020. When finalised, it is anticipated that this suite of schemes will encourage private sector
investment, including foreign direct investment into the seafood aquaculture sector in Ireland.

Interconnectivity with other business areas
When properly sited and interpreted, marine fish farms can become interesting marine tourism
attractions. This can be seen in many locations around Europe, such as the ‘Ria’s of Galicia in Spain
and, in Ireland, the Killary Fjord tour vessel the ‘Connemara Lady’ which features salmon farming
and mussel farming as part of its visitor experience.
Creating large volumes of high‐ value new sea food raw material will have a significant ‘ripple‐effect’
on the local and regional community in which it is produced, landed and processed. The downstream
induced employment and service provision that such volumes create are widespread, and cut across
a whole range of business activities, including road and sea transport, light and heavy marine
engineering, added‐value secondary seafood processing to marine electronics and financial services
and much else in between.
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6.2.4 TOURISM IN MARINE & COASTAL AREAS
There are a suite of tourism projects in marine & coastal areas that Ireland can develop, as
exemplified by the Wild Atlantic Way
The ‘Wild Atlantic Way’ is one of the biggest tourism initiatives ever undertaken in Ireland, and is a
new and innovative project, developed by Fáilte Ireland, and designed to highlight Ireland’s unique
geographical positioning along the Atlantic Ocean. The intention is to use the theme to allow tourists
understand how the sea shaped our coastal communities, our lifestyle and our traditions and,
naturally, to entice even more visitors to Ireland’s shores and, importantly, to give them a reason to
stay longer and spend more.
This project has been in development since early 2012 and involves the creation of a themed and
integrated touring route along the Atlantic coast of Ireland from Donegal to West Cork. The route is
comprised of a central spine that will, in time, be accompanied by a series of loops off it, which
encourages tourists to explore all that the west coast has to offer. It showcases the best scenery and
attractions for visitors with improved on‐road infrastructure such as improved viewing points or
‘Discovery Points’ with better interpretation, and end‐to‐end signage which provides easy navigation
along the route in both directions. While the route itself is linear, the intention is that the visitor will
be encouraged to engage with the range of experiences that are on offer throughout the wider
destination, with the route providing easy access to these experiences.

Ireland’s competitive advantage
Market research commissioned by Fáilte Ireland in 2013 determined that there is significant
potential for the development of activity/ adventure tourism in Ireland, both amongst the overseas
and domestic markets. The majority of those who participate in activities whilst on holidays abroad
are generalists, and on the whole they appear to think destination first and then consider whether it
would be good to do a particular activity there. The key things they are looking for from a
destination are the things which Ireland can deliver on: Beautiful scenery and landscape; attractive
cities and towns, lots of things to see and do.
Promoting Ireland as an activities destination therefore is about using Ireland’s USP in same way as
for general marketing; the activity is a means of enjoying the Ireland experience
Fáilte Ireland's objective, as exemplified by the Wild Atlantic Way, is to develop a world leading
destination brand to increase awareness, visitor numbers and revenues from international markets,
supporting the national tourism sustainable growth strategy. The supporting strategies focus on the
need to:
 Have a high level of Visitor awareness, visits and referrals to the Wild Atlantic Way
 Have the Wild Atlantic Way fully incorporated in to the plans and strategies of the Industry
 Support Communities to act as custodians and advocates for the Wild Atlantic Way and
become active participants in its management and delivery
 Ensure the natural Environment is recognised, leveraged and enhanced as the cornerstone
of the Wild Atlantic Way
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Development Priorities
A five year Operational Programme for the WAW is currently being prepared. This programme is
based on extensive visitor/ consumer insights, consultation with communities and businesses along
the WAW, and a review of relevant national, county and local plans and strategies. This Operational
Programme will fit with and contribute towards the achievement of the overall sustainable growth
targets for tourism which are identified in Fáilte Ireland’s Corporate Strategy (to be published in
early 2015).
The Wild Atlantic Way passes through some of Irelands’ most valued wild places – many of which are
highly sensitive to environmental impact arising from unmanaged development. Strict
environmental protection in in place for many of these areas and there are legal requirements to
assess new developments to ensure that no harm arises.
However it is important to understand that all WAW routes are existing and long‐established touring
routes that have been subject both to recent and long‐established promotion activities.
The future implementation of the Wild Atlantic Way will require all emerging developments and
activities to continue to comply with all relevant environmental and planning requirements – as well
as with Fáilte Ireland Wild Atlantic Way Guidelines for the consideration, design, management and
monitoring of new and existing visitor initiatives.

Impact on HOOW targets
It is considered that there are significant synergies between the Wild Atlantic Way Operational
Programme and the Government’s Integrated Marine Plan Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth, and in
particular in relation to the following development priorities in marine and coastal areas:
Boat Touring: One of the main objectives of the Wild Atlantic Way is to provide visitors with the lots
of different memorable experiences and to slow down and explore areas, from both the land and
the sea. Boat touring along our coastline and to the islands is a key part of this, and the Wild Atlantic
Way provides the opportunity now to increase the availability and quality of passenger boats tours.
Activities: For the majority of visitors, access to the coastline is actually from the land and,
therefore, a range of both sea‐to‐land, but perhaps more importantly, land‐to sea solutions and
opportunities must be provided for our visitors. This can range across water‐based activities such as
sea angling, surfing, sailing, kayaking and wildlife watching to coast‐based walks, attractions and
services.
This presents opportunities for the development of further schemes such as the Mayo Galway
Blueway, which is more than just a water trail but a ‘distinct place’ where the marine environment
and a community partnership collaborate to enhance the visitors experience and support the local
economy.
Tourism revenue in the Wild Atlantic Way programme area is worth €2 billion to the economy and
six in every ten euro spent in the region in 2013 was generated by overseas tourists.
Tourism employment in the region experienced a decline in recent years; however, there are signs of
recovery in 2013.
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2010

2011

2012

2013

Domestic visitors
Overseas visitors

952
1,248

797
1,310

735
1,154

784
1,321

Total

2,200

2,107

1,889

2,105

% Domestic
% Overseas

2010
43%
57%

2011
38%
62%

2012
39%
61%

2013
37%
63%

Source: Fáilte Ireland Survey of Overseas Travellers, Fáilte Ireland estimates based Central Statistics Office Passenger Card Inquiry and
Household Travel Surveys

Figure 6 Estimated Spend by Tourists on Wild Atlantic Way

The development of coastal walks/ paths is also a key aspect of the visitor experience on the WAW,
examples being the recently opened Clare coastal path from Liscannor to Doolin. These types of
walks bring people in to coastal communities and provide opportunities for local guides, activity
providers, coffee shops, bars, restaurants and accommodation providers etc.
Coastal Towns and Villages: The WAW will be brought to life by the 200+ towns and villages along
its extent. However the physical appearance and condition of some of these is quite poor, requiring
investment in public realm and the appearance and condition of streetscapes and individual key
buildings.
Beach Management: There are nearly 90 Blue Flag and Green Coast beaches along the Wild Atlantic
Way. The infrastructure at these beaches has been developed in piecemeal fashion over many years,
as and when resources become available and/ or in response to storm and weather damage. At
some locations this has led to poor and visually intrusive design and layout of infrastructure such as
car parks, access paths, toilet blocks, litter bins, and signage in particular.
Local Animation/ Interpretation: There are opportunities to deliver on a number of social outcomes
– in addition to enhancing the visitor experience ‐ , akin to the Gathering, through possible initiatives
such as ‘Sharing your Stories’, which could involve local communities gathering their own Atlantic
stories for sharing with the visitor. This wealth of stories related to the Atlantic culture, which
visitors can find difficult to access, is in fact one of the most valuable assets for tourism along the
Wild Atlantic Way. A pilot project of this nature has just been completed by Loop Head Tourism with
funding from the Heritage Council, Clare County Council and Fáilte Ireland. The project involved the
collection locally of a wealth of stories about the marine and cultural heritage of the Loop Head
Peninsula, which resulted in the creation of an electronic database of this interpretative material
and a heritage trail map which integrates with the Wild Atlantic Way. Similar projects could be
undertaken along the extent of the Wild Atlantic Way and in particular for island experiences such as
The Skelligs and The Blaskets.
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Discovery Points: 159 Discovery Points have been identified along the Wild Atlantic Way, 26 of
which are on islands, for which there are 22 Embarkation Points. The Discovery Points are all existing
lay‐bys, viewing points or car parks which offer excellent seascape views, and which have been
branded as WAW Discovery Points. All of the Discovery Points will contain an interpretation panel
containing information about aspects of the heritage of the local area, focussing on information
relating to the life of coastal communities. Subject to the results of a Strategic Environmental
Assessment and Appropriate Assessment, which are currently being undertaken, some of the
Discovery Points may be developed further to enhance the visitor experience.

Challenges to the Development of Marine Areas for Tourism
1. Access: Access to the coastline can be limited in many areas and for a number of reasons,
including landowner issues, insurance, planning, a perceived conflict in business activities,
etc. Improved access to our shoreline is required, be it through existing or new
infrastructure, or by establishing new ways of working so that public resources such as ports,
harbours, piers, marinas etc., can be shared with private enterprises.
2. Partnership/ Networking: There is still a significant lack of co‐operation and networking at
local level, where businesses operate in isolation from each other, and often in isolation
from the local community. A holistic view of the sector needs to be taken to provide a
complete visitor experience and not just an activity or a product. Visitors don’t come to
Ireland just for a berth, or to visit a harbour or pier, they want a fully immersive experience.
If the tourism sector in marine and coastal areas is to provide this experience then activities,
attractions, bars, restaurants, hotels etc., all need to work together to deliver this, and need
to reconnect to each other. A less sectoral view of tourism in marine areas is required as it
cannot be disentangled from the broader tourism activities that happen in the wider coastal
zone.
3. Planning: Marine planning is an extremely complex process, particularly where the
Foreshore is involved and greater transparency and clarity is required around this in order to
support innovation and development, and ultimately the creation of jobs and revenue in
rural areas. Fáilte Ireland has in the past advocated for a statutory marine planning process
to replace the Foreshore licencing system, and to complement the terrestrial planning
system. The Maritime Area and Foreshore Amendment Bill 2013 states that the foreshore
planning application process is to change and that applications will be channelled through
County Councils, however little progress seems to have been made on this.
4. Investment: Investment in infrastructure in particular has taken place in an ad hoc fashion in
previous years, based on supply side demand, rather than any real insights into consumer
needs and demands. There is a need for a defined investment policy in relation to tourism in
marine areas, where any resources, however small are targeted to meet an identified
consumer demand. A prime example of this is in relation to the sailing offer, where there is a
need to re‐examine the traditional sailing offer and determine if Ireland has a competitive
advantage in this space and what resources, if any, should be provided to leverage this.
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5. Fiscal barriers: Tourism SMEs in the activity sector operate seasonally and the way rates are
administered on SMEs in this area. The current rates regime is very onerous on businesses
whereby they need to close their business in order to avoid rates in the off‐season. The
difficulty being that they cannot easily open for a short period to avail of business
opportunities as they emerge.
6. Marina Development: In the last number of years the issue of marina development which
has been controversial in the past, due to issues in relation to viability, site selection and
environmental impact, from a policy perspective has been one of the greatest obstacles in
relation to marine tourism development as it has skewed the conversation and marine
tourism development was considered by many to mean marina development. One of the
biggest issues here was the lack of consumer insights to guide policy direction. Fáilte Ireland
commissioned research in 2014 and ascertained that the market potential for tourism is this
area is not so reliant on a necklace of extensive marinas but rather on a variety of more
flexible facilities such as pontoons with good shore facilities. The research pointed towards a
growing need for chartered services ('fly‐sail') from overseas visitors allowing them the
flexibility to charter a boat for a few days with our without skipper. This insight points
towards a need for a series of appropriately sized and located serviced infrastructure
(pontoons) with some strategically located marina’s and a cost effective and accessible boat
chartering supply
7. Passenger boat licensing: it has been reported that the existing policy in relation to
passenger boat licensing is excluding some new operators from entering the market,
particularly in relation to the chartering business. In Ireland, the requirements of a
passenger carrying boat are viewed by some as extreme. The system in UK is extremely
broad and has numerous categories for different types of vessels and activities based on a
sliding risk scale, whereas the Irish system is almost one size fits all which is not deemed
appropriate. In addition the limits on distance for those licensed makes coastal exploring
and whale watching has been reported as being extremely limiting. Overall the policies make
it unviable without government support with start up financing. Even then maintaining the
standards can be financially difficult also. A review of the licensing system is recommended
to ensure that all safety regulations are met but that a system commensurate with Irish
needs and demands is provided.
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Key Messages & Recommendations:
Policy
A more holistic view of’ tourism in marine areas’ should be taken by stakeholders when developing
policy for investment and support. ‘Marine tourism’ is somewhat of a misnomer and implies marine
tourists, which where they exist, do so in limited number. It’s quite a narrow view of tourism and
tends to consider water‐ based activities only. ‘Tourism in marine areas’ or ‘Tourism in the coastal
zone’ allows for a much broader range of tourism activities and businesses to be brought together to
support the delivery of the visitor experience, and support the collaboration at community level
required in the sector.
Action: That the term ‘tourism in marine areas’ is adopted in the place of ‘marine tourism’.
In order for a balanced and realistic marine tourism policy for Ireland to emerge, there is a need to
move towards a range of both sea‐to‐land and land‐to sea solutions and opportunities, reflective of
how our visitor accesses the marine and coastal tourism experience. These should involve the
management, maintenance and regeneration of existing assets, not just new infrastructure. There is
the opportunity to reinvigorate the existing product and develop new offerings, thus potentially
creating jobs and revenue.
Action: That one national/ central database of marine/ coastal assets, activities and amenities
along the WAW (and all Ireland coastline) should be developed, managed, maintained and shared
with relevant development agencies. The condition, access, and capacity available could also be
mapped/ identified and a database maintained and provided to national development
authorities/ agencies such as Fáilte Ireland and DAFM, and the Irish Sailing Association on a
regular basis.
Action: An onus should be placed on public bodies in particular to facilitate shared use with
tourism businesses where appropriate in order to leverage the significant amount of coastal
infrastructure which already exists.
Support the development of the passenger / charter boat industry in Ireland, which is key for the
development of the islands, sea angling, developing new water based experiences, and to develop
Ireland’s sailing offer.
Action: Undertake a review of the passenger boat licensing system and regulations to support and
encourage new businesses into the marketplace (in line with safety standards but appropriate to
the small businesses). This should also look at potential quality, standards and insurance issues
which may be hindering growth in the sector.
There is a need to re‐examine the traditional sailing offer and determine if Ireland has a competitive
advantage in this space and what resources, if any, should be provided to leverage this. The
differences and potential in overseas tourism and domestic tourism/ leisure have been identified in
the sailing preferences research undertaken by Fáilte Ireland in 2014 and need to be recognised.
Action: The difference between the overseas tourism potential and needs and the domestic leisure
should be recognised in policy and supports, and overseas tourism in particular should be
developed in line with the consumer insights provided in Fáilte Ireland Sailing Preferences
Research (refer to Appendix II). The research indicates that both visitors and domestic sailors are not
looking for large infrastructure, but need safe havens with basic facilities and the opportunities to
enjoy the landscape and history.
Foreshore licensing has been a hindrance to development in marine areas for many years now and
has led to uncertainty and a lack of investment/ development in certain areas.
Action: That a more streamlined planning and consent procedure (similar to terrestrial planning) is
required to support and direct any potential infrastructure investment. Although this is in train,
progress is slow.
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Partnerships
Projects of this scale carry a high degree of risk, particularly considering the geographical extent and
requirements for new ways of working. Partnership and collaboration are very much key to the
delivery of projects like the Wild Atlantic Way. The WAW initiative crosses nine counties ‐ so nine
Local Authorities are required to collaborate on the provision of infrastructure and services along the
Wild Atlantic Way. There will also be a reliance on policy collaboration across a number of sectors, at
local level and at Government level to support the delivery of the project. While the Bantry Bay
Charter coastal zone management pilot project may have been considered to be unwieldy in terms
of scale and in terms of the resources required to sustain it, the principles of partnership and
consensus decision making which were at the core of the initiative are sound and should not be lost.
The Wild Atlantic Way at over 2500km is a large scale geographical area and by extension difficult
for visitors to understand and consume in its entirety. For this reason it is proposed to develop
and present the Wild Atlantic Way in six clusters as follows (from Donegal to West Cork):
o The Northern Headlands
o The Surf Coast
o The Bay Coast
o The Cliff Coast
o The Southern Peninsulas
o The Haven Coast
Action: To establish meaningful tourism partnerships in coastal areas which involve a range of
public, private and community interests, as a way of reaching consensus about the future of
tourism development in coastal areas. As part of the implementation of the WAW, Fáilte Ireland
will be piloting a number of ‘cluster groups’ in an attempt to inform the development of tourism in
coastal areas.
Investment
A number of development priorities which require future investment have been identified for the
WAW.
Actions:
o Examine opportunities for an incentive scheme to encourage investment and reinvestment in
passenger boats/ vessels and activity equipment and to provide training supports/ upskilling
for skippering and instructing.
o Support the roll out of a Blueways community programme on the WAW (based on consumer
insights and strong criteria), particularly prioritising investment needs where identified in
relation to infrastructure, interpretation and training for all types of water‐based activities
including kayaking, diving, snorkelling, sailing etc.
o Support the delivery of small scale infrastructure along the WAW which can support charter
boat businesses to create day/ half day sailing experiences and enhance existing/ local
cruising areas. This of course is also linked to the passenger boat licensing restrictions and or/
access to insurance for boat rental.
o Develop a coastal towns and villages renewal programme to support initiatives such as
painting schemes, Tidy Towns, etc., but with a WAW/ coastal emphasis.
o Develop a best practice design template/ guidance for future Blue Flag and Green Coast
infrastructural development to provide guidance, stimulate ideas and direct planners to best
practice examples for future development works.
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Education/ Awareness
o In order for tourism and particularly activity tourism businesses in rural coastal areas to be
sustainable, there is a need to look at other initiatives which may extend their income base and
therefore their viability. One means of doing this is by engaging with local communities and
businesses and to increase local awareness and participation.
Actions:
o

o

Encourage a network of WAW festival of the seas. Create a provision for communities to gain
funding for events that are not reliant on showing overseas figures. If there could be a fund
available for the launch of initial economic development tourism events.
As part of the SOLAS / FAS Initiative consideration could be given to running a WAW
Ambassador Winter Training Programme for 6 months followed by 6 months summer work
placement in Clubs and Centres. The focus should be to identify key facilities along the way
that could support offering activities to the WAW market and provide training to these in all
aspects of adventure tourism, marketing, PR, catering, event management etc. Similar
programme is run in the commercial industry for marina managers.

Interconnectivity with other business areas
The seafood sector will also benefit from Tourism in Marine & coastal areas, as exemplified by the
particular focus of the Wild Atlantic Way on seafood and angling This impacts on restaurants and
establishments the length of the Wild Atlantic Way that will be encouraged to feature Wild Atlantic
Way menu’s, which will draw heavily on seafood. It should also create momentum and opportunity,
over time, for new food businesses to emerge.
The brand essence of the Wild Atlantic Way is ‘where the land meets the sea’ and effectively
elevates any activity which is ‘of the sea’ including seaweed baths. This in turn creates more demand
for seaweed foraging etc. as well as, hopefully, creating opportunities for boat‐building enterprises
to open their doors to visitors.
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6.2.5 CRUISE TOURISM
Note: the approach to the development of cruise tourism is now being developed by the ports, IMDO
and Fáilte Ireland, who will engage with industry stakeholders to drive progress. The text below will
be further reviewed over the coming weeks by the main parties involved.

Introduction
Cruise tourism is an important part of the Ireland’s tourism industry because it attracts tourists from
around the world and showcases the extraordinary beauty of the Irish coast, in addition to the
exceptional richness of the visitor experience that are accessible from the various ports at which
cruise ships call. From the history and culture of Dublin, to the natural beauty West Cork, to the
grandeur of the Wild Atlantic Way, cruise tourism is capable to creating a unique visitor experience,
offering a view from the sea towards the land that will entice visitors to return to Ireland again and
again.
Cruise tourism is developing rapidly around the world. Since 1980, the average annual percentage
growth rate for cruise tourism worldwide has been 7.5%. Forecasts show that the industry will
continue to grow strongly in the coming years and Ireland is well positioned to take advantage.
Cruise tourism through Irish ports from 2011 to 2014 is shown in the table below.

Economic Impact
In 2010, Fáilte Ireland commissioned a Red C study into the economic impact of cruise tourism in
Ireland. Through a series of interviews with cruise line executives, operators and passengers, the
report identified that the average spend per passenger during their time disembarked in Irish ports
was €71. Expenditure by crew is also significant, at €48 per crew member. This compares to an
average daily expenditure of €72 for holidaymakers arriving by air or ferry to Ireland. While the two
expenditure figures are similar, the daily expenditure for holidaymakers includes the cost of
accommodation, which is not included in the cruise tourism estimate. Based on these figures, which
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have been validated by recent research, cruise tourists spent in excess if €14m in the Irish economy
in 2014 and crew spent in excess of €3.5m.
It is noteworthy that these figures do not include the additional income earned by port companies,
which in the main is generated from existing infrastructure.
While cruise tourism has a positive economic impact, it also makes lasting impressions on
passengers who visit Ireland, which is more difficult to quantify in financial terms, with four out of
every five saying they are likely to return for a holiday in future. In order for Ireland to capitalise on
these “first impression visits” and on the growth within cruise tourism, it will be necessary to refine
and co‐ordinate the marketing message that is delivered to tourists considering Ireland as a cruise
tourism destination.

Marketing Message
Fáilte Ireland is currently engaged in a number of areas of work affecting cruise tourism and has
recently engaged with the cruise tourism representative group, Cruise Ireland, to agree a marketing
approach and to formulate a National Cruise Tourism Strategy. Fáilte Ireland has acknowledged that
the industry has been growing with some success over recent years, largely due to the activity of the
ports and destination management and excursion companies. Further growth opportunities exist.
Over the course of 2015, Fáilte Ireland will partner with key sectoral stakeholders to produce an all‐
Ireland Cruise Tourism Strategy to ensure Ireland is best placed to compete and increase share of
this growing market in a focussed, cohesive manner.
In 2013/2014 the Grow Dublin Taskforce was established to produce a strategic plan for tourism
development in Dublin. Cruise tourism was identified as one of the pillars of this strategy. A Grow
Dublin Cruise Tourism working group has been established to deliver on the recommendations
arising from the Dublin strategy, particularly in the area of improving the visitor experience.
Similarly, a Grow Cork strategy is underway, which will inevitably contain a focus on improving the
visitor experience in the southern part of the country.
The Dublin and Cork tactical plans will fully align with the ambitions of a national strategy as it
develops.

Linkages to Other HOOW Projects
Cruise tourism has the ability to play into the developmental agenda in the regions as well as
bringing significant numbers of tourists to our major cities.
Cruise tourism is capable of contributing to trade in coastal towns and cities and to supporting jobs
in the tourism industry.
Importantly, cruise tourism acts as an introduction to the Irish tourism product, through attractions
such as the Wild Atlantic Way, the Titanic Centre, or the tranquil coastline of the east coast, which
have the appeal to draw tourists back to Ireland.
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The Value Proposition
The Irish coastline is rugged, beautiful and unspoilt. It is dotted with towns and cities of enormous
historical and cultural interest. From cosmopolitan centres such as Dublin, Belfast and Cork, to
secluded harbours set against the alluring backdrop of the Irish countryside, Ireland has a great deal
to offer the cruise tourist. From its coast, inland attractions are easily accessible. Within a single day
visitors can experience prehistoric megalithic tombs, ancient castles, museums and art galleries, as
well as the hospitality that warmth that sets Irish people apart. Accessing what Ireland has to offer
from the sea gives the tourist a different and unique perspective of a country that capacity to
enthral visitors.

Key Messages & Recommendations





Cruise Tourism has to be recognised as an all‐island endeavour that markets the island of Ireland
as a destination in the fast growing cruise tourism market
The IMDO, taking a national perspective will support the development of the industry and
engage directly with cruise lines in its international trade missions.
Fáilte Ireland and the IMDO will participate actively in Cruise Ireland and will develop the value
proposition that is presented to the international cruise tourism market.
Irish Ports must act collaboratively in selling the attractions of the island of Ireland as a
destination for cruise tourism, so as to use the resources that are available to increase Ireland’s
market share of a growing industry.
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6.2.6 OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS
The geographical location of Ireland, a small island at the edge of Europe, combined with both
Ireland’s and the EU’s status as net importers of oil and gas makes Ireland very vulnerable to
potential interruptions in energy supplies. This has been heightened within the past couple of years
by the political instability in both oil and gas production and transmission countries.
Ireland has a large offshore area with significant potential; however, it continues to remain lightly
explored. A small number of economic discoveries would change Ireland from one of the most
heavily energy import‐reliant countries to self‐sufficiency and potentially a net energy exporter. A
successful oil and gas industry would a transformative effect on Ireland.

158 oil and gas exploration and appraisal wells have been drilled in the Irish offshore is since
exploration commenced more than 40 years ago. While the majority of these did not result in
commercial discoveries, the Kinsale Head and satellite gas fields (Ballycotton and Seven Heads), had
a major impact on the economy and the infrastructure in the Cork region and beyond. The Corrib gas
field project, expected to produce first gas in 2015, has already made a huge impact on the economy
of the west of Ireland, as well as providing a secure source of energy and meeting a significant
proportion (up to 60%) of Ireland’s gas requirements for several years. While the number of
authorisations (options, licences and leases) in the Irish offshore is higher than ever before,
exploration drilling is now at an all‐time low, with only four wells in the past five years. The collapse
in the oil price of late 2014 is taking its toll on global exploration and development, with current
trends on the part of many international companies, in cutting exploration budgets and shelving
development plans, likely to persevere through 2015. This is increasing the challenges facing
countries such as Ireland in competing to attract the international industry to explore and invest in
oil and gas exploration and development.

Summary of potential projects
A commercial discovery, and the development of one or more offshore oil or gas fields, has the
potential to provide and stimulate the growth of high‐end jobs, significantly improve the economic
well‐being of the country, provide a secure and affordable source of energy and transform Ireland
from one of the most heavily energy import‐reliant countries to self‐sufficiency and, potentially, a
net energy exporter. Currently a number of petroleum discoveries off the west and south coasts are
being appraised, while exploration drilling is likely to increase in the coming few years. Overall,
there is cautious optimism that commercial development of one or more discoveries can occur in
the next few years. However, the current low level of exploration drilling needs to be significantly
increased, new companies need to be attracted to join those already here, and the fiscal and
regulatory landscape needs to be internationally competitive and welcoming to the industry to
ensure that Ireland is seen to be an attractive destination.
Offshore exploration is costly, with all risks borne by the exploration companies and with no financial
exposure to the State. Wells can cost up to $200 million to drill, with a very high risk of finding no
commercial hydrocarbons. In the event of success, the potential benefits to Ireland could mirror
those associated with the previous commercial discoveries (Kinsale Head and Corrib), while added
value could be provided by facilitating and encouraging the development of a specialist support
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industry to service exploration and production , as well as exporting that expertise to other parts of
the world. Neighbouring countries (e.g., UK and Norway) have benefitted enormously from a vibrant
and successful oil and gas industry over the past 40 years or so.
By ensuring the appropriate fiscal terms, licensing and regulatory framework, support network and
infrastructure, the likelihood of attracting additional companies and stimulating more exploration
drilling will increase. This in turn improves the likelihood of a commercial discovery and
development.

Value Proposition
Ireland requires a broad mix of energy sources, especially those with a lower carbon footprint. Gas is
clearly the fuel of choice to partner the growing renewable contribution in electricity generation.
Gas and oil will, however, continue to form a major component of our energy source in the coming
decades. For that reason, as well as the significant benefits in jobs and services that will accrue from
a thriving oil and gas industry, Ireland’s energy policy needs to proactively encourage and support
the exploration and development of our indigenous offshore hydrocarbon resources.
Over the past four years there has been a renewal of exploration interest by the oil and gas industry
in Ireland’s offshore. Significant momentum from the last licensing round (2011) was gained, in large
measure through small ‘junior’ exploration companies attracting farm‐ins from larger international
explorers. This has resulted in an increase in the amount of acreage under licensing options and
licences, together with an increase in the amount of seismic acquisition. However, this has yet to be
translated into the drilling of wells. New geophysical data are available through recent seismic
surveys, including the DCENR‐Eni regional survey, and these will aid in identifying prospective areas.
The 2015 Frontier Licensing Round (closing for bids in September 2015) is helping to focus attention
on the Irish offshore. However, the impact of the recent dramatic fall in oil prices may impact on
industry confidence in exploring in deep water frontier areas.
Commercial oil and gas development depends upon the success of drilling. While Ireland can do
nothing about global oil or gas prices, other factors can be addressed to help de‐risk exploration and
development and improve Ireland’s competitiveness. The fiscal regime needs to be stable,
transparent and competitively appropriate for the financial and geological risks taken by the
petroleum industry. The 2014 changes to the fiscal terms for new authorisations make Ireland less
attractive than competitor countries. The fiscal regime should be supported by a simplified and
integrated regulatory regime. There is still too much uncertainty regarding regulatory procedures
and timelines for major infrastructural projects. This hinders project planning and delivery, at an
economic cost to both developer and the State, and may divert investment away from Ireland. By
providing the appropriate environment to attract and stimulate exploration, and by being aware of
the needs and the requirements to ensure successful development, Ireland will be in an optimum
position to benefit from the production of our natural resources.
The value proposition centres on the following three pillars:
 Supportive and integrated fiscal and regulatory regime. This needs to be on a par with that
of Ireland’s competitor countries, who are also seeking to attract exploration capital. It
needs to be cognisant of the global competitive environment and to work closely with the
industry.
 Appropriate exploration and support infrastructure. This includes deep‐water ports and
service support industry.
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Critical mass of geophysical, geological and engineering research and development industry.
This is beginning to develop in Ireland, especially for the geoscience sector, with the launch
in 2015 of the SFI‐funded iCRAG Centre (Irish Centre for Applied Geosciences), and is likely
to accelerate in the coming years.

International Significance/Competitive Advantage
Ireland has a large and relatively unexplored offshore region containing sedimentary basins with
proven working petroleum systems. Some of these (e.g., Celtic Sea basins) are in relatively shallow
water while others (e.g., Porcupine and Rockall basins), are in deep water with harsh drilling
environments.
Many of the basins share geological characteristics of basins that contain large oil and gas fields (e.g.,
Jeanne d’Arc and Flemish Pass basins offshore Newfoundland, basins west of Shetlands and west of
Norway). Exploration companies look for acreage that contains plays and leads that have similarities
to these successful regions and where the perceived geological and fiscal risk is acceptable. The
challenge for Ireland is to demonstrate these similarities through good quality seismic data
(especially 3D), integrated with analysis of results from wells drilled to date. The results from recent
and ongoing research by Irish researchers and international collaborators show close geological links
between the Irish Atlantic basins and sedimentary basins on the conjugate margin of eastern
Canada, where there have been recent large discoveries. Additionally, the Irish offshore basins all
contain evidence of working petroleum systems, showing that the key ingredients for oil and gas
accumulations are present.
The industry‐facing research in some of Ireland’s third level institutions is helping to de‐risk
exploration. This research is increasingly recognised internationally as being of world class, and has a
close link with industry, as demonstrated by the significant amount of funding that has been
invested in Irish institutions, most notably in UCD and TCD, where lectureships have been funded
recently, in addition to funding of geoscience research. This will upscale very significantly in the
coming few years, with the SFI funded iCRAG Centre (part funded by, and working closely with,
industry), and is likely to prove a significant attraction to the international exploration industry, as
well as providing an incubation environment for development of spinout consultancy and other
niche companies.
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Business Development and Marketing Key Messages & Recommendations


The fiscal terms for oil and gas exploration and development need to be clear and
internationally competitive to attract new entrants into Ireland and to keep those already
exploring and investing here.

Recommendations: The new fiscal terms (announced June 2014) make Ireland somewhat less
attractive to companies wishing to licence exploration acreage under the 2015 Frontier Licensing
Round, and the necessary legislation to give effect to the new terms have not yet been enacted. The
enactment of changes in the fiscal terms needs to take place (DF working with DCENR) as soon as
possible in order to eliminate uncertainty, especially for new companies considering bidding under
the 2015 licensing round.
Consideration should be given by the relevant Government departments (DCENR, DF) to incentives
that encourage the development of marginal fields.


The regulatory framework needs to be integrated to provide a ‘one stop shop’, staffed with
sufficient technical and support staff, to support oil and gas companies wishing to explore and
develop fields.

Recommendation: The relevant government departments and agencies (e.g., DCENR, DECLG, DAFM,
DAHG, DF) must work more closely together, and with the industry, to ensure proper integration and
the provision of a simple and transparent pathway, minimising the delays that can result from
multiple agencies being involved in exploration, development and production operations. Many of
the relevant departments and competent authorities are understaffed, with very small numbers of
technical staff with industry experience, and current restrictions on staff recruitment and caps on
salaries make it difficult to recruit and retain critical technical expertise. They (e.g., DCENR, CER,
NPWS) should have sufficient technical staff with appropriate international industry experience,
supported by administrative staff, to be able to plan, promote, evaluate and oversee the
implementation of exploration and development programmes. DF and DPER must find a method to
allow recruitment of appropriate experienced technical staff.


Delivering infrastructure is critical in Ireland. The planning approval process for large
infrastructural projects is currently problematical, with long and costly delays. Such matters are
dealt with better in most other EU countries. In the case of the Corrib gas field, the original
discovery was made in 1996 and the first gas will flow 19 years later, in 2015. In contrast, in
many other countries the period from discovery to production for comparable projects would
typically be of the order of 3‐5 years.

Recommendation: The process for approval of infrastructural projects needs to be improved to
minimise time and cost delays, while ensuring appropriate opportunities for agencies, groups and
citizens to provide their views, concerns and suggestions. This should involve a co‐ordinated, multi‐
agency approach with a clear set of processes and timelines. Examples of successes in infrastructural
projects and processes should be examined to learn lessons from what worked well.
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Developing an integrated and co‐ordinated approach that showcases Ireland as a ‘go‐to’
country for oil and gas exploration is likely to help stimulate further interest in what is a very
competitive international market.

Recommendation: Highlighting the geological and fiscal attraction of Ireland’s offshore is currently
carried out very well through the DCENR. Initiatives such as the recent DCENR‐Eni regional seismic
survey, completed in 2014, are a welcome demonstration of the commitment of Government to
facilitating and encouraging exploration. However, the other support area (e.g., port facilities,
existing infrastructure, and experienced workforce in key niche areas) needs to be highlighted and
integrated with the geological and technical aspects. These should showcase the range of deep‐
water ports (e.g., Cork, Foynes, Killybegs etc.) with experience in servicing the oil and gas industry.


Restate the Government’s strategy to develop a vibrant oil and gas industry, maximise the level
of exploration activity and increase the level of production activity needed to ensure security of
energy supply.

Recommendation: The forthcoming Energy White Paper offers the opportunity to clearly define
Ireland’s energy strategy and to recognise the important role that gas and oil will continue to play in
the energy future of the country. This is acknowledged in the Green Paper (Section 2), with the
recognition of the significant and sustained economic benefits that may accrue at national and local
levels. A reiteration of the intent to encourage mobile exploration to locate in Ireland, and of the
long‐term commitment to develop energy security through exploring and developing our natural
resources, would send a strong and encouraging message to the industry to invest in Ireland.
Attracting oil and gas exploration companies to Ireland appears to be currently dealt with in a less
welcoming manner compared, to other international FDI companies (e.g., paying higher corporation
tax). Consideration should be given by the responsible Ministers to having an IDA or similar
champion to ensure that the message is conveyed that Ireland is an attractive, experienced and
competitive place to do business.

Impact re HOOW, GDP and other KPIs
There is no certainty about the success of oil and gas exploration in the future. Over the past 44
years, the oil and gas exploration industry in Ireland has invested approximately €3 billion in
exploration, largely through the drilling of 158 exploration and appraisal wells.
Depending upon the results from ongoing analysis of new geological, geophysical and other data by
companies, the upward momentum in exploration interest could manifest in the drilling of an
increased number of wells and, ultimately, in one of more discoveries. On current estimates, it is
likely that there will be 1 or 2 wells drilled in 2015, with 2‐3 wells in 2016. Thereafter, depending on
success or otherwise of these wells, and other commitments resulting from licenses, there could be
3‐4 wells per year for the following few years.
The impact of a successful oil and gas industry on Ireland can be immense, as has happened in some
of our neighbouring countries. For example, in the UK, the oil sector is the biggest industrial investor
in the country, spending £317 billion (€383 billion) since North Sea oil production started, at the
same time as Irish offshore exploration commenced. It accounted for 15% (£6.5 billion) of
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corporation tax collected in 2012‐2013 and employs 450,000 people directly and indirectly24. Key
financial and societal impacts resulting from commercial gas development and production, and from
exploration drilling in Ireland to date, are as follows:
Kinsale Head & Satellite Fields: The Kinsale Head gas field (and associated satellite developments)
was the primary enabler for the formation of Bord Gáis Éireann and the gas pipeline infrastructure,
creating a large number of jobs and stimulating significant industrial development in the Cork area.
The national grid, Aghada and Poolbeg power plants and the NET fertiliser plant at Marino Point in
Cork were all constructed on foot of the Kinsale Head development25 and Kinsale Energy PLC
currently spends around €30 million annually in the local Cork economy. In addition, the Kinsale
Head development has also had considerable downstream impacts in terms of jobs and value add‐
ons to the regional economy, including the cluster of chemical and pharmaceutical companies in
Cork Harbour that grew out of the availability of gas from the Kinsale Head field.
Corrib Field: Since 2006, and throughout the worst period of the recession in Ireland, the Corrib Gas
project has sustained more than 1,000 full‐time jobs through the construction phase (more than
1,400 people at peak) in Co. Mayo. Of these, 58% are Mayo people, with more than 300 Irish
contracting companies engaged on the project. There will be 175 direct long term jobs, not including
indirect employment, in Erris, for the life of the field. The economic benefit to the region and to
Ireland has been enormous, with over €1 billion spent directly with Irish companies to date. The
project will contribute €6 billion to Ireland’s GDP over its lifecycle. Ten towns in Co. Mayo and Co.
Galway have been connected to the national gas grid as a result of the Corrib project, with others
planned for connection in the future. Local infrastructure has been upgraded as a result of Corrib
with over €21 million being invested in roads in north Mayo.
Exploration Drilling: In addition to the economic, social investment and infrastructural benefits from
the gas development projects, there are significant local benefits to the economy from exploration
and appraisal drilling. For example, as a result of Corrib‐related drilling activity in the Slyne Basin,
there were 214 offshore vessel movements in Killybegs, with 620 additional flights at Donegal’s
Carrickfinn Airport, and the industry generated €3 million in Killybegs during 200726. In 2011, as a
result of Corrib drilling, in excess of €3 million was generated in business related activity in Donegal.
The main beneficiaries of this offshore activity were the port of Killybegs and Carrickfinn Airport, but
a total of 31 companies/businesses in Donegal shared some slice of the business generated. These
businesses included taxi and road haulage, crane hire and stevedoring, freight, scaffolding, waste
management, accommodation, electrical, refrigeration and welding services, chandlery and marine
repair, pilotage, storage, office rental, portacabin hire, flights and ground works. Apart from the
airport traffic which represents a considerable boost to Donegal International Airport, local hotels,
taxis, coach services, accommodation and service providers and the hospitality industry benefited
from the traffic generated.
Additionally, oil and gas exploration and development in the Irish offshore can provide significant
opportunities to Irish‐based companies involved in the sector, both to benefit and grow their
business and to expand their operations internationally. For example, The Kinsale gas field was a
catalyst for companies such as the PM Group (employs 1,850 people in over 30 countries in a wide
range of sectors, primarily pharmaceutical, food processing and advanced manufacturing
technology) and Mainport (employs 35 people in the Cork region and spends approximately €2
million in the local economy annually) to grow into global companies1.
24

Wood, I. (2014). UKCS. Maximising Recovery Review: Final Report.
Pwc Report (2013). Making the most of our natural resources. Oil and gas exploration in Ireland.
26
IOOA (2007). Securing our energy future.
25
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The financial benefits of each well are likely to be comparable to those indicated above. The types
of businesses that could potentially benefit are likely to be similar to those for previous wells, as
indicated above. In the event of a commercial discovery with resulting production these benefits are
likely to be very substantial. Oil and gas exploration and development in the Irish offshore can
provide significant opportunities to Irish‐based companies involved in the sector to benefit and grow
their business in Ireland but also to expand their operations internationally. Although the level of
exploration drilling in Ireland is currently low, Irish companies that developed from earlier
exploration are ‘open for business’ in international markets, while other companies in Ireland with
key skillsets (e.g., software development) could evolve oil and gas applications.

Interconnectivity with other business areas
With increased exploration and development activity in the Irish offshore, there is likely to be an
increased supply chain opportunities with the development and growth of suppliers in a range of
linked areas. These are likely to include many of the areas, outlined above, that benefitted from
previous drilling and development activities. In addition, enhanced interconnectivity with other
projects is envisaged. In the event of significant industry growth there is the potential for synergies
with areas including Shipbuilding/Engineering and Marine ICT.
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6.2.7 SHIPBUILDING & MARINE ENGINEERING
There are very significant output and employment opportunities to be gained from developing
shipbuilding and associated activities in Ireland. Shipping is an essential sector for the wider Irish
economy. As an island, with no land‐links to neighbouring countries, the status of the shipping sector
has strategic significance for Ireland. Associated with shipping is the need to integrate shipbuilding
and repair opportunities into government policy due to the vital role that ships have in areas such as
transport, energy, food and economic security of the State.
Closely allied to this proposition, is the significance of having, at least a limited, capability for ship‐
building/repair and marine engineering that will meet the needs of the domestic market, whilst also
opening up discrete opportunities to deliver high‐value services internationally.

Value Proposition
1. There is a sufficient pipe‐line of shipbuilding and repair work from companies, such as
Arklow Shipping, and the Navy to warrant the focussed development and support of this
sector.
2. There is a growing opportunity to support the design and development of the ‘green ship’
and to establish smart, low‐carbon, solutions for vessels in port
3. Development of the O+G and MRE sectors will require offshore supply and salvage vessels,
which could be designed and built in Ireland.
4. There will be a continuing pipeline of work associated with the fishing and aquaculture
sectors.
5. The MRE sector may trigger projects around offshore wind, wave or tidal device assembly
or manufacturing
6. Legislation is being introduced that will keep rig decommissioning in Europe and there may
be an opportunity to develop niche opportunities in this sector.

International Significance/Competitive Advantage
Ireland has a number of potentially significant locations and facilities that position industry to take
advantage of current and emerging opportunities. These include Harland and Wolff, the Cork
dockyard, the dry‐dock facilities in Dublin, the deep‐water facilities in the Shannon estuary, as well
as established boat‐building capabilities in Arklow Killybegs and other locations. Existing engineering
capabilities can be strengthened and supported to build marine application niches
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Business Development and Marketing Key Messages & Recommendations










Include this sector in the Enterprise Development mechanisms and activities being proposed.
Conduct a comprehensive review of marketplace, competitors, infrastructure, skills, pipeline
projects, procurement, financial measures etc. to make detailed recommendations on where
Ireland should focus its capacity building effort.
Continue to leverage Ireland’s world class facility for maritime training in the National Maritime
College of Ireland to address vital training needs to build any additional capacity in the ship
building area.
Develop measures to support Irish shipbuilding through the forthcoming maritime finance bill
under development by the Minister for Finance.
An opportunity exists for a collaborative cluster or co‐op style approach to project development
for boat building and repair, building on the recommendations of the Auxnavalia project
workshops with the boat building community. This enhances the pool of available skills needed
to underpin the BTI.
The development of an ocean racing yacht cluster in Cork may provide a stimulus for high end
yacht design and fit out, with some potential overlap in skill sets such as naval architecture.

Impact re HOOW, GDP & other KPIs






Development of the O+G and MRE sectors will require offshore supply and salvage vessels,
which can be designed and built in Ireland, importing skills as required.
Ireland should aim for added‐value activities, including project management and design.
An insurance/indemnity scheme would be necessary to enable the building to c5000tonne
vessels in Ireland. There is maritime finance expertise in Irish financial institutions.
Government and government‐supported tenders should be flagged well in advance to give
potential consortia time to prepare tenders.
Public procurement processes should be aligned with development opportunities in this
sector.

Interconnectivity with other business areas
Shipbuilding and marine engineering are fundamental to the retention and growth of value‐added in
a range of marine sub‐sectors including, yacht‐racing, aquaculture, marine renewables and oil and
Gas.
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6.2.8 OFFSHORE PLATFORMS END‐OF‐LIFE SERVICES
There is a £37bn market in oil and gas decommissioning in UK continental shelf (UKCS) waters over
the next decade, with around £14bn forecast to be spent in the next 7 years. Though perhaps
geographically disadvantaged from most of the physical aspects of decommissioning, Ireland has
considerable ability to leverage off this market, including upstream activities, scientific, environment
and technological research and development, as well as fiscal and commercial frameworks.
Though the precise scheduling and sequencing of decommissioning volumes is not yet determined,
The Departments of Energy & Climate Change in the UK are already generating the legislative and
fiscal framework there to both enable and incentivise oil majors and EPC contractors in the sector.
Ireland must take similar steps now to avoid missing out on this strategic opportunity to enhance
our marine sector contribution to GDP/GVA.

Offshore Oil &Gas Asset Retirement and Decommissioning – A Global Context
Current liabilities among oil majors Shell, Exxon‐Mobil, Chevron and BP alone amount to between
$60‐100bn. The costs associated with decommissioning of oil platforms and associated
infrastructure only started to be factored in from around 2001 and, as a result, estimates of true cost
of decommissioning vary greatly.
 Global rig stocks vary in age with around 60% stemming from the 1970s and 80s and, in
some cases (Gulf of Mexico) stock goes back to the 1940s.
 The bulk of North Sea/UKCS assets stem from the 1970s/80s and there is a considerable
proportion that is approaching end of life or retirement.
Aside from the physical aspects of decommissioning and field abandonment, which involves, for
example, removal and transportation of large steel structures (“jackets” and “topsides”) from rigs
and other offshore installations, there is a considerable amount of supportive activity which can take
place. This can include:
 Environmental assessment and consultancy.
 Mechanical engineering R&D – for example, cutting technologies, underwater engineering
techniques and equipment research, metallurgy, corrosion research etc.
 Marine environmental sciences – consultancy, project management and support,
environmental impact assessment, ecological and geological impact assessment etc.





General Marine Services – navigation and pilotage services, vessel support and maintenance,
dockyard, stevedoring and offshore support services.
Training and workforce development – marine/nautical skills, specialist training, safety
training and assessments.
Brokerage, leasing, chartering and asset/fleet management.
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Analysis of UKCS Situation – Our Adjacent Market
Current estimates of UK decommissioning costs are around 30 – 35billion, with a recent Oil and Gas
UK report quoting £37billion, with £14 billion being forecast to be spent over the next 7 years as
follows:

Number Type
253
Offshore Installations
278
Subsea Production systems
3,300
Pipelines (around 25,000kms)

Estimated cost
£16‐19bn
£7bn
£7‐9bn

Estimating in this process is both immature and imprecise, hence the cost escalation over recent
years (e.g. since decommissioning costs have started to be factored into initial capital investment
assumptions) has been considerable.
In Budget 2013, the UK government committed to signing contracts to create certainty over the rate
of tax relief which will be available for abandonment spend:


This is an agreement between the treasury and individual companies to provide certainty on
the amount of decommissioning tax relief each asset will receive.



For fields sanctioned since 1993, this tax relief could be as much as 50% against
abandonment spend. For older fields it could be as much as 75%.



These guarantees are positive for the UKCS. The contracts take the form of a
Decommissioning Relief Deed.



It legally binds future UK governments to providing tax relief at a specified rate on
decommissioning expenditure.



Encourage asset transfers into the hands of companies who want to exploit producing
assets.

The UK has taken a proactive stance on decommissioning with a dual axis approach covering both
fiscal and environmental aspects. This has had the effect of stimulating an active decommissioning
market which is already showing tangible evidence of commercial activity.

Value Proposition ‐ the Case for Ireland’s Involvement
Within the considerable spectrum of activity there are myriad opportunities that include:
 Innovative and technologically advanced ways of reducing costs for decommissioning;
 Development of the intellectual capital and IPR involved in advanced offshore activities;
 Education & training

Ireland is geographically disadvantaged in terms of transit distance and contiguity with the majority
of the UKCS offshore infrastructure. It should, however, be noted that there is some £2.4bn of
expenditure planned to 2022 in the Irish Sea on decommissioning, at least some of which should
come Ireland’s way (source – UK Oil & Gas 2012). Accepting, however, that geographic disadvantage
has a bearing on Ireland’s involvement should not debar the country from taking a significant share
of this sizeable market. There is a considerable portion of the market that is not directly related to
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the physical removal of topsides and jackets (the principal geographic driver) and emerging
technologies are such that large scale reliance on this method of removal may be superseded within
the next decade.
Technology/Innovation: Costs are a significant challenge to decommissioning and there is a
burgeoning industry in the search for innovative and technologically advanced ways of reducing
costs and, if possible, expediting the removal process. This ranges from advanced and leading edge
technologies (nanotechnologies, biotech, metallurgy) to more traditional, yet advanced, engineering
techniques in cutting, drilling, underwater mechanics and fluid dynamics, as well as naval
architecture, design and manufacturing techniques. The capacity for all of these exists, in some
form or other, within the modern Irish economy.
Intellectual Capital/IPR: at least some (and possibly a surprising amount) of the intellectual capital
and IPR involved in advanced offshore activities is already in the possession of Irish based
commercial and academic entities. The activities identified as known areas of spend in
decommissioning are extensive and involve:
 Component Monitoring
 Topsides and Substructure Recycling
 Site Remediation
 Subsea Infrastructure
 Topsides Removal
 Substructure Removal
 Topsides Preparation
 Facility/Pipeline Making Safe
 Wells
 Facility Running/Owners’ Costs
 Operator Project Management
Within this considerable spectrum of activity there are myriad opportunities to develop innovative
and high value services which command market transferrable IPR and serve also to enhance
intellectual capital across a range of related and adjacent engineering, technological and industrial
skills.
Education and demographics: The decommissioning industry, in common with the wider oil and gas
sector, is heavily dependent on a work force with a high level of Science, Technology, Engineering
and Maths (STEM) based educational baseline qualifications. There is a shortfall in such skills within
the UK economy as a whole. Combined with a sub‐optimal age demographic (across engineering the
average age of Chartered/PM specialists in UK is 56) and students leaving secondary education
continuing to lag in these skills (in 2014, 83% of young people in UK had no experience of work in a
STEM environment – source Engineering UK), the prospects for the UK in sustaining the organic
capability to undertake decommissioning on the scale required are slim. Ireland must exploit this
void to advantage. Our education systems, personal development programmes and, ultimately,
sponsorship of young people is better and more competitive than that of our neighbour. We need
to harness this.
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Business Development & Marketing Key Messages & Recommendations
There is a need to move expediently in order to secure a meaningful slice of this market for Irish
industry on a “whole island” basis. The following early steps are proposed:
1. Comprehensive Inventory: we need to develop a comprehensive inventory or directory of
concerns, commercial/industrial/academic/scientific and research etc. that have a bearing on
this activity. This should include entities from both jurisdictions on the island. Decommissioning
activities are extensive and it is likely that many of the entities uncovered may not have overt
connections with the maritime sector but may, nevertheless, be highly relevant. This should be
explored.
2. Infrastructure “census”: we need to compile a census of our maritime infrastructure
(ports/docks/onshore and offshore facilities/upstream locations/ transport and connectivity) to
determine what is available and prioritise future investment.
3. Policy Review: as part of the wider initiative to develop the maritime sector, we need to take
forward, through the appropriate channels, policy development in the maritime domain to
encourage and stimulate both inward investment and organic growth in the area of
decommissioning (and probably wider). As part of this, there should be early exploration of the
type of “fiscal envelope” that might be feasible to develop relations with oil majors and other
global entities, including brokerage and chartering.

Impact on HOOW, GDP & other KPIs
The decommissioning aspect of the offshore industry has the potential to spawn extensive
opportunities for Irish industry. This is, in effect, the next phase of North Sea/UKCS contribution to
the contiguous economies in the region and, as such, needs to be leveraged to the full by all
stakeholders in these islands.
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6.2.9 INTERNATIONAL MARINE TRAINING CENTRE
The opportunity exists for Ireland to establish an International Marine Training Centre and become a
global recruitment ground for talented personnel.
An International Marine Training Centre is a centre of excellence of education, training and research
incorporating a number of third level institutions sharing the same vision of innovation,
collaboration and educational development.
This rich ‘melting pot’ of education, training and research is developing the greatest minds in
maritime and energy. The talent pool includes highly skilled personnel and graduates such as
offshore engineers, marine biologists, mariners, divers, surveyors research engineers and computer
scientists.
The vast array of research capabilities include ocean engineering (e.g. computational fluid
dynamics), maritime operations (e.g. human factors, logistics & supply chain), energy systems (e.g.
storage, grid integration studies), ecosystem governance (e.g. coastal processes, resource
modelling), and enabling maritime technologies (e.g. marine geomatics, bio‐mechatronics).

Value proposition
Ireland provides a broad range of marine/marine‐related courses across vocational, undergraduate,
postgraduate, and continuous professional development areas covering marine‐related STEM areas
and sector‐specific education and training e.g. seafood, merchant (seafarer) and ocean energy.
These are provided by the higher education sector, State (e.g. BIM) and private operators. Ireland
offers a number of unique accredited education and training programmes e.g. practical ship‐based
programmes delivered for the HEIs through the SMART Programme. Providers are continuing to
evolve courses to meet the existing and future needs of both the domestic and global
marine/maritime markets/clients.
Further details are provided in Section 5.
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6.2.10 IMERC
The Irish Maritime and Energy Resource Cluster, IMERC (www.imerc.ie) is a tripartite alliance
between three public bodies, University College Cork, the Cork Institute of Technology, and the Irish
Naval Service. In 2010 the three institutions embarked on a bottom‐up approach to public sector
transformation. This is being achieved via operational structures within the respective organisations
and via strategic collaboration across them. The partnership, which forms the core of IMERC, is
working to provide researchers, technology developers, companies and investors with the critical
tools to build value creating relationships, to make institutions and supporting infrastructure more
accessible and effective in the maritime and energy sectors. IMERC is harnessing and integrating
diverse research and industry expertise through the development of the innovation cluster with
significant success.
The IMERC campus is being developed on the peninsula of Ringaskiddy via the IMERC Master Plan
and opportunities also exist with the Naval Service on the island of Haulbowline in Lower Cork
Harbour. IMERC partners are targeting global growth areas where market opportunities exist for
niche products and services, including: Marine energy; Shipping, logistics & transport; Maritime
security & safety; and Yachting products & services. The partners are committed to facilitating the
development of 3,000 new jobs on an expanded campus by 2025.

Value Proposition
The value proposition centres around three pillars:
Transforming ‐ Transforming the way that the partners in UCC, CIT and Irish Naval Service engage in
an innovation network to provide collaboration across a talent pool that includes highly skilled
personnel and graduates such as offshore engineers, marine biologists, mariners, divers, naval
service, surveyors, research engineers and computer scientists. Local capabilities in institutions such
as the National Maritime College of Ireland, the Beaufort Building, MaREI , Halpin and the Naval
Service include ocean engineering (e.g. computational fluid dynamics), maritime operations (e.g.
human factors, logistics & supply chain), energy systems (e.g. storage, grid integration studies),
ecosystem governance (e.g. coastal processes, resource modelling), and enabling maritime
technologies (e.g. marine geomatics, bio‐mechatronics).
Connecting ‐ Connecting entrepreneurs with the facilities across the IMERC partners including the
National Maritime College of Ireland the Beaufort Building and the Irish Naval Service, as a magnet
for foreign direct investment and for indigenous SMEs and start‐ups.
Building – The IMERC master plan provides for 24,000sq/m of state of the art office and industry
accommodation in an integrated campus environment with access to research, development and
training facilities on its doorstep. The business hub will provide for a blend of supporting
environments ranging from incubators for start‐ups to fully serviced sites developed and promoted
by the IDA for multi‐national corporations. Phase 1, the Beaufort Building, will be complete in June
2015. Phase 2 aims to see the construction of an adjacent 2,000sq/m Innovation Hub building.

International Significance/Competitive Advantage
IMERC is differentiated in the international arena by the multi‐dimensional nature of its activities. It
blends research, training, commercial and naval activities, unlike other hotspots such as Woods Hole
which is focused on scientific research. The civil military collaboration underway in IMERC is
unparalleled in other navies around the world.
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Examples of stand‐out activities among the IMERC partners are maritime surveillance, maritime
training and marine renewables. The Naval Service is testing new kite based innovations at sea.
Ireland has a global market opportunity in maritime training that is being harnessed by NMCI. MaREI
researchers are making Ireland’s potential as a global leader in marine renewables a reality though
the industry/academic collaborations.

Business Development & Marketing Key Messages & Recommendations
1. The next building on the IMERC campus is planned to be the IMERC Innovation Hub. This
2,000sq/m building is critical to the development of the commercial component of the Cluster. It
will act as a driver for industry co‐location as well as providing confidence for further private
sector development. The building will resonate with the agendas of a number of government
departments (DAFM, DJEI and DCENR), as well as with EI and IDA. The hub will facilitate 140 jobs
initially, as well as being a driver for 1,000 additional jobs by 2025.
Recommendation: Government support for the development of the IMERC Innovation Hub ‘The
Dock’ as a capital investment in 2015 and the provision of support through programmes such as
enterprise development initiatives promoted by Enterprise Ireland.
2. The IDA intends to establish an IDA wholly owned Business and Technology Park on the site
adjacent to the National Maritime College of Ireland. IMERC and IDA will work together to
market the benefits of locating on the site to FDI companies.
Recommendation: Support the joint initiative between the IDA and IMERC to bring major
multinational clients into the campus location in Ringaskiddy, recognising that Cork Harbour is a
unique centre of gravity in Ireland for this type of maritime and energy investment.
3. A unique opportunity presents itself for the extension of the IMERC partner activities on
Haulbowline Island. The Island is already seeing over €50m of government investment in clean‐
up activities relating to the former Irish Steel East Tip Site. The former Ispat factory buildings
provide potential enterprise development space of interest to IMERC partners in the longer
term.
Recommendation: Support the development of the Haulbowline Master plan including Naval Service
requirements.

Impact for HOOW, GDP & other KPIs



Upwards of 3,000 jobs by 2025 will yield up to an additional €1.2billion in annual output by
2025.
33% of the 2.4% ocean related GDP of the Integrated Marine Plan.
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6.2.11 OCEAN RACING YACHT PLATFORM
Global racing yacht hubs/platforms have a transformative effect on a port and region both in
economic and physical terms. Generally, they consist of a high profile international racing team or
teams based in a particular location, a scaled up supply chain that supports the teams, research,
development and training activities that provide cutting edge technologies and human capital,
periodic high profile yacht racing events and a strong tourist sector supported by a vibrant region.

Value proposition
Ireland has already seen the impact of hosting international yacht race events, with the Volvo Ocean
Race in Galway in 2009 (worth an estimated €56 million to the local economy) and 2012 (worth an
estimated €60.5 million or €35.1 million to the local economy depending on the source) as well as
the Round the World Clipper Race in Cork in 2010 (worth an estimated €5.6 million to the local
economy). This is in addition to the PR value and media exposure gained for these cities in being
associated with the event. For example, the Clipper Race in Cork in 2010 reached a global audience
of 104 million people with a PR value of $26.5m (€23.3m).
However, certain locations have gone further than attracting occasional large races. With significant
public investments, governments (e.g. New Zealand, UK and France) have adopted a strategy of
enticing the biggest teams in extreme yacht racing to base their operations at their location. This
involves significant public investment in attracting the team which, in turn, brings large economic
benefits. If the right supply chain exists, this will be spent primarily in the local economy thus
offering the public a return on its investment.
According to the International Sailing Federation (ISAF), oceanic racing is defined as any offshore
race over 800 miles. A global racing yacht hub is focused on these extreme races, and can be
described as a place where a blend of activities exists. This includes:
•
A high end racing yacht team(s) basing themselves in a location as they scale up to
compete in a major international event(s). This then has a wider impact on all the below
points.
•
A supply chain either an existing one or the creation of a new supply chain for the team
leading to the growth of new and existing companies and innovations, economic growth
and employment.
•
The branding of a location as one that is associated with racing yacht excellence and
becomes an attractive location for international events.
•
The various other initiatives that develop off the success of yacht racing such as visitor
centres, sailing academies and local racing events.
•
A strong underpinning in R&D to enhance technical capacity of the yachts including
modelling metocean conditions, composites materials, communications, hydrodynamic
modelling etc.
•
An increase in the vibrancy of the location.
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International significance & Ireland’s competitive advantage
Traditional large Navy ports such as Lorient in France and Portsmouth in the United Kingdom have
reinvented themselves as racing yacht hubs. Lorient has become the location for many famous
skippers to train for forthcoming events as well as the base for many high profile teams including
Groupama.
A sailing hub being built in Portsmouth at a cost of £13.9m (€18.8m) will become the home of Ben
Ainslie Racing (BAR) when it is completed by May 2015. The UK Government has already committed
£7.5m (€10.1m) to the Portsmouth project at Camber Docks, while a total £80m (€108.4m) of
private investment will be spent on Ainslie’s team as it prepares to compete in the Americas Cup in
2017.
Auckland in New Zealand has also leveraged off the racing yacht industry for economic growth
through its partnership with Emirates Team New Zealand resulting in an added value of NZ$87m
(€57m) to the New Zealand economy. Drawing on their brand of yacht racing excellence, they have
become regular stopping off points for some of the largest racing yacht events in the world, which
include the Volvo Ocean Race and the Round the World Clipper Race. Other locations have leveraged
off the creation of events that become synonymous with a location. A prime example is Barcelona,
which already had a strong racing yacht sector, claims a global audience of 380 million people, €60
million of added value to the Catalan economy and 1,000 jobs created or maintained off the back of
the Barcelona World Race.
Large international racing teams require a deep water harbour with access at all stages of tide,
which is essential for training and hospitality, access to open ocean, sheltered waters for testing and
hospitality sailing, a network of local businesses (technical) that support a race team, good access to
city and airports for VIP guests and media, city agencies that provide support to team such as PR,
Design, TV production and so on. The south and west coasts of Ireland offer opportunities for access
to the North East Atlantic as an ideal training ground for extreme yachting. Early work on the scoping
of Cork Harbour as a location for this activity shows that this location is well positioned to develop as
a national hub.
The deep, sheltered harbour has large expanses of water suitable for testing and hospitality sailing,
while teams will find racing conditions off Roches Point at the mouth of the harbour. Cork airport is
conveniently located just outside Cork City while Cork itself has a range of quality hotels and PR and
business services to support a racing yacht team:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Berthage and access – Access at all stages of the tide to berthage facilities to provide for
5m draft, plus good and quick access to the Atlantic ocean for training
Policy environment – e.g. local authority marine recreation strategy
Supply chain ‐ A strong supply chain in support of yachting already exists in Cork
Harbour. This includes sail makers, boat designers, boat yards with repair facilities
including rigging, electrics and electronics, and chandleries. Extreme ocean yacht racing
comes with requirements for boat maintenance and boat storage that can leverage the
existing supply chain, but that will also drive the development of new and enhanced
product and service providers (e.g. composites materials, metocean analysis, marine IT).
Training – Location of the National Maritime College of Ireland
R&D – Co‐location with Beaufort, MaREI and Halpin in the IMERC Cluster
Corks world class sailing reputation
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Business development and Marketing Key Messages & Recommendations
Initial market analysis shows that the congested nature of existing hubs in Europe, coupled with the
need for teams to be close to Atlantic conditions (Ireland has one of the premier wave resources in
the world), makes Ireland an increasingly attractive option for teams looking for alternative
locations.
The key to developing an ocean racing yacht hub is to develop a package of measures to attract an
international racing team (the equivalent of formula one team in yachting), as part of a business plan
that includes leveraging events, supply chain, training, R&D, community sailing, and PR
opportunities.
Progress in Cork Harbour towards this goal should be supported to deliver a national global racing
hub in Ireland.
Capital investment in a hub facility, located in a secure, accessible deep water location, should be
unlocked to enable IDA and other agencies to market Ireland’s potential in this regard.

Impact re HOOW, GDP & other KPIs




The success of global racing yacht hubs is measured in jobs created and return to the local
economy, which can be significant. For example during the Global Financial Crisis ETNZ
sustained employment was the equivalent to 1,220 people working for 1 year representing
an addition of $87 million to the ETNZ economy.
The job creation potential similar to that of Portsmouth which, in part through government
investment in Ben Ainslie Racing (BAR), will directly create 90 jobs and as much as 556
indirect jobs (including temporary jobs during events that Portsmouth will host as a result of
BAR’s decision to locate there).

Interconnectivity with other business areas




The potential for enhanced tourism numbers is exemplified by the success of Lorient, where
the Inter‐Celtic Festival offers some 700,000 visitors annually.
Ship‐building and marine engineering – supply chain aspects of supporting yacht racing
teams are linked to both the SME and Enterprise development strategy.
International case studies also show significant benefits in the area of maritime training,
research, development and innovation.
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6.2.12 OCEAN BIORESOURCES – MARINE BIOTECHNOLOGY
Ireland’s diverse marine environment comprises many environmental niches that are home to a rich
source of species. Because these species have evolved to live in diverse environments with
variations in salinity, temperature, light and pressure, they are themselves a source of chemical and
bio‐chemical diversity that can have applications in numerous novel products and processes.
Marine biotechnology is the knowledge generation and conversion process that unlocks access to
biological compounds in wild and cultured marine organisms and creates novel uses for them e.g.
new pharmaceuticals novel enzymes, new processes and biomaterials, and food / food ingredients.
In doing so, it can add value to existing ‘commodity’ marine food activities, build significant
competitive advantage for Ireland, stimulate economic growth and create new jobs.

Value Proposition
Marine biotechnology is a key enabling technology within the context of the broader marine
bioeconomy. It is a multi‐disciplinary, knowledge and capital‐intensive suite of technologies that
contributes to and spans different sectors. It exploits the diversity found in marine environments in
terms of the form, structure, physiology and chemistry of marine organisms, many of which have no
terrestrial equivalents. Internationally, there are already successful marine origin pharmaceuticals,
novel industrial enzymes, food ingredients, biosensors, drug delivery systems and new chemical
compounds.
Marine biomass comprises many forms, including e.g., whole fish, discards from wild catch or fish
processing, aquaculture products, micro algae, wild and cultured macro‐algae (seaweed), marine
invertebrates and marine micro‐organisms. Our oceans and seas cover more than 70% of the earth’s
surface and represent 95% of the biosphere, of which only a fraction has been explored. This
biodiversity is also distributed throughout Ireland’s marine territories.
Marine biotechnology already contributes novel materials to growing global markets. Major
opportunities exist for the use of ocean bioresources in existing and emerging markets:
Industrial enzymes estimated at $3.74 billion by the year 2015
Functional foods(including nutraceuticals) growing from $175 billion in 2013 to reach $230
28
billion by 2014




Cosmeceuticals ‐ forecast to reach global sales of $42 billion by 2018
Biomaterials – market for orthopaedic/bone replacement, cardio‐vascular and wound care
30
estimated to be worth $64.7 billion in 2015
Medical device technologies – market worth $454.3 billion by 2014 (including $110.8 billion
31
drug delivery)



27
28

27
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http://www.prweb.com/releases/industrial_enzymes/proteases_carbohydrases/prweb8121185.htm
http://www.companiesandmarkets.com/market/food‐and‐drink

29

http://www.companiesandmarkets.com/Market/Healthcare‐and‐Medical/Market‐Research/Cosmeceuticals‐Market‐to‐
2018/RPT1134068
30
http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/1756713/global_biomaterial_market_2010_2015
31

http://www.prnewswire.com/news‐releases/marketsandmarkets‐top‐ten‐medical‐device‐technologies‐market‐worth‐4543‐billion‐by‐
2014‐62024917.html
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Biopharmaceuticals – one third of all drugs in development are biopharma products ‐ market
worth ¢160 billion by 201532.

There are also fast‐emerging applications in several new end‐use areas including
bioprocessing, environmental remediation and monitoring, cosmetics, and agriculture.
PharmaMar – targeting anti‐cancer treatment with marine drugs
Founded in 1986, the Spanish pharmaceutical company PharmaMar targeted marine organisms in
the search for novel chemical entities to use in the treatment of cancer. Having developed a
repository of more than 100,000 samples, PharmaMar is recognised as a world leading marine
biopharmaceutical company. PharmaMar is an integrated firm, delivering cancer treatments
through the discovery, development, production and marketing of marine‐sourced drugs.

International Significance and Ireland’s Competitive Advantage
Europe’s Bioeconomy is focused on the conversion of renewable resources, from terrestrial and
marine environments, into food, animal feed and related products and is contributing to the
realisation of Europe’s grand challenges for the 21st century.
Norway has established marine
Europe’s Blue Growth Strategy, which describes ‘opportunities for
biotechnology
as a thematic priority to
marine and maritime sustainable growth’, was published in 2102.
enable innovation across different
Blue Growth is embedded in the overarching ‘Bioeconomy
industry sectors. This move was
Strategy for Europe’ adopted by the EC February and already
supported by related strategies in
embedded within Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth. There are active
marine genomics, marine
and growing marine biotechnology programmes in many
bioprospecting, aquaculture and marine
countries.
foods production and a decision to
Ireland’s competitive advantage in this emerging sector arises
from:

establish a national marine materials
biobank.

1. Its extensive marine territories and rich marine bioresource.
2. The research infrastructure that has been created, including facilities, vessels and background
mapping and resource data.
3. An established research capability/capacity.

Ireland has established a vibrant marine biotechnology research community that is supported by
national and international funds. Over 70 researchers are active in areas related to the use of marine
bioresources for biomaterials, food, food ingredients and health‐ including functional foods, drugs
and therapeutic products, animal health and agriculture, aquaculture, medical devices, cosmetics
and environmental remediation. Building on seed funding of €12 million, provided by the Marine
Institute in 2008, an additional €6 million in project funding has been secured by researchers over
the past two years and close to 50 new PhDs have graduated. Irish researchers participate in
national and international collaborative research projects and have formed strong links with
industry. There are already a core of companies in Ireland in the nutraceuticals, cosmetics and food

32 Avitide Biopharmaceutical Review (www.avitide.com)
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sectors utilising biotechnology techniques for added‐value products and ingredients and exporting
into international markets.

Business Development and Marketing Key Messages & Recommendations
There is an active and growing global market for products based on or incorporating marine
biological materials. Irish marine biotechnology research targets and opportunity areas include:





Marine biomass – production, assessment and exploitation of marine organisms as a source
of novel components
Food and health – utilising marine derived lipids, carbohydrates, polyphenols, proteins,
peptides and micronutrients as functional ingredients and nutritional components
Biopharmaceuticals and novel processes – use of marine derived compounds and biological
activities for human and animal health, cosmetics/cosmeceuticals and in bioprocessing
Biomedical and environmental applications – control of biofouling in health and the
environment and applications in medical devices

The demonstrated success of Ireland’s marine
biotechnology research community in international
research programmes and the emergence of a rapidly
developing knowledge resource, of increasing
relevance to Ireland’s priority industrial development
targets, underpin the following recommendations:









Maintain dedicated research funding streams
for marine or ocean bioresources research in
areas where Ireland possess natural
advantages, including its extensive algal
resource, microbial and biochemical
biodiversity, aquaculture and its extensive and
relatively under‐explored natural ocean
habitats
Convert what is a distributed network of
research performers into a functional virtual cluster for Ocean Bioresources research and
development, enabling it to build upon existing capabilities and areas of demonstrated
strength, including those developed through NutraMara and the Beaufort Biodiscovery
Project.
Prioritise access for the cluster to existing marine research infrastructure ‐ research vessels,
test sites etc., and establish essential new infrastructure – a centralised national
bioresources repository and associated data repository, by expanding the current pilot
facility located at the Marine Institute.
Ensure that Ireland’s regulatory and licensing systems for marine bioresources reflects the
need to support the sustainable exploitation of all marine resources.
Strengthen engagement with existing food MNCs and active and emerging SMEs in:
o Food /food ingredients
o Cosmetics/cosmeceuticals
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o Aquaculture
o Agriculture/horticulture
Target FDI and indigenous sectors that are beginning to use marine origin materials in:
o Medical devices
o Pharmaceuticals
o Process technologies

Impact on HOOW Targets and GDP
Marine Biotechnology is a research‐based activity, and is in the early stages of development in
Ireland. Major sectors of Ireland’s industrial economy are closely associated with evolving markets
that are drawing from marine biotechnology‐ based materials including:








FOOD ‐ An indigenous sector worth c. €10 billion with in excess of 50,000 direct employees.
The sector is increasingly research‐intensive and driven by biotechnology; it possesses an
international reputation for dairy origin functional foods and a rapidly developing reputation
for marine functional foods research.
PHARMACEUTICALS ‐ Nine of the world top ten firms have a base in Ireland. In addition
there are c. 50 indigenous firms. Exports from the sector top €46 billion per annum and the
sector employs 25,000.
MEDICAL DEVICES ‐ Eight of the world top ten firms have a strong presence in Ireland and
there are also 100 indigenous firms. Together these firms employ 24,000 and generate
annual revenue of €6.2 billion.
AQUACULTURE ‐ Comprising a world leading aquaculture MNC and indigenous SMEs, there
are 850 licensed operations engaged principally in producing finfish and shellfish for export
markets. The sector employs close to 2000 persons and output in 2009 was valued at €104
million.

The development of an effective marine biotechnology cluster will enhance the development,
added‐value and growth prospects of companies in these sectors, generate “spin‐outs” and
stimulate the growth of new and existing SMEs, many of which are already linked to the exploitation
of marine bioresources.

Marine ingredients processing facility – Donegal
The Killybegs Fishermen's Organisation in partnership with Biomarine Science Technology of
Norway plan to invest €35 million to create a facility that will convert marine biomass into high value
bioactive ingredients. The initiative is being developed in the context of a projected global growth in
the use of marine origin materials for food and health applications, and an increase in the world
demand for proteins. The new facility aims to process 50,000 tonnes/annum of fish into high‐value
bioactive ingredients for use in the health and nutrition markets and will ultimately create 70 new
jobs.
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Inter‐connections with other Business Areas
The development of Ireland’s Marine Biotechnology activity is linked to other marine opportunity
areas. For example marine biotechnology supports and enables the growth of added value in the
aquaculture and marine food sectors while marine ICT capability supports the data capture and
management services needed to monitor, understand and sustainably exploit ocean bioresources.
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6.2.13 MARITIME SECURITY & SURVEILLANCE
Maritime safety, security and surveillance are key to achieving the vision and goals of Harnessing our
Ocean Wealth. The creation of the conditions needed for economic growth, investment and job
creation depend on a safe, secure and protected environment consistent with best international
standards. There are a number of key areas where Ireland can show innovation and leadership that
will lend itself to creating an environment that will provide assurances to investors, while also
developing products and services that can position Ireland internationally. There are three main
areas of opportunity –
(I)
(II)
(III)

Sea lines of communication around our ports
A centre of excellence for Ireland in autonomous vehicles / marine robotics and
Coastal radar and WiFi.

Value Proposition
(i) Sea lines of communication around our ports
In Ireland, it has been reported that up to 99% of the total volume and up to 95% of the total value
of goods traded are shipped through ports. This necessary reliance on our ports makes Ireland as an
‘Island Nation’ significantly vulnerable and we must ensure our maritime and port security. Should a
major incident occur, Ireland would suffer significant economic fall‐out. There is also a serious need
to regulate and control more effectively the goods entering our shores and entering Irish waters on
route to mainland Europe.
(ii) A Centre of Excellence for Ireland in UAS, USS, AUV & ROVs
Ireland must use effective measures to coordinate and observe, taking advantage of technological
innovation by using purpose designed remotely piloted aircraft/vehicles to patrol, observe and act as
a 'First Response' to incidents. Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), Unmanned Surface Systems (USS),
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) and Remote Operated Vehicles (ROV) are used
internationally crossing into a number of marine related sectors. Ireland is well positioned to act as
location for developing, training and testing of these devices given current expertise and
infrastructure.
(iii) Coastal Radar and WiFi
Due to the magnitude of our coastal region and the significance of maritime surveillance within our
national domain and in a European context, the ability to have overlapping radar images of our
coastal regions would add significantly to our maritime picture. Existing infrastructure such as
lighthouse structures could be utilised to provide the height required. A series of overlapping radars
placed at a strategic height on lighthouses, or other suitable locations, along our western and
southwestern seaboard would add greatly to our ability to govern our western approaches and
provide significant information to the European wide surveillance effort. Additionally coastal
broadband as described in Discussion Paper 3(PartB) is critical to the sustainable protection and
development of our marine resource.
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International Significance/Competitive Advantage
ICT such as wireless sensors networks, embedded systems, communication networks, sophisticated
analytics and advanced control systems are used to manage urban infrastructures for the concept of
Smart Cities. These technologies could be used to deliver the Intelligent Ports needed to sustain
economic growth whilst delivering effective security and surveillance arrangements, protecting the
environment, delivering energy efficiency and reducing carbon emissions. Example applications
include – improved operations for freight and traffic management; improved monitoring and
management of shipping containers using sensor technologies; improved situational awareness from
satellite, aircraft, radar, ships, remotely operated vehicles and other monitoring platforms;
integrated systems for port environmental management. Ireland has the expertise to be at the
forefront of the development of these technologies.
R&D in the area of UAS, USS, AUV & ROV technology and ancillary sensors has been developing
significantly in Ireland over the last number of years. A number of Irish universities and companies
are engaged with military and commercial industry leaders. For example, The Mobile and Marine
Robotics Centre in the University Limerick have been engaged in the area of smart control systems
for ROVs and development for AUVs for a number of years and have recently secured a contract
with the NATO Underwater Research Centre. Cathx Ocean, based in Naas, have been engaged in the
development of High Definition lighting & camera systems for the offshore industry for the last
number of years and have recently signed a contract with BLUEFIN Robotics. Over the last fifteen
years the Naval Service has acquired considerable subsurface technological capability through its
ROV and related equipment. The development of a commercial industry aligned ROV pilot
technician course for military personnel has allowed the codification of this knowledge.
Simultaneously, Skytec Ltd has developed a UAS school at the NMCI with IAA authorisation. The
development of this expertise has also resulted in suitable test and demonstration environments
with a real opportunity to establish Ireland as a global centre of excellence in this domain.
Presently Ireland does not have a coastal surveillance capability that would provide the type of
positional data that radar would provide. Radar pictures enhanced with Automatic Identification
System (AIS) and other positional sources would clearly have international significance in that as a
nation we could enhance our contribution to Eurosur/Marsur in a realistic and real‐time manner.
Use cases around the potential applications for coastal broadband and its potential to drive growth
in marine industries are outlined in Discussion Paper 3B.

Impact on HOOW
Illicit trade costs the Irish economy €1.5 billion each year. The losses comprise of an estimated €937
million in tax revenue by the Exchequer and €547 lost by retailers and intellectual property holders.
Therefore, developing and implementing technology and systems to create increased intelligence
around our ports and coastal waters will have significant impact. This addresses a number of the
HOOW actions centred on maritime safety, security and surveillance in particular Action 3 and
Action 8. Should Ireland’s Marine Plan develop as envisaged, then the development of a secure
environment and the enabling technologies will be required to support the development of offshore
industries. The development of this expertise can also be exported internationally and attract inward
investment.
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Business Development and Marketing Key Messages & Recommendations33:


Trial and demonstrate technologies for Intelligent ports.



The development of a centre of excellence for UAS, USS, AUV & ROV technology and the delivery
of technician training is the logical next step for Ireland.



There is a need for open discussion with the Irish Aviation Authority for civil and military use of
the airspace for the development of UAS technology.



UAS, USS, AUV & ROV training is directly transferrable into offshore industry. Potential exists,
for the delivery of this training to new markets in Africa and the Middle East (e.g. through
existing commercial element of NMCI).



From an academic standpoint, potential for development also exists. The Marine Institute,
Newfoundland & Labrador, have developed highly successful four year engineering degree
programs focused on Mechatronics qualifying students ain ROV/AUV technicians.



Funding should be sought to begin coastal radar and coastal broadband coverage in line with the
recommendations of the Coastal Broadband Paper. Technological investors who can lead the
drive to provide Coastal Wi‐Fi further enhance the ability to attract other industries and
investors.

33

Recommendations are based primarily on Technology Development
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6.3 CONCLUSION/ KEY MESSAGES
From this catalogue of projects proposed by DTF members, there are a number that could
potentially be developed into strategic demonstrators across the sectors, new and established, in
Ireland’s ocean economy.
These projects, or similar projects, that may come forward will create the opportunity for the public
sector, private enterprise and community and voluntary organisations to respond to the
opportunities that the national marine challenge represents. This will establish momentum and
signal Ireland’s intent to build its established marine sectors, develop new technologies & services,
and create value from as yet untapped natural resources.
A range of investment supports will be required for these initiatives. Public Sector supports such as
SBIR could be used to stimulate and attract new and existing enterprises to the marine sector by
providing ready‐made customers for product development. Private sector led investments will also
be required, supported by appropriate state stimuli to address issues such as economies of scale or
new technology risks and as projects of significant scale come forward, there will be a need to be in
position and ready to utilise appropriate investment funds, such as funding from the National
Strategic Investment Fund and European Investment Bank.
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